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1. Summary

1.1. Needs appraisal

Archiving video programmes in the form of files requires to consider simultaneously the necessity of
preservation as well as access for browsing, screening and delivery of the required programme
by/for  end users  and from any location (internal / external).

Consequently,  the transfer of video programmes from tape to files leads to implement during the
acquisition phase a process in which the “internet quality files” are generated in parallel to the Mpeg
format files (a reference file in Mpeg 2 and an Mpeg 1 file for local screening).

Moreover, the existence of multiple and still evolving internet quality codecs, as well as the evolution
of cost per GB transfered through network, leads to anticipate further needs of transcoding  of the
stored files to latest internet codec version and/or internet files generation with different parameters
(in order for instance to improve screening quality).

Last but not least, one can anticipate that final delivery of an extract of a programme through high
bandwith network will require a transcoding operation meant to produce the “broadcast quality file”
with format and parameters corresponding to end user needs.

1.2. Evolution of technology and consequences on demonstrator

At the launch of the Presto programme the target was to extend existing Mpeg hardware real time
encoding solution for mass transfer to internet formats by adding to the process real time internet
encoders driven by an automation software.

As we shall see it, identification of solutions, encoding tests with available equipment (Minerva VNP
40 from Minerva and Stream Factory mono processor from Pinnacle) have been conducted and first
level of integration with Stream factory has been achieved.

From mid of the year 2001,  important evolutions appeared with  the identification of software based
encoders able to manage a wide range of formats (input sand outputs)  with transcoding
performance  much faster than existing software based solutions.

Before this evolution, transcoding tools available on the market were either encoders provided by the
main internet editors (Microsoft with Windows Media,  Apple with Quick Time and Real Video from
Real Networks) that are not able to manage a batch process or Cleaner 5 from Discreet Logic able
to manage a batch and all those formats but with a poor time processing performance and a strong
limitation in terms of Mpeg file size input (2GB) :   in fact this latest solution was designed to produce
internet files for programmes of short duration and therefore limited Mpeg size file input.

This led us to identify  and test 2 solutions :

- Cleaner Central (available for Beta Test in feb 2002) which is the new  the new generation  of
Cleaner 5 but up to now has not solved the problem of the Mpeg size file limitation

- Flip Factory V.2 (really available for  operational  tests in march 2002) which does not show any
problematic file size limitation and that really offers transcoding performances in a batch process
that are acceptable ;  principles of integration of this software with an information system
designed to manage the workflow process up to storage destinations has been worked out.
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1.3. Real tIme encoding vs non real time encoding process

1.3.1. advantages and limitations

• Multilevel real time encoding

Advantages :

- when using a process in which all equipment for transcoding operations are driven through a
centralised automation software, integration of extra devices equipment  driven trough a lan is a
relatively marginal extension (development a specific driver for the encoder, here Stream factory
driver is required ; integration of internet encoding parameters in the encoding list) ; this solution is
particular useful when robotics are used to handle tapes (in the case of beta SP tapes)

- effective real time performance of the encoders (different  from announced performance by
manufacturers) allows nevretheless for true real time performance to generate multi date rate files
(here we have tested Real Video and Windows Media at 50, 250 and 700 kbps) ; in terms of work
organisation this allows to fully transfer one programme  in one operation to storage destinations

- regarding time code accuracy, the result is a precision of +/- 1 frame between the  internet files (4
simultaneous streams in Windows media or 4 streams in Real Video at 25 fps)  and the Mpeg 2 and
1 files generated at the same time

Limitations :

- it is not possible to add on a fiber channel board in the Stream factory which requires to use a video
pump placed after the device to send the files to the SAN

- this type of solution is not designed to manage further transcoding needs on demand and through
batch operations launched at regular intrevals

Price per encoded hour : we have defined a generic solution for which an investment budget and
operation costs have been appraised : the outcome is around 100 euros per multilevel encoded hour

• Multilevel real time encoding

Advantages :

- when replacing the Stream Factory (4 devices mono processor) by a Flip Factory (2 licences for 2
servers for internet formats generation and transcoding), the output in terms of   volumes to be
treated by a batch encoding process from the Mpeg 2 or 1 reference file  can be evaluated as
comparable to a real time  encoding process  : processing time per transcoding operation  (per
output file from the Mpeg reference file) is getting stabilized at around twice real time after 20
simultaneous operations and can be guaranted for a volume of a minimum 100 transcoding in the
same batch ; most probably it should be higher with more powerful station  ; with Mpeg 1 source file,
processing time per transcoding operation is very close to real time from 20 simultaneous operations
and quality remains comparable at low data rates (up to 250 Kbps) and acceptable (compared  with
the Mpeg 2 source file) at 700 Kbps ; this means that if we accept that transcoding for low data rates
is achieved from  the Mpeg 1 file and from the Mpeg 2 file for higher internet data rate (and as far as
necessary during non working hours)  volumes to be treated should be comparable to those of the
real time multilevel encoding solution

- acquisition of a transcoding software will allow for subsequent transcoding operations from the
reference file to any format  : internet t format but also Mpeg format (extra module to be purchased)
with different parameters  and, according to the editor, other formats (GVG, Profile, Sony etc extra
modules to be purchased) although transcoding with those latest formats has not been tested ;
moreover, we must recall that transcoding operations can be  managed for any location of the
source file and for any destination of the output  file (to be delivered at the requested URL)
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Limitations : they are those of a new product as a certain number of features are not available for the
moment (time code management to extract a segment in the Mpeg reference file is not yet available
; transcoding Mpeg File from PS format to TS format is not available as  well…)

Price per encoded hour : in the generic solution Flip factory licences and their stations are slightly
cheaper than the 4 stream factory encoder  ; productivity being the same, the outcome is as well
around a 100 euros per multilevel encoded hour ; a low cost solution has also been appraised
designed particularly to Umatic for we have not identified any reliable robotics solution ; in this case
we have decided to remove the automation software and decided to generate the Mpeg 1 file from
the Mpeg 2 file (this requires to install an Mpeg Transcoder with its station )  : in this case saving is
significant either in terms of investment (200 K euros for a staple unit instead of 400 K euros in
pervious cases) and in terms of operations (between 66 to 84 euros per encoded hour according to
required manpower).

1.3.2. advisable solution

In our opinion, the non real time multilevel encoding solution should be advised for archive
preservation and access as soon as some expected features (such as time code management in the
Mpeg 2 file are available ; editor has announced that this should be available in june 2002).

Cost per multilevel encoded hour being the same for comparable targets,  software base solution are
open to further transcoding  operations which is key point regarding evolution of formats and
predictable variety of request by end users.

Generally speaking, we are convinced that this type of solution is a solution for the future.
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2. Context and general approach

2.1. Real Time multilevel encoding

2.1.1. General principles

Real time multilevel encoding refers to a solution in which  a range of encoders are controlled in  parallel
through an automation software in order to generate in real time and simultaneously a family of files
associated to a programme, typically :

- a reference file  for preservation : here a Mpeg 2 4:2:0 PS @ 8 Mbps (or more)  file from which all
subsequent outputs for broadcast operations  can be generated  without any return to a source tape

- an associated range  of files for browsing and screening : Mpeg 1 @ 1,5 Mbps for screening through
LAN distribution  ; Internet formats for remote browsing and screening (typically, 50 Kbp, 250 Kbps and
700 Kbps corresponding to modem quality, ADSL or cable at current data rate , ADSL  at Pro data
rate)

Real time and simultaneous encoding require distribution of the flow to encode to multiple encoders
working in parallel with a goal of frame accuracy between generated files through the use of an automation
software meant to control all hardware devices of the workflow in a synchronised mode as described
previously in D3.2.

Usually those encoders, although using standard CPU are designed (in terms of bus, buffering, memory,
input/ouputs, control devices, hard disk …) to be used as stand alone boxes providing acquisition,
encoding and ouputs in a real time encoding situation and are not as open (in terms of board extension,
hard disk, other software installation)  as a solution based on standard station.

1.3.3. Situation of use

This type of solution is a link of a wider solution in which stocks of tapes (at the entry level) and files (during
process and before archiving) are minimised : as already mentioned this requires then automation at the
entry level and automated quality control after encoding.

Regarding automation at the entry level,  a special focus must be made on the use of robotics driven by the
automation software in order to automate tape handling. The goal in a fully automated process is to
implement a workflow in which  encoding operations can be managed with a minimum of operators and/or
during night hours in order to reach the best productivity. In fact,  it appeared that it was not necessary to
go farther than state of the art described previously in D 3.1 : the use of a robot like a Betacart machine is
relevant for Beta tapes input but there is no industrial and reliable robotics solution for 3/4 inch tapes
unless special development is undertaken which requires involvement on big volumes to justify such a
development ; generally speaking, robotics manufacturers for broadcast tapes handling do not forecast
further development for cart machines ;  moreover,  the unstability of the ¾ VTR requires constant human
intervention and therefore implementing robotics at the entry level could be somehow over dimensioned in
a ¾ inch format workflow.
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2.2. Non Real Time multilevel encoding

2.2.1. General principles

Non real  time multilevel encoding refers here to a solution in which internet formats encoding is not done
in real time and simultaneously but from the Mpeg file (either Mpeg 2 reference file or Mpeg 1 file1 ) through
the use of a transcoding software hosted by a standard machine even if this one can requires special
recommendations from software manufacturers.

Nevertheless,   non real time encoding could be extended to Mpeg 2 and Mpeg 1 files generation with
simple solutions, like  for instance acquisition through an IEE 1394 link after the source (either composite,
Y/C, DV or even SDI) has been converted to DV format or through an acquisition board (typically Digisuite
from Matrox or Targa  from Pinnacle) accepting composite, Y/C, DV or even SDI sources. In both cases
Mpeg software encoders (available for a very low cost and using or not a hardware acceleration function)
can be applied after the acquisition phase. But, in such a case, generation of the Mpeg file is slow due to
the existence of 2 phases (acquisition and then encoding) and because Mpeg encoding, as we have tested
it, is of course not real time but X times real time.

That’s why - here - software encoding has been implemented and tested a with the target of  generating
Internet formats during the acquisition process and from the Mpeg file generated with the hardware real
time encoding solution.

In order to anticipate further needs,  transcoding to other formats has also been tested for it may be useful
– on the phase of exploitation of archives – to be able to generate other files formats (including Mpeg
formats but different parameters for instance) from the Mpeg original files.

1.3.4. Situation of use

This type of solution is a link of a wider solution (the same as for hardware real time Mpeg encoding
described before) in which internet files generation is achieved through the use of software internet
encoders available from main editors (Windows Media encoder from Microsoft, Real Producer from Real
Networks and the range of Apple video encoders) but integrated into a transcoding software that is able to
launch hands off batch encoding for a large volume of operations and to manage multiple formats, multiple
data rates and wide settings parameters with a common interface.

Such a solution as we shall see  is easier to implement (for it does not require automation software to
control encoders as in the previous case) but it  will generally take X times real time to generate internet
formats and then will lead to store intermediate stocks of files before quality control, archiving and delivery
for downloading or streaming.

                                                
1 Opportunity to operate transcoding from the Mpeg 2 or 1 file will be appraised in “multilevel software encoding
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2. Real Time Multilevel encoding

2.1. Recall of Mpeg 2 and 1 encoding

The solution described here is a generic solution derived from the solution originally developed by e-
vod for the Banque de Programmes et de Services (BPS) for France 5.

At the entry level the source tapes are present in the DIVA cart machine (a Betacart like machine), if
tapes are of course from the Beta range formats.

An AES/EBU SDI switch allows to dispatch these audio/video sources to several Minerva VNP
encoders which allow to create two levels of quality, from a single video source :

• one in MPEG-2 MP@ML format at 8 Mbits/s (High bit rate) for archiving, and
• one in MPEG1 at 1,5 Mbps for screening purposes

The  Minerva VNP encoders deliver datagrams in UDP mode, which are captured on a dedicated PC
station, called pump, which creates a file with these datagrams. Then, the files are placed on a
centralized and shared storage. The SAN architecture allows to have several simultaneous access to
the media.

The (.mpg) files generated by the Minerva VNP, present on the SAN, are transferred on the RAID
On Line storage (here an EMC2 Celerra Media Server). Then, the MPEG-1 files at 1,5 Mbits/s are
recorded on DLT tapes which are kept inside the Near On Line ATL Library.

The high resolution MPEG-2 files at 8 Mbits/s are recorded on DLT tapes which are placed outside
in a free place. Of course, these files can be stored in the same way in a library . This depends on
the volume to be stored and of the frequency and time access constraints of the archive operator.

Files storage process after encoding
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2.2. High and medium bit rates encoding

Minerva VNP 151 and 201 are MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 video encoder/decoder optimized for video
distribution over IP networks. They can support unicast and multicast modes with bit rates from 200
kbits/s to 15 Mbits/s. Both models accept PAL and NTSC standard.

2.2.1. Configuration

The Minerva VNP is connected directly to IP networks through its 10/100 Ethernet interface. VNP is a
plug-and-play MPEG network appliance with its integrated HTTP server built directly into the system.
When plugged  into the network, the operator can access to different web pages which allows for
setting encoding parameters.

2.2.1.1. Login

After Login and Password, a new web page allows for configuration of the mode in which the oprator
wants to use the VNP : coder or decoder.
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2.2.1.2. Encoder Channel

2.2.1.2.1. Control

The VNP software version allows for a remote control of any VTR via VITC. So, the VNP is frame
accurate. In the generic solution exposed here, this functionality is not used because the automation
software that has been used (Acube from Communication and Systems described later in the present
document) controls directly the VTR source,  the VNP encoding start session and all other hardware
peripherals including the cart machine loaded with beta formats tapes.

2.2.1.2.2. Destination

The ID address, specified in Destination field, indicates where the VNP will have to transmit the files
in unicast or multicast mode.

2.2.1.2.3. Video Bitrate

The data rate can be chosen according to the standard MPEG-1 or MPEG-2 that has been chosen..

standard Norm Data rate
MPEG-1 ISO/IEC 11172 – Part 2 From200 kbits/s to 4 Mbits/s
MPEG-2 ISO/IEC 13818 – Part 2 MP@ML From 1,5 Mbits/s to 15 Mbits/s

The Minerva VNP 201 allows to encode in MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 (at full D1 resolution).
The Minerva VNP 151 allows to encode in MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 (at Half D1 resolution).
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After specifying Video Bitrate, the Advanced button gives access to a web page to configure
advanced parameters related to video, audio and mux.

2.2.1.3. Encoder Advanced Settings

2.2.1.3.1. Video

ResolutionMinerva
VNP 201

Minerva
VNP 151

Image
SIze

Video
Standard Horizontal Vertical

NTSC 352 240• • SIF
PAL 352 288

NTSC 176 120• • QSIF
PAL 176 144

NTSC 352 480• • Half D1
PAL 352 576

NTSC 704 480• Full D1
PAL 704 576

2.2.1.3.2. Audio

Advanced settings audio
Input Analog or AES/EBU
Mode Stereo or Mono
Sampling (in kHz) 32, 44,1 or 48
Input Gain (in dB) -12, -6, 0, +6, +12
Bitrate (in bits/s) 32.103  48.103  56.103  64.103  80.103  96.103  112.103  128.103 160.103

192.103  224.103  256.103  320.103 384.103

2.2.1.3.3. Mux
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Mux means the kind of Multiplex to be used :
• PS (Program Stream) or TS (Transport Stream) for MPEG-2 files,
• System for MPEG-1 files.

2.2.2. High bit rates encoder : Minerva VNP 201

The video and audio parameters of VNP 201, used in the real time encoding system, are described.

2.2.2.1. Video parameters

The following array summarizes the different video parameters available. The VNP configuration are
shown by dots.

Encoder Advanced Settings - Vidéo
Input Standard MPEG-1 MPEG-2Type

modèle
VNP Composite S-Video SDI Consumer Professional QSIF SIF Half

D1
Full
D1

201 • • •

The minimum limit recommandation is not to go under :

• 2 Mbits/s in case of MPEG-2 at full D1. and
• 1,4 Mbits/s in case of MPEG-2 at Half D1

2.2.2.2. Audio parameters

For the audio, the following parameters were chosen :
• 48 kHz  as sampling rate (because the video source is Digital Betacam) and,
• 128 kbits/s for  data rate.

2.2.3. Medium bit rates encoder : Minerva VNP 151

The video and audio parameters of VNP 151, used in the real time encoding system, are described.

2.2.3.1. Video parameters

The following array summarizes the different video parameters available. The VNP configuration are
shown by dots.

Encoder Advanced Settings - Vidéo
Input Standard MPEG-1 MPEG-2Type

modèle
VNP Composite S-Video SDI Consumer Professional QSIF SIF Half D1

151 • • •

2.2.3.2. Audio parameters

For the audio, the following parameters were chosen :
• 48 kHz  as sampling rate (because the video source is Digital Betacam) and,
• 128 kbits/s for  data rate.
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2.3. Extension of the solution to internet formats

2.3.1. Survey of available solutions on the market

2.3.1.1. Hardware encoders for the Web

A survey has been conducted in order to identify a multilevel hardware encoding solution that would be
bale to integrate all current “internet quality encoders” : Windows Media, Real Video, Quick Time and also
Mpeg 4 ISO.

In fact it appeared that, contrary to manufacturers announcements no solution was able to cover  all those
encoders.

Secondly, it has not been possible to benefit of loans of encoders from manufacturers to be able to test the
video encoding performance and the integration in the automation system.

Therefore, 2 solutions have been tested :

- VNP 40 from Minerva for Quick Time and Mpeg 4 encoding but as, we shall see, integration of this
solution has not been done due to lack of performance of this device ; moreover it appears to day that
main encoding formats used on the market to day are either Windows Media (with a strong progression
of market share in the recent months) and Real Video

- Stream Factory from Pinnacle for Windows Media and Real video encoding has been tested (Quick
Time is still not available although announced months ago) on the video encoding performance as well
as on the integration side with the automation system

Before entering into this test and integration phase we recall here the list of identified hardware encoders
for internet formats and for which detailed presentation is available as an appendix (Internet Hardware
Codecs survey).

Identified hardware encoders  described in this survey are the following :

- STREAMFACTORY PRODUCTS – PINNACLE SYSTEMS
- AQUA – GRASS VALLEY GROUP
- DPSNETSTREAMER - LEITCH
- WINNOV VIDEO CAPTURE CARDS
- WINNOV ENCODING SOLUTIONS
- DARIM VIDEO CAPTURE CARDS
- DARIM ENCODING SOLUTIONS
- VIEWCAST / OSPREY VIDEO CAPTURE CARD
- VIEWCAST ENCODING STATIONS
- ECRIN ENCODING STATIONS

Minerva VNP 40 is not described in this survey for it was the first encoder to be tested before this survey
was undertaken with the goal - at the beginning of the year 2001 – and it was planned that this encoder
would integrate later on other formats (Windows Media and Real Video apart from Quick time and Mpeg 4
ISO) and that it would require - a priori - easy adaptation and integration due to the fact that drivers for the
Minerva rack-mountable encoding devices (VNP 201 and 151) were already available.

Moreover, Minerva VNP 40 was one of the first encoders to propose Mpeg 4 ISO and, at this stage, the
quest for a standard for Internet Quality encoding appeared to be a  reasonable target.

This survey will give full report of the compared characteristics of those solutions and a summary chart has
been established at the end of the document in order to establish easy comparisons.
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Of course, �������thorough comparison requires operational tests of all those solutions.

2.3.2. Real time multilevel encoding including web formats

As previously mentioned, when Minerva announced a new coder, called VNP 40, MPEG-4 ISO
compliant, we decided to include this new VNP model to be able to produce a format (MPEG-4 ISO)
which could be displayed by the QuickTime 5 player.

Then we decided to choose as well StreamFactory, from Pinnacle systems, which can produce
simultaneously up to four independent streams (in Real and/or WindowsMedia) from a single source.

So, we expected that the Multilevel encoding diagram would be as followed :

Ideal Multilevel encoding solution including :
QuickTime (VNP40), Real and WindowsMedia (StreamFactory)

In a first part, we are going to introduce Minerva VNP 40 (MPEG-4 ISO/ QuickTime) with its
characteristics, performances and the possibility to be insert into the RealTime multilevel encoding
system.

In a second part, we are going to introduce StreamFactory (Real and WindowsMedia) with its
characteristics, performances and the possibility to be insert into the RealTime multilevel encoding
system.

2.3.3. QuickTime encoder : Minerva VNP 40

As VNP 151 and 201, Minerva VNP 40 is a rack-mountable (1,5 Rack Unit). VNP 40 can stream
audio and video (up to 64 simultaneous RTSP connections) to any  computer with QuickTime 4 or 5
player. The VNP 40 can stream from 50 kbits/s to 1 Mbits/s. The VNP 40 is MPEG-4 ISO standard-
based which supports H.263 video codec and G711 audio codec. It also supports MP3 audio codec.
With H.263 video codec, originally developped for videoconferencing, it is possible to produce video
at CIF resolution (352×288 for PAL standard).
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VTR 2
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2.3.3.1. MPEG-4 Video Simple Profile

At first, MPEG-4 had to be optimized for video at low bit rates : from  5 kbits/s to 4 Mbits/s.

These data rates are divided in three distinct ranges : Low, Intermediate and High.

Low Less than 64 kbits/s
Intermediate From 64 to 384 kbits/s

High From 384 to 4 Mbits/s

The MPEG-4 Video Simple Profile has three levels in term of Image size, frames and data rates.

Level Image size fps Data rate
1 QCIF 176×144 15 64 kbits/s
2 CIF 352×288 15 128 kbits/s
3 CIF 352×288 30 384 kbits/s

(established for NTSC standard 625/60 Hz)

So, VNP 40 as many others MPEG-4 ISO encoding solutions, is based on the MPEG-4 Video Simple
Profile and  its maximum data rate for Level 3 (CIF resolution) is more than 384 kbits/s. In case of
VNP 40, its maximum data rate can be up to 1 Mbits/s.

2.3.3.2. VNP 40 - Encoder Advanced Settings

As the other Minerva encoders, VNP 40 is a stand alone network appliance, which can be remotely
controled from any web browser, via the integrated HTTP server built directly into the system. Via the
HTML interface, the user can configure the Encoder advanced settings.
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Encoder Advanced Settings

Video Audio
Composite  aLawInput
S-video

Types
 µLaw

NTSCStandard
PAL
ConsumerInput Mode
Professional

Type H263
Bitrate (kbits/s) up to 1 Mbits/s
Frame rate (fps)

Bitrate
(bits/s)

8 000, 16 000, 24 000, 32 000, 40 000,
48 000, 56 000, 64 000, 80 000, 96 000,
112 103, 128 103, 144 103, 160 103,
192 103, 224 103, 256 103, 320 103

SQCIF 128×96
QCIF 176×144

Resolution

CIF 352×288
Mode Mono only (no stereo available)

Normal
Intermediate

Display

Full Screen
Quality +, -

Sampling
(Hz)

8000, 16 000, 22 050, 24 000, 32 000,
44 100, 48 000

No professional audio/video inputs and outputs are available :
• no SDI input, neither AES/EBU as in the other VNP 151 and 201,
• only one video analog input via BNC, and one analog unbalanced input (line level in Left and

Right RCA).

2.3.3.3. Streaming to QuickTime player

To run the rtsp display, you must open the QuickTime player and choose in File Menu : Open URL,
and indicate the IP address of Minerva VNP 40.

After a buffering  time, the stream from the Minerva VNP 40 is displayed in the QuickTime 5 player.
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2.3.3.4. Subjective quality

From a Beta tape, some subjective quality tests were made. By combination of the maximum data
rate fixed at 1 Mbits/s and the Full Screen display mode, the VNP 40 produced a frame in CIF (i.e
352×288) at 25 fps with a quality equivalent to MPEG-1.

In the other modes, Normal and Intermediate, some artifacts such as blockiness are displayed. To
reduce the artifacts and have the smoothest motion, the best is to use the Full Screen mode.

CIF Normal Intermediate Full Screen

384 kbits/s Artefacts in large and
uniform luma area

Blockiness Blockiness, motion no
enough smooth

1 Mbits/s Good Quality Low Quality on large and
uniform luma area

Same as MPEG-1

2.3.3.5. VNP Automation

Minerva VNP 151 and 201 can support protocols RTP/RTCP/RTSP in Unicast/Multicast. They can
be used  in UDP and RTP. In UDP, audio and video are multiplexed together and delivered on a
single port. Consequently, the pump function can create the (.mpg) files from the datagrams.

But VNP 40 finally only supported RTP protocol which means that audio and video stream are
provided on two distinct ports. So, to develop an automation in the same way that for Minerva VNP
151 and 201, a software development was needed to multiplex the content of these two streams and
create a MPEG-4 ISO file in the pump 3.

2.3.3.6. Conclusion

The choice of VNP 40 was finally aborted for several reasons :

• the bad performance in term of picture quality : date rate must be near 1 Mbits/s to have a
smooth motion and no artefacts

• the fact that there was no significant improvment compared with MPEG-1 format – which is
established as a standard widely used -  for downloading delivery : Mpeg 1 seems to deliver
a quality good enough at 1 Mbits/s compared to the subjective performances of MPEG-4
ISO, H263 compliant, at the same bit rate.

• the fact that for Real or WindowsMedia Technology there was no concrete evolution from
manufacturer to handle these formats

• besides, no broadcast audio/video inputs/outputs are available even in option (no date is
available from Minerva). So, the integration with the AES/SDI switch is not possible with the
Minerva VNP 40.

Consequently, the automation developments were concentrated on the StreamFactory : a hardware
encoder which can produce up to four independent streams in web formats such as Real or
WindowsMedia. The following diagram integrates StreamFactory with a dedicated pump (VNP 40
with its dedicated pump is not included).
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Stream Factory can record on its internal hard disk the Real or Windows Media files. Then, a batch
of program orders a transfer of these files to pump 3, before sending to the SAN. No Fiber Channel
card can be added into Stream Factory 1 RU. So a dedicated pump, which has a Fiber Channel card
connected to the Shared storage unit, is needed to backup the files recorded on the Stream Factory
hard disk and then transfer them directly to the SAN.

2.3.4. Real and Windows Media encoder : Stream Factory

Based on Multi stream technology, any Stream Factory model (mono or dual processors) can convert
one audio/video input up to four digital versions audio and video in multiples bit rates with hardware-
based circuitry. These bit streams can be in Real and Windows Media formats; QuickTime is not yet
supported.

2.3.4.1. Access and control choices

Stream Factory is designed to be accessed and controlled (remotely or locally) in the following ways
:

• Direct Local Access (On board)
• Direct Remote Access (via Windows NetMeeting)
• Remote Access

At first, we tested the performance in term of CPU load and picture quality in Remote Access control
mode. The use of the HTML interface requires that no software other than the standard Windows
Internet Explorer (v 5.0) is installed on the remote computer. The HTML Interface accesses the
network only once every five seconds for status checks unless the user applies entered settings or
values. Using this single HTML interface, it is possible to configure up to four streams of webcasting
video in the Real Networks and Windows Media formats simultaneously.

The HTML Interface is the recommended method of accessing and controlling StreamFactory due to
its low CPU load and its easy-to-use interface. In this HTML interface, it is possible to directly control
four independent streams with the GroupStart and GroupStop commands.
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2.3.4.2. Input selection

2.3.4.2.1. Video input

Video inputs can be  :
• composite, Y/C (which require a dual BNC to S-Video adaptor), YUV for analog sources and
• SDI, DV for digital sources.

2.3.4.2.2. Audio input

Audio inputs can be :
• unbalanced (stereo, jack plug), balanced XLR for analog sources, and
• AES/EBU and embedded audio (for SDI and DV) for digital sources.

2.3.4.3. Real interface
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2.3.4.3.1. Encoder Setup / main frame

Real Video
Real Video G2
Real Video G2 with SVT

Video Codec

Real Video 8
Normal Motion Video
Smoothest Motion Video
Sharpest Image Video
Slide Show

Video Quality

No Video
Voice Only
Voice with Background Music
Music
Stereo Music

Audio Format

No Audio

2.3.4.3.2. Encoder Setup / Target Audience

Via this interface, the user can configure settings for RealSystem in Single or MultiStream.
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A Real file in Multistream can have up eight different target audience.

The Data rate and frame rate (PAL and NTSC standard) are indicated for each target audience.

Target Audience Data rate (kbits/s) Frame rate
fps (NTSC)

Frame rate
fps (PAL)

28K Modem 20 12 12
56K Modem 34 12 12

ISDN 45 15 12,5
Dual ISDN 80 15 12,5

Corporate LAN 95 - 150 30 25
256K DSL/Cable 225 - 250 30 25
384K DSL/Cable 350 30 25
512K DSL/Cable 450 30 25

The Real audio codecs are divided in four ranges (each dedicated to a specific target audience), are
available.

Target audience Data rate (kbits/s)
Voice from 5 kbits/s to 64 kbits/s
Music from 6 kbits/s to 64 kbits/s
Stereo Music from 20 kbits/s to 96 kbits/s
Real Audio 8 from 12 kbits/s to 352 kbits/s

2.3.4.3.3. Encoder Setup / Filter

The Filter option allows to configure advanced settings for pre-processing such as (Noise reduction,
inverse telecine, de-interlace filter, resizing and cropping function).

You can choose some parameters regarding Player performances : VBR latency, time between
keyframes, player compatibility.

2.3.4.4. WindowsMedia interface
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2.3.4.4.1. Encoder Setup / main frame

For Windows Media, the user can not access to a Target Audience menu, in which he can precisely
define the image size,  the frame rate and other advanced settings.

Furthermore, three different Field Removal modes are available and via Capture settings, cropping is
possible.

The user can only choose among 33 determined profiles, according to their respective description :
Frame Size is associated with each profile. For example, we indicate the lowest and the highest
profile.

Windows Media Profile Image size

Video for dial-up modems or single channel ISDN (28,8 to 56 Kbps) 176×144

Video for broadband PAL (768 Kbps) 352×288
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2.3.4.5. Performances test - RealSystem

To check mono-processor StreamFactory performances (StreamFactoryX2 was not available in
France) announced by Pinnacle Systems in Data Sheet, we tried to produce the same conditions, in
term of target audiences and characteristics (data rate, frame rate, audio codec,…)

2.3.4.5.1. Announced performances

According to Pinnacle Systems data sheet, a mono-processor StreamFactory can simultaneously
produce three different Real files as described below.

Real codec

Video Audio

Target rate size fps Rate type sample rate

Total Data
rate

Modem 56k 160×120 12 27,5k Mono 4 kHz 6,5k 34 kbits/s

Dual ISDN 128k 320×240 12 64k Mono 8 kHz 16k 80 kbits/s

DSL/ModemCable 256k 320×240 25 181k Stereo 16 kHz 44k 225 kbits/s

2.3.4.5.2. Test

To make an evaluation very accurate, we produced three Real files in SingleStream with same image
size, data rate, frame rate and the most appropriate audio codec.

Target Modem Dual ISDN DSL/ModemCable

Image size 160×120 320×240 320×240

Video Quality Smoothest Motion Video

Audio Format Voice with Background Music

kbits/s fps audio kbits/s fps audio kbits/s fps audio

56K modem 34 12 6 Kbps
Music

Dual ISDN 80 12 8 Kbps
Music

256K DSL 225 25 16 Kbps
RA8 (1)

(1) : 16 Kbps Stereo Music – Real Audio 8

During the encoding process, the percentage of the CPU load can be viewed directly from the HTML
interface the user. For these Real SingleStream files, the CPU load was between 70 and 80%. Over
80-85 %, it is beginning to reach a limit as to how well StreamFactory can maintain the streams.
Sustained operation below 85-90% CPU is recommended by Pinnacle. Each produced file has a
smooth motion and a picture quality quite good.

So, StreamFactory can produce up to these three real files (same characteristics in term of image
size, frame rate, data rate and audio codec), respectively for Modem, Dual ISDN and
DSL/ModemCable.
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2.3.4.6. Performances test – WindowsMedia

2.3.4.6.1. Announced performances

According to Pinnacle Systems data sheet, a mono-processor StreamFactory can simultaneously
produce three different WindowsMedia files as described below.

WindowsMedia codec

Video Audio

Target rate size fps Rate type sample rate

Total Data
rate

Modem 56k 176×144 12 16k Mono 11 kHz 10,2k 26 kbits/s

Dual ISDN 128k 320×240 12 80k Mono 16 kHz 16k 96 kbits/s

DSL/ModemCable 256k 320×240 25 189k Stereo 32 kHz 32k 221 kbits/s

2.3.4.6.2. Test 1

Firstly, we made a test with three profiles dedicated to : Low, Medium and High target audiences.

Target Profile Image Size

Low Video for dial-up modems or single channel ISDN (28,8 to 56 Kbps) 176×144

Medium Video for e-mail and dual channel ISDN (128 Kbps) 320×240

High Video for broadband NTSC (256 Kbps) 320×240

CPU reached 90-95% with some peaks above. But the motion of files is smooth enough and the
picture quality quite good.

2.3.4.6.3. Test 2

Secondly, we added an other profile (Video for broadband PAL at 768 Kbps) which has a size image
in CIF (352×288).

Target Profile Image Size

Low Video for dial-up modems or single channel ISDN (28,8 to 56 Kbps) 176×144

Medium Video for e-mail and dual channel ISDN (128 Kbps) 320×240

High Video for broadband NTSC (256 Kbps) 320×240

768 PAL Video for broadband PAL (768 Kbps) 352×288

The CPU reached 100%. The StreamFactory continued to operate with reduced performance. This
prolonged operation at 100% CPU caused sluggish interactivity that we saw in the produced file.
Indeed, it was quite normal because, with these four profiles, the total data rate (56 + 128 + 256 +
768) was  near 1,2 Mbits/s. Pinnacle Systems announced maximum data rate up to 1 Mbits/s for a
mono-processor model and 2 Mbits/s for a dual-processor. So, StreamFactoryX2 seemed to be the
only solution to produce these four streams combination.

2.3.4.6.4. Conclusion

To produce a high bit rate file, such as 768 kbits/s, the best is to make one encoding process
dedicated to this data rate. As explained by Pinnacle Systems, StreamFactory can be configured to
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deliver one Real and one WindowsMedia stream both running at 300 kbits/s, 30 fps at 320×240; but,
so much CPU power is used that it prevents even one stream at 28,8 kbits/s to be activated.

Even StreamFactoryX2 (dual-processor) can stream :
• one video source  (for example NTSC standard) in full motion video (640×480) at up to 30

fps and 2 Mbits/s data rate, or

• two broadband streams at 220 kbits/s, and two ISDN streams at 80 – 100 kbits/s with 63%
average CPU load, for example.

Introduced in December 2000, the first StreamFactory mono-processor, single 933 MHz Pentium III
CPU, is for entry-level applications where one broadband stream and a few narrow band streams are
required. The best is to find a compromise to stream two RealNetworks and two WindowsMedia
streams with reasonable limits on frame size and frame rate.

2.3.4.7. Performances for Archives delivery

In case of most streaming applications, this device has enough power to deliver streams for target
audience up to xDSL connections. Here, we are introducing optimized settings for Real in
SureStream mode. For each SureStream file,  the number of streams is limited to four different target
audience, quite enough according to most of Internet Service Provider.

Target audience

Up to 34 kbits/s (Modem, ISDN) Up to 225 kbits/s (xDSL)

Image Size 192×144 320×240

Video Quality Smoothest Motion Video

Audio Format Voice with Background Music

Data rate fps Audio codec

Stream 1 12 kbits/s 5 fps 5 Kbps Voice

Stream 2 15 kbits/s 6 fps 6 Kbps Music

Stream 3 20 kbits/s 8 fps 8 Kbps Music

Stream 4 34 kbits/s 12 fps 11 Kbps Music

Data rate fps Audio codec

Stream 1 90 kbits/s 25 fps 20 Kbps Music

Stream 2 112 kbits/s 25 fps 32 Kbps Music

Stream 3 162 kbits/s 25 fps 44 Kbps Music

Stream 4 225 kbits/s 25 fps 64 Kbps Music

The CPU reached between 89 and 95%, because these two Real files were produced in SureStream
in VBR mode.

In case of an outside access to an archives data base, via standard modem (56K) or xDSL line,
these settings could be used to produce Real MultiStream files with a mono-processor
StreamFactory.

If we consider, for a modem connection,  34 kbits/s as the minimum data rate to view correctly any
programs, the maximum frame rate would not exceed 12. So, frame accuracy is not possible.

Only in case of xDSL connection up to  225 kbits/s data rate, the frame rate is really accurate with 25
fps.
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2.4. Tests sequences encoding

2.4.1. Test sequences

In accordance with INA, short images sequences were extracted from programmes hereafter and given
identification name (Name).

Program Title Critical features Name Duration
Black & White sequence  on wall painting with some
noisy pictures

N&B1 1 min 37 s
PSYCHOPATHIA
SEXUALIS Black & White seq.

Close-up violent contrast, and unstable image N&B2 1 min 48 s
Colour seq.
Live shooting in New York street

street 1 min 54 sIMAGES DU
TEMPS D’AVANT

Stock shots ″Man on The Moon″ (*) noise 1 min 09 s
Panoramic view from a train with sometimes insert of
freeze frame with a signpost

pano 1 min
PERSONNE

Loop sequence with
Close Up on water with forward and backward zoom water 49 s

(*) : this sequence was not extracted because it had too low brightness

2.4.2. MPEG-2 and MPEG-1 encoding

Firstly, the test sequences are encoded simultaneously with two Minerva VNP encoders, available in
the real time multilevel encoding system, respectively in :

• MPEG-2 PS (8 Mbits/s) on Minerva VNP 201, and
• MPEG-1 (1,5 Mbits/s) on Minerva VNP 151.

Minerva Standard Mux type Video data rate Audio data rate
VNP 201 MPEG-2 Program Stream 8 Mbits/s 128 kbits/s
VNP 151 MPEG-1 System Stream 1,5 Mbits/s 128 kbits/s

2.4.3. Streaming encoding

Secondly, the test sequences are encoded in Streaming formats such as Real Video, Windows
Media, with a mono-processor Stream Factory, which supports Real and Windows Media
architecture with their respective audio/video codecs in version 8 (for Real) and in version 7 (for
WM). According to our previous tests, it is possible to produce simultaneously three streams (34, 80
and 225 kbits/s) for Real and WindowsMedia, but not three different streams (50, 250 and 700
kbits/s) as requested for these tests. So, it was  decided to do two passes for the encoding process :

• a first one combining 50 and 250 kbits/s, and
• a second one dedicated to the high data rate 700 kbits/s.

According to Pinnacle Data sheet, only StreamFactoryX2 allowed to produce simultaneously three
streams such as : 50, 250 and 700. But as explained before, this model was not available from
Pinnacle France.
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2.4.3.1. StreamFactory settings

Video Input SDI
Audio Input AES / EBU

Video standard PAL / 625
Brightness 50 Audio Level 64
Saturation 50 Contrast 50

2.4.3.2. Real encoding

As in previous performances tests about Real architecture, we can define in the advanced settings
menu for each SingleStream : the image size, the data and frame rate and a dedicated audio codec.

2.4.3.2.1. Real SingleStreams

Target Encoding
pass

RealVideo SingleStream Data rate
(kbits/s)

fps Image
size

Audio settings

50K Single Stream 56K Modem 34 12 176×144 8,5 kbits/s Voice
250K

1
Single Stream 256K DSL 225 25 320×240 44 kbits/s Music

700K 2 Single Stream 512K DSL 768 25 352×288 64 kbits/s Music

2.4.3.2.2. Real advanced parameters

VideoCodec RealVideo 8 Filter : De-Interlace
VideoQuality Smoothest Motion Video VBR encoding
Audio Format Voice with Background Music
Compatibility Player G2

Others

2.4.3.3. WindowsMedia encoding

As in previous performances tests about Windows Media architecture, we tried to find the nearest
WindowsMedia profiles in term of data rate. To avoid CPU reached 100%, two encoding passes
were used.

2.4.3.3.1. WindowsMedia settings

Web architecture Target Encoding pass WindowsMedia Profile Image size
50K Video for Web servers (56 kbps) 176×144

250K
1

Video for Broadband (256 kbps) 320×240Windows Media
700K 2 Video for Broadband PAL (768 kbps) 352×288

2.4.3.4. CPU load

The CPU load was followed with their min and max value, because VBR mode was used.

For Pass 1 (in Real) and Pass 3 (in WM), CPU reached respectively :
• 60% in Real, and
• 95% in  WindowsMedia

For Pass 2 (in Real) and Pass 4 (in WM), CPU reached respectively :
• 90%, with a minimum around 50% in Real, and
• 100% in WindowsMedia.

So, Windows Media (with codecs v7) is more CPU consuming than Real (with codecs v8).
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CPU load (in %)
RealVideo WindowsMedia

Pass 1
(56K + 256K)

Pass 2
(768K)

Pass 3
(56K + 256K)

Pass 4
(768K)

min max min max min max min max
B&W1 55 61 54 75 63 95 98
B&W2 52 58 55 70 67 82 100
Street 30 61 72 91 66 99 100
noise 51 61 46 90 73 98 100
pano 62 75 94 74 97 100
water 64 75 94 74 97 100

2.4.3.4.1. CPU load in Real Video

In Pass 1, CPU reached 60%, with minimum peak around 30 and 50%.

In Pass 2, CPU reached 90%, with minimum around 50%, for Black & White (B&W1 and B&W2) and
live action (like Street) sequences. For a Loop sequence like water (with Close Up on water with
forward and backward zoom) quite complex to encode, CPU reached and stayed at 94% for a Single
Stream file at 768K. 94% is over 85-90% and reduced the encoding performances in Real.

In spite of peaks near and over 90%, the Real Video files (especially for B&W1, B&W2, Street,
Noise) have a good picture quality with smooth motion, because most of CPU load is under 85-90%.

2.4.3.4.2. CPU load in Windows Media

In Pass 3, CPU reached more than 95%, with minimum peak between 63 and 73%.

In Pass 4, for a target audience at 768K, a prolonged operation at 100% CPU might have reduced
encoding performances, and caused bad performances in term of motion and picture quality.

The CPU load for Windows Media is more important in Pass 3 than in Pass 1 for Real even for only
two streams at : 56 and 256K. The CPU reached rapidly between 80% and 85 % which is considered
as a limit as to how well Stream Factory can maintain the streams.
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2.5. Integration and time code accuracy

Integration of the Stream Factory device is presented hereafter with :

- a general diagram showing a presentation of the whole system

- a recall of the automation system which has been used for automated process management and its
extension to internet format encoding in order to implement the concept of Real time Multilevel
encoding

- interface with the information system meant to manage all data associated to programmes during the
process

The key point that has been tested here at INA’s request is the possibility to reach frame accuracy
between :

- the Mpeg 2 and 1 encoding level,  and

- the internet formats encoding level with Stream Factory  (with 2 formats only : Real video and
Windows Media)
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2.5.1. General diagram of RealTime Multilevel encoding process
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2.5.2. Acube automation system

Acube is a toolbox, comprising distinct but complementary software based on a distributed
architecture (CORBA), which allows the control and management of TV centers and networks. Acube
adapts easily to existing structures of all sizes, and provides a high degree of reliability that avoids
expensive redundancy.

2.5.2.1. Software architecture

The whole range of Acube products is based around software modules, each dedicated to a
particular application built. All Acube modules share the same basic software (Acube Engine) which
provides a common group of services. The Acube applications can work alone, or all together,
sharing equipment or not.

• All applications can generate a Log file in which all events are recorded as they are
generated. At any time, events can be sorted by nature and level of importance.

• Besides, these applications allow operator to take over from the equipment controlled by
Acube-copy at any time.

2.5.2.2. Architecture Acube

Acube distributed architecture

All stations (PCs and MEC) are linked to an Ethernet network (or any other network type supporting
TCP/IP) that provides the communication infrastructure for the Acube software objects, all of which
are compatible with the CORBA standard. This means that any Acube application such as Acube
Copy (used here a the application software meant to manage the list of programmes to be encoded)
can be accessed simultaneously from several PCs.

2.5.2.3. MEC : Multi Equipment Controller

The Multi Equipment Controller (or MEC) is an industrial Windows NT based PC that is secured and
equipped with RS 232/422 serial multi port, which are available on an MCXBP ACKSYS board. The
MEC aim function is the interface between all the equipment and the Acube software.
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It allows to control :
• two Video Tape Recorder or more (here VTR 1 and VTR 2), which are inside the DIVA cart

machine,
• AES/EBU switch, and
• if necessary the VTR used for entry quality screening and time code checking

2.5.2.4. Acube copy

The first function of Acube copy is to control the three pumps in which the Minerva VNP transmits IP
datagrams. Acube is the dedicated model in the Acube range offering copy and recording operations
for referenced A/V stories defined in the system, whatever media they are stored on.

Acube copy uses copy or copylists (or encoding lists)  which include the different programme or
segments you want to copy.

• Two windows are associated with each copylist, one for preparing the segments for copying,
and an other for executing the corresponding copies.

• Two zones are clearly defined in the playlist as source or target within which you can view
and/or edit story-related information before and after copying.

The interface is intuitive and easy-to-use. By a drag and drop from the list of segments, available in
the Acube database, to the sources you can produce the copy.

All programme related information is stored in a single database (Access, SQL Server, etc…) making
it accessible to all the applications in the range and which is fed by data import from the Programme
Data Base through an ODBC query.

2.5.3. Programme Data Base

2.5.3.1. General description

Originally, the Acube system proposes a Programme Data Base called Media Monitor. supporting
editing operations of data related  to the programmes or segments to be managed in a broadcasting
context.

Acube Media Monitor has not been used due to fact that e-vod developed a full Programme Data
Base adapted to stock catalogues management and designed to manage all operations from input
tapes up to long term storage and delivery to downloading and streaming servers. Moreover, this
Programme Data Base is part of a wider Information System – not exposed here – meant to house
and distribute programmes from catalogue operators for various exploitation fields thus requiring,
prospects and customers management, service billing, watermaking etc.

e-vod Programme Data Base has been developed with my SQL PHP 4 for it is an and low cost
source working with Apache and Linux and shall be implement on Oracle in a second step.

Then, the data base can be accessed through standard HTML  interfaces thus allowing for easy
remote access.

Relevant tables of the information system used by the Programme Data Base are exposed in the
following diagram.
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File naming is obtained as follows :

- file name is built with : Series Title (if relevant) + Programme Title + Version +  ID Programme +
ID codec + Datarate + S (Streaming) or D(Download)

- example :

- TravG for Travelling Gourmet = The Series
- Bardet for Jean Bardet (The Chef) = Programme Title
- VGB = english version
- 000152 = ID programme
- WM = Windows Media
- 400S = 400 Kbps Streaming file
- result is then : TravGBardetVGB000152WM400S.wmv ; result is generated by automated

agregation of identifiers

2.5.3.2. Exchanges between Programme Data Base and Automation Software

2.5.3.2.1. Exchanges between Programme Data Base and Acube

Automated encoding software is meant to control hardware equipment in real time and in a synchronised
way (with a target of frame accuracy during the encoding phase).

Information system (here Programme Data base used during the phase of multilevel encoding ) is meant to
gather and deliver all information regarding a programme from the entry into the multilevel encoding
system to the storage phase.

Information system produces and exports to the automation system a multilevel encoding conductor to
Acube copy through its data base  then imports an has run log after storage has been completed.

Has run log is used to validate completion of planned operations described in the conductor including all
necessary and relevant modifications.

Following characteristics for information fields and their formats have been retained.

2.5.3.2.2. Information fields

All fields are coded in ASCII.

14 fields have been identified. The first line of the text file corresponds to the text of the fields.

1. Number in the encoding list
2. Programme Reference
3. Programme Support Reference
4. Programme Format
5. Programme Title (with version)
6. T.C. in
7. T.C. out
8. Duration
9. Encoding configuration
10. Encoding settings
11. Targeted storage destination 1
12. Targeted storage destination 2
13. Quality parameters settings
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14. Date and hour

Fields are separated by tabulations.
A line ends by a paragraph  symbol.

 A *  indicates availability of a comment..

2.5.3.2.3. Fields Format

• Number in the encoding list

This information represents  the number in the encoding list by priority order. First item to be
encoded is labelled 1. This value is incremented by 1 for each new item to be encoded. Priority
order can be redefined by operator according to circumstances.

• Programme Reference
Format : chain of characters

Compulsory ; allows for retrieval of the Programme Format, Programme Support Reference and
Programme Title (with version)

• Programme Format

Format : chain of characters

Not compulsory : can be deducted from Programme reference but useful for operator

• Programme support reference

Format : chain of characters ; can be an URL (access to an existing stored file in the case of
transcoding)

Not compulsory : can be deducted from Programme reference but useful for operator

• Programme Title (with version)

Format : chain of characters

Not compulsory : can be deducted from Programme reference but useful for operator

• T.C.in
Format type is HH:MM:SS:II
Compulsory 

• T.C.out
Format type is HH:MM:SS:II
Compulsory

• Duration

Duration  =  TCout-Tcin + 00:00:00:01

Format type is HH:MM:SS:II

Not compulsory: calculated par ACube-Copy

• Encoding configuration
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Format : chain of characters defining a hardware / software configuration (player, converters, any
other relevant implied into  video signal path before encoding phase, encoders or transcoders to be
used)

Not compulsory : chosen by par ACube-Copy or operator according to encoding settings if not filled

Compulsory : imposed to Acube-Copy if filled

• Encoding Profile

Format : chain of characters defining a factory or a batch describing encoding settings agreed with
catalogue owner an to be executed by encoding configuration
Compulsory : no encoding operation can be launched without filling this field

• Targeted storage destination 1
Format : chain of characters defining an URL (destination 1 is usually for archiving  generated files
after quality control)
Not compulsory : chosen by Acube Copy or operator according to storage availability
Compulsory : imposed to A cube copy in the case of a predefined storage location

• Targeted storage destination 2
Format : chain of characters defining an URL (destination 2  is usually for High Availability Storage
of internet generated files after quality control)
Compulsory : imposed to A cube copy due to necessity of predefined storage location

• Quality parameters settings
Format : a number (1, 2, 3, 4) defining a quality control level  (from 1 to 3)  describing settings to be
used for quality control (Mpeg standard conformance, Mpeg 1 and 2 files synchro, Internet format
synchro ; subjective quality control)

• Date and hour

Date of the ultimate planned delivery date to the targeted storage destination 2
Format : (DD/MM/YY/hh/mm/ss)
Compulsory : imposed to Acube-Copy if defined
Not compulsory : defined by Acube-Copy and operator if not filled

2.5.3.3. Exchange protocol between information system and automated encoding
software

Various possibilities have been explored.

Information exchange from the Information System (IS) and  ACube database (Media Monitor)  : this
solution, as already mentioned, has not been retained for all Media information is managed by e-vod’s IS
and such a procedure would  finally add an extra step in the whole process.

Information exchange from the Information System (IS) of e-vod and  Acube-Copy: this approach would
avoid  data base redundancy  ;  an exchange procedure based on  XML protocol has been targeted  but
has not been developed due to the fact that XML management by Acube has been postponed for the
moment by the developing company (Communication and Systems).

Then, finally, a file exchange based through an ODBC link has been chosen.
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2.5.4. Stream Factory integration

Stream Factory can be used with many of the broadcast automation control systems.

2.5.4.1. Automation control systems

Via the HTML interface, the Automation Control page allows to set up the protocol communication with
external devices. Stream Factory units (mono and dual processor) are equipped for device control via a
serial RS-422 port, a GPI port and a LAN. Within a Stream Factory, the following device control protocols
are available :

• BVW-75 (Betacam Protocol),
• Louth Serial (VDPC),
• Odetics Serial, for serial RS-422 port and

Only one serial protocol can be used for only one stream at a time.

GPI automation within a Stream Factory is also available. It includes four software-configurable GPI
inputs : one for each stream. The GPI inputs can be used to trigger operations on an individual
stream, or on all four streams at the same time.

BVW-75 (Betacam Protocol),  Louth Serial, Odetics Serial and GPI use RS-422.

• Thunder (or Stream Factory LAN) : a direct control by Ethernet and which allows
simultaneously to stream up to four streams.
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2.5.4.2. Integration of the Stream Factory device

First, we tried to use BVW75 protocol which allows to control Stream Factory as an Slave unit by any
Betacam VTR. With this solution, Stream Factory, considered as a VTR, could be directly integrated
and defined into Acube architecture. The problem is that only one stream could be generated. So,
we decided to work on the direct control via Ethernet which allows to use the maximum capacity of
Stream Factory and produce up to four independent streams with Pinnacle MultiStream technology.
Finally, we managed to integrate Stream Factory, dedicated to web encoding, in our Real Time
Multilevel system as shown in the above general diagram.

With the full integration of the Stream Factory into the Acube architecture, our Real Time Multilevel
system can produce up to four independent streams in Real and/or Windows Media directly from
Acube Copy, simultaneously with MPEG formats (from Minerva VNP 151 and 201). Acube Copy
views each Stream Factory’s channel, as an independent encoder. As for Minerva VNP encoders,
the users can drag and drop from the list of segments, available in the Acube database, to the four
available different streams. As explained before, target programme or segment reference is entered
by the operator or proposed by system through importation of datas from the Programme data base .
This programme or segment reference will automatically generate a file name, in the Stream
Factory, with the right extension (.rm) or (.wm) according to the desired web formats Real or
Windows Media.

The configuration of these streams, in Real and/or WindowsMedia, in term of image size, frame rate,
data rate, can be made directly from the StreamFactory HTML interface. In the present  case
encoding profile (family codecs with settings)  is previously  defined and stored in the Progrramme
data base and then exported to Acube copy for setting the encoders.

2.5.4.3. Pump 1, 2, 3

The pump 1,2,3 are in fact standard PC desktop stations, which built files from the datagrams,
respectively delivered by :
- the Minerva VNP 201 for pump 1,
- the Minerva VNP 151 for pump 2,
- the StreamFactory for pump 3.

Every pump has a connection in Fibre Channel, which allows direct connection to the SAN.

In case of StreamFactory, first the Real or WindowsMedia files are recorded on the internal hard
disk. Then, a batch program orders a transfer of these files to pump 3, before sending to the SAN.
The reason why it is not possible to send files directly from StreamFactory to the SAN is that no
Fiber Channel card can be added. So, we use an other pump (here pump 3) which has a Fiber
Channel card connected to the Shared storage unit.

2.5.4.4. MDC : Meta Data Controller and transfer to Media Server

One PC desktop station concentrates :

- the MDC (Meta Data Controller) which is the manager station for SANergy solution (SAN
architecture), and

- the transfer function of files generated by the multilevel encoding, stored on the SAN, and transfer
to the Media Server (here EMC2 Celerra Video Server).
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2.5.5. Timecode accuracy

2.5.5.1. Timecode accuracy for all encoders

For every encoder used, the accuracy for the Start and the End encoding  is defined in an (.ini) file
present in each device. In this (.ini) file, two parameters : StartShift and StopShift are present.

To adjust their respective value, the only solution is to produce consecutively several copies from the
same source with TimeCode displayed in the frame. For each copy, we noted the TC In and the TC
Out value after encoding process. Then, we averaged these values and managed to approximate the
more precise StartShift and StopShift value. Of course this evaluation process can be considered as
good enough, only if every component of the Real Time encoding system has the same clock
reference. The following diagram shows Acube configuration used during the software developments
and testing process. The MEC concentrates Acube softwares applications such as Copy. Besides,
the pump 3, dedicated to Stream Factory, as shown on above general diagram, was not present,
because no SAN unit was used. The Stream Factory was considered as a pump with its hard disk,
playing the pump function.

2.5.5.2. Clock reference

For every encoder, which are controlled by Acube copy, their respective frame accuracy depends on
their clock system. To be sure to have simultaneous encoding process, the solution is to have a
common clock reference. This clock reference is based on a NT service, which allows to consider
one clock, from one computer, seen as Master, as the clock reference to the other computers,
connected to the LAN. In our RealTime Multilevel system, the computer, called MEC, is considered
as the Master of all the system and dispatches its clock as reference to the other PCs connected on
the Ethernet network.

2.5.5.2.1. Evolution

To guarantee frame accuracy, the best solution is to use a Timecode generation card, as Adrienne
boards, inserted in the MEC computer. This hardware solution, compared to the software solution
based on the NT service explained just above, is more professional for a Real Time Multilevel
system.

2.5.5.3. Timecode accuracy for VNP Minerva

At first, it was considered that Timecode accuracy with StartShift and StopShift parameters was good
enough. But the new Minerva software (v 1.5) gave the possibility to control VNP Minerva directly via

HUB 10BT

Acube MediaMonitor
MEC : Multi Equipment Controller

Acube Copy

Clock Reference

Pump 1
Minerva VNP 201

(.ini) file

Clock slave

Pump 2
Minerva VNP 151

(.ini) file

Clock slave

StreamFactory

(.ini) file

Clock slave
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VITC. Consequently, after several tests, the frame accuracy can be guaranteed in case of VITC
sources.

For LTC sources, the StartShift and StopShift parameters are still used and the frame accuracy is
around +/- 1 frame.

2.5.5.4. Timecode accuracy for StreamFactory

Unfortunately, the Stream Factory does not allow VITC control as for VNP Minerva. Consequently,
the frame accuracy is defined, as for VNP Minerva in case of LTC sources, by the precision of the
two parameters : StartShift and StopShift present in its respective (.ini) file. So, the frame accuracy is
around +/- 1 frame.

2.5.5.4.1. Timecode accuracy evaluation

To evaluate result as precisely as possible, we produced consecutively four different files in Real
Video and four different files in Windows Media, from the same digital video source (SDI and
AES/EBU). Both are in CIF format with 25 fps, to be able to clearly identify on the screen the TC In
and TC Out of the generated files.

Target Architecture Defined architecture profile Data rate
(kbits/s)

fps Image
size

RealVideo Single Stream 512K DSL700K
Windows Media Video for Broadband PAL (768 kbps)

768 25 352×288

After this encoding process, we noted the TC In and the TC Out value for these five distinct copies.

Then, we averaged these values to obtain the StartShift and StopShift values, common to Real and
Windows Media. The Stream Factory ability of keeping Timecode accuracy is around +/- 1 frame.

Of course, this frame accuracy is possible for high bit rate like 700 kbits/s, but seems more difficult to
guarantee for data rate under 225 Kbits/s (bit rate for xDSL medium) with a frame rate under 25 fps.

2.5.5.5. Timecode accuracy summaries

(.ini) parametersEncoder Format Timecode
type StartShift StopShift

Source
frame rate

Accuracy

LTC Used Used +/- 1 frameMinerva
VNP151 & 201

MPEG-1 &
MPEG-2 VITC Not used Not used frame accurate

LTCStream Factory Real &
Windows Media VITC

Used Used
25 fps

+/- 1 frame

2.5.6. Accurate browsing

Accurate browsing, between different files produced from the same source : for example, from
MPEG format to web format, such as Real or Windows Media, seems  to be possible for high bit rate
streams. As explained above, we can produce with Stream Factory simultaneously two Real files, in
Sure Stream technology, without exceeding CPU limit. As CPU load reached between 89 and 95%,
we produced two Real files in Sure Stream (VBR mode), with no degradation in term of frame rate (i-
e motion quality) and picture quality.
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In case of xDSL connection with 225 Kbits/s data rate, the frame rate is really accurate with 25 fps.
The frame size could be near CIF format. But for a modem connection (56K),  34 Kbits/s can be
considered as the minimum data rate to view correctly any programs, the maximum frame rate would
not exceed 12 fps. So, frame accuracy is not possible.

Here, we summarize the optimized settings for Real in Sure Stream mode. For each Sure Stream
file,  the number of streams is limited to four different target audience, quite enough according to
most of Internet Service Provider.

Real Sure Stream files : Target audience

Up to 34 kbits/s (Modem, ISDN) Up to 225 kbits/s (xDSL)

Image Size 192×144 320×240

Data rate fps Audio codec Data rate fps Audio codec

Stream 1 12 kbits/s 5 fps 5 Kbps Voice 90 kbits/s 25 fps 20 Kbps Music

Stream 2 15 kbits/s 6 fps 6 Kbps Music 112 kbits/s 25 fps 32 Kbps Music

Stream 3 20 kbits/s 8 fps 8 Kbps Music 162 kbits/s 25 fps 44 Kbps Music

Stream 4 34 kbits/s 12 fps 11 Kbps Music 225 kbits/s 25 fps 64 Kbps Music

Of course, it is possible to consider that the Time Code gap between a MPEG format, frame
accurate, and a web format, for modem connection, is always 12 frames. Then, one can evaluate
very easily the real Time Code value in the MPEG-2 stream from a value taken in to the web file. But
it is not so easy ! Because, we produce for webcasting very often files in Sure Stream technology, for
Real, and Intelligent stream technology, for Windows Media. Consequently, it is not possible to be
sure that for your program will be viewed  at the maximum frame rate, specified for the maximum
data rate of your Sure Stream file.

The best will be to produce only Single Stream file, allowing to be sure of the stream frame rate. At
first sight, the webcasting does not seem very appropriate for the applications in Presto project.

Downloading files in Single Stream mode could guarantee a constant gap and could allow to
establish a correlation between Time Code position in low and medium bit rate of web files and Time
Code position in high bit rate of MPEG files.

2.6. Cost of the real time multilevel encoding solution

2.6.1. Investment for operations

Investment budget designed for a generic real time multilevel encoding solution are presented
hereafter.

Devices to improve and monitor input signal quality  are not integrated at this stage but should not
bring a significant higher increase of budget.

It is designed for preservation of U-Matic and Beta SP formats.

It is scalable : more VTR and encoders can be added without significant modification of the
infrastructure (see above architecture in which the automation software can accept unlimited
extension of peripherals with sole extension of the MEC to control them).
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Unit. Price Q Total

signal input 
robotics (for Beta SP) 40 1 40
VTR (Beta SP ) 12 1 12
VTR (3/4 inch) (1) 2 2 4
converters & switcher 12 1 12

encoders
Mpeg 2 15 2 30
Mpeg 1 7 2 14
Internet Real time encoder (2) 12 4 48
video pump station 3 6 18

automation 
software 80 1 80
equipment controler 8 1 8
station 4 2 8

local storage, QC and transfer
san 15 1 15
quality control station 4 1 4
Mpeg analyser 30 1 30
transfer station to storage destinations 4 1 4

LAN's
10/100 BT network and switch 2 1 2
fiber channel hub 10 1 10

programme data base
application software internal 0
station 4 1 4

total equipment 343

installation and integration (15% of the total) 51

total with installation and equipment 394

(1)  1 back up VTR 
(2) 2 per VTR and Mpeg encoder 

Real time multilevel encoding process

Basic Unit Investment costs (in K euros)

with automation
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2.6.2. Cost per encoded hour

This cost is calculated on the basis of  yearly cost divided by planned hours of programmes to be
processed.

Number of days per year are effective working days and output per day takes into account the fact
that quality problems, effective availability of tapes etc could slow down the performance.

This cost of 100 euros per hour should be improved with experience.

However, compared with current Market prices for encoding (although they are usually related to
relatively small volumes) this cost is already very competitive : here we have Mpeg 2, Mpeg 1 and at
least 3 data rates for one internet format (50, 250 and 700 Kbps) when market (in terms of price,
which is usually twice the direct cost) offers only one format at one data rate for 200 euros per
encoded hour.

unit q price

Operationnal costs on a yearly basis (in K euros)
depreciation of equipment  (3 years) 131 1 131
maintenance and upgrading of equipement (10% of investment) 39 1 39
manpower (1) 48 2 96
other direct costs (15% of previous) 1 0
total 267

Encoding capacity 
days per year 220
hours / day / VTR and associated encoders 6
hours per year 2640

Cost per multilevel encoded hour in euros 101

(1) 1 for input and encoding + 1 for quality control and transfer 

Cost per hour encoded

Real time multilevel encoding process
with automation 
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3. Non Real Time multilevel encoding

3.1. Introduction

Most of the hardware encoding solutions (refered to the Hardware Encoders survey) combine :
• a real time capture card which will generate an (.avi) file, and
• software encoding applications, such as Real Producer or Windows Media Encoder which

will respectively convert into Real Video and Windows Media. This conversion is sometimes
fastest than real time. It depends on CPU performances and the complexity of the scene.

Very often, these basic encoding tools can be downloaded and upgraded, as free, directly from their
respective web site. This sort of application is dedicated to one architecture (Real or Windows
Media) and can only produce the associated format. If you plan to produce other formats, new
applications will have to be installed.

Software encoding solutions convert audio and video files into formats dedicated to the web like Real
Video, Windows Media, QuickTime, and many other formats. Such solutions allow to produce still
images, video and audio (codecs are included) from any sort of sources. For the upgrade, you must
wait for the new software version, which will include the latest codecs available in the market.

2 solutions available in the market have been tested and integrated :

• Cleaner (version 5) and its latest updates as the state of art entry level transcoder

• Flip Factory V.2 from Telestream as a comprehensive and professional level transcoder
meant to be integrated into a general process

3.2. Cleaner products – Discreet Logic

3.2.1. Introduction

Cleaner (known as Media Cleaner until version 5)  was the first software encoding solution for
streaming media for multiple formats on the internet.

Cleaner  is packaged with several presentation and options :
• Cleaner EZ, a light version delivered with most of Non Linear Editing systems,
• Cleaner 5, full version but with limitation to produce MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 files,
• Charger : the first option for Cleaner 5 to produce MPEG files in two-pass, and
• Super Charger : the second option, which uses an acceleration board to produce MPEG files

in one-pass
• Cleaner Central, the very latest development meant to manage multiple transcoding stations

called nodes in order to manage high volumes of batch encoding

The version that has been tested here is the cleaner 5.1 (english version, for upgrading from Cleaner
5 to 5.1 was not available in the French version) with Charger and Super Charger available at the
mid of the year 2001 (and purchased by e-vod at the end of the year 2001). An evaluation of Cleaner
Central, will also be presented.
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3.2.2. Cleaner 5

Cleaner 5 is a tool for importing or capturing, authoring, encoding and delivering streaming or
downloadable media using most of streaming or downloading standards formats, including Real
Video, QuickTime, Windows Media, as well as MPEG-1 and MPEG-2. No special plug-ins are
required.

Cleaner 5 is a very affordable tool even including options (see prices below) and works on very
current PC or Mac station : of course it is advisable to install it on a rather powerful PC (minimum
Pentium III, with at least 256 MB Ram) but there is no special requirement in terms of validated
Platform, Processor like those of the Xeon family with Level 2 cache for instance even if, of course,
the faster is the platform the faster final output will be obtained.

3.2.2.1. Supported formats

Cleaner 5 can now accept  :
• AVI sources via VCM (AVI),
• Direct Show and QuickTime,
• standard MPEG-1 or MPEG-2 bit-streams as source formats making it easy to repurpose

MPEG streams to Internet streaming formats,

DV capture is achieved via the built-in MotoDV module, which saves files directly into
cleaner software's batch window ; special development for this type of input will be detailed
hereafter

Cleaner  includes support for the latest Real System 8 codecs, including Real Audio 8 and  now
handles following formats.

Formats supported Read Write

Video

ASF (Windows Onl)
DV

MPEG-1
MPEG-2

QuickTime
Video for Windows (AVI)

OpenDML

DV
MPEG-1
MPEG-2

QuickTime
RealVideo 8

Video for Windows (AVI)
Windows Media (WMV)

Audio

AIFF/AIFC
AU

Audio-CD (Mac OS only)
DV

MP3
QuickTime

Sound Designer II
WAV

MPEG Layer I audio
MPEG Layer II audio

AIFF/AIFC
DV

MP3
QuickTime

RealAudio 8
System 7 Sound

WAV
Windows Media (WMA)

MPEG Layer I audio
MPEG Layer II audio

Still Image

BMP
GIF

JPEG/JFIF
MacPaint

Photoshop
PICT
PNG

QuickDraw GX Picture
QuickTime Image File (QTIF)

BMP
JPEG/JFIF

PICT
PNG

QuickTime Image File (QTIF)
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Silicon Graphics Image File
Targe Image File (TGA)

TIFF

Animation and 3-D

Animated GIF
Macromedia Flash

FLC/FLI
PICS

Series of stills

FLC
Image sequence

Note : Cleaner 5 does not support CMYK images.

3.2.2.2. Other features

Main features available with Cleaner 5.1 and that are useful for the encoding / transcoding process
are recalled herefater :

- Encoding and Publishing

- batch processing can be defined in which source, encoders and destination are specified.
According to editor   batch process can reach 2000 files but this volume has never been
tested either by ourselves or any user identified by ourselves.

- dynamic preview allows to view before and after results between the original and the
compressed while adjusting the settings via the XML-based interface thus allowing for easy
to share process

- stream publishing automatically upload files to a streaming server after encoding ;
independent destinations can be specified

- Image processing :

- cropping and High Quality Scaling to eliminate the black edges and "garbled" edge pixels

- adaptive De-interlacing and 2:3 Pull-Down Removal to eliminate the interlacing effects
while preserving detail in still areas and remove unneeded frames to return the movie to its
original film frame rate

- Audio and Video Filters to adjust color balance, gamma, black and white levels, contrast
and other aspects of your video. cleaner also provides adaptive noise reduction,
sharpening and pro-audio filters,  field-based processing filters, VBR encoding etc.

3.2.3. Cleaner MPEG Charger and Supercharger options

Although we have been concentrating our topic on the Internet format production from an Mpeg file it
is important as well to present  here the Mpeg encoding features for an archive institution may have
to deliver Mpeg files which does no show same parameters as the reference file. In such a case,
conversion from Mpeg to Mpeg due to data rate reduction or transformation from PS to Ts or  ES or
System for Mpeg 1 or from Pal to NTSC and conversely or maybe application of specified
parameters is a necessity. This requires the use of an Mpeg transcoder, typically Charger and Super
Charger

3.2.3.1. Cleaner MPEG Charger
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Cleaner MPEG Charger is a software-only MPEG encoding plug-in for Cleaner 5. Cleaner MPEG
Charger adds comprehensive control over MPEG-2 VBR variable bitrate encoding and enhancing
standard Cleaner 5 MPEG-1.

In VBR mode, you can choose :
• one-pass or two-pass encoding,
• Video Buffering Verifier Size,
• the GOP sizes and the choice of open or closed GOPs.

It allows encoding MPEG directly from Cleaner 5 and software's batch processing to create MPEG
streams. As for Cleaner 5, wizard settings for all popular MPEG encoding situation are included.
Three quality levels are offered to maximize encoding speed or quality.

Note : The Mac OS version of Cleaner MPEG charger includes Apple G4 Velocity Engine
acceleration.

3.2.3.2. Cleaner MPEG Super Charger

Cleaner MPEG Super Charger is the ultimate MPEG-2 encoding solution for Cleaner 5.

Cleaner MPEG Super Charger is a hardware-accelerated MPEG-2 solution with a single-slot PCI
card. The PCI provides fast MPEG-2 encoding in Cleaner 5 on both Mac and Windows computers.
According to its specifications, the hardware acceleration produces high quality MPEG 10x faster.
Test conducted on this device shall be exposed herefater.

Super Charger integration with Cleaner 5 lets you easily apply A/V filters, cropping, scaling, and
batch processing. Cleaner MPEG Super Charger allows single-pass variable bit-rate MPEG-2
encoding directly from Cleaner 5. It is also possible to create both Elementary (separate audio and
video) and Program (muxed MPEG-2) streams : so DVD compatible streams on both Mac and
Windows.  Cleaner MPEG Super Charger supports :

• standard NTSC and PAL,
• all standard frame sizes and frame rates,
• extended frame rates for low bit-rate applications,
• frame-based and field-based encoding and 4:2:2 chroma, compared to 4:2:0 chroma for

Charger.

In VBR mode, you can :
• choice for open or closed GOP (Group Of Pictures) with custom close-GOP frequency,
• create variable and custom GOP sizes, custom Video Buffer Verifier Size, and
• fix a new GOP on scene change with custom sequence header frequency.

3.2.3.3. Comparison  between Cleaner MPEG Charger and Supe rCharger

Cleaner MPEG Charger and Cleaner MPEG Super Charger are two cross-platform options that
provide optimised media encoding options for DVD, Video CD, CD-ROM. The obvious difference is
that Cleaner MPEG Charger is a software solution while the Cleaner MPEG Super Charger solution
requires hardware accelerator board which nevertheless does not provide Real Time encoding as
we shall see hereafter.

Both of these solutions have settings for all popular MPEG encoding situations and can be
customised for virtually all aspects of MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 encoding. This allows for MPEG
encoding directly from Cleaner 5 and supports direct export from many popular video editing
systems.

• Charger supports enhanced MPEG-1 encoding, complete MPEG-2 encoding,
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• Charger supports for one-pass and two-pass variable bitrate (VBR) encoding for best
possible quality at any bit rate Cleaner MPEG Super Charger comes with an additional
single slot PCI board for accelerated MPEG-2 encoding within Cleaner 5,

• Super Charger supports complete MPEG-2 encoding,
• Super Charger supports for one-pass variable bitrate (VBR) encoding .

MPEG Feature Cleaner 5 MPEG
Charger

MPEG
SuperCharger

One-pass VBR encoding No Yes Yes
Two-pass VBR encoding No Yes No
Custom video buffering verifier size No Yes No
Supports custom GOP sizes No Yes Yes
Choice of open or closed GOPs No Yes Yes
Encodes Program (muxed MPEG-2 streams) Yes Yes Yes
MPEG-2 chromas supported 4:2:0 4:2:2, 4:2:0 4:2:0
Supports all standard frame sizes MPEG-1 MPEG-1, MPEG-2 MPEG-2
Supports all standard frame rates MPEG-1 MPEG-1, MPEG-2 MPEG-2
Encodes MPEG Layer I audio Yes Yes Yes
Encodes MPEG Layer II audio Yes Yes Yes
Hardware acceleration No No Yes

3.2.4. Cleaner Central

In a typical high volume transcoding operation, multiple workstations, each running cleaner 5, are managed
by operators who choose how to divide jobs up between machines. They set up local batches for each
machine, monitor progress and correct errors, collect the output files, and start new batches.

The cleaner central system enables centralised, automatic, and unattended transcoding. Whole directories
of media files can be transcoded using a collection of settings.

Jobs are submitted via a Web-browser interface on user workstations. Throughput is maximised by the
cleaner central Server, which receives jobs and divides them into tasks that are sent to available cleaner
central transcoders.

• System Overview

The software uses the following components, which are connected over a network.
• User workstations – Running Microsoft Internet Explorer, users log on to the cleaner central server to
send job requests and monitor job status.
• cleaner central server – Receives jobs and distributes tasks to available transcoders.
• cleaner central transcoders – Dedicated computers that perform the actual transcoding.
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Jobs are submitted via a Web browser interface on user workstations. The cleaner central server receives
jobs and divides them into tasks that are sent to available cleaner central transcoders .

A job specifies a source media location, a collection to be applied to it and optional metadata.
A collection is composed of one or more settings and the destination location for each setting.
A setting is a file generated by cleaner 5 that specifies all transcoder variables.
A task specifies a source media file location, a transcoder setting, and a destination location.

• Data Flow

Cleaner central uses a dedicated SQL server to manage job requests and divide the jobs into tasks.

• Users send job requests from their workstations to the server over a network.
• When the server receives a job request, it divides it into tasks, which are sent to available
transcoders. A single job request composed of multiple transcoding tasks can engage several
transcoders simultaneously, each working on a different task.
• The task information directs the transcoder to the source media file location, the setting for
processing the source media, and the destination location for the output file.
• If a transcoding task generates an error, the transcoder stops working on the task, and posts an error
message to the server. The server logs the error, and then resubmits the failed task to another
transcoder. After half the available transcoders have attempted the task and generated an error, the
task is labeled as failed and no further attempts to process the task are made. The cleaner central
Administrator can configure the server to email the user if a task fails.
• With an odd number of transcoders, the number of retries is rounded up. For example, with five
available transcoders, the Task will be tried three times before it is labeled as “errored.”

• Levels of Control

The user is assigned a level of control by the cleaner central administrator. Different permissions can
be assigned to each user, determining their overall control of the system.

• User Level–Submits jobs consisting of source media locations and the cleaner collections assigned
to them. Jobs can also be assigned metadata. Depending on the permissions given by the
administrator, the user can also create cleaner collections, import settings into the database, abort
jobs, and delete sources.
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• Administrative Level–A cleaner central administrator sets up and maintains the cleaner central
database by entering user records, setting user permissions, creating collections and importing
settings files, assigning locations, and tracking task, transcoder, user, job, administrative and system
events using administrator logs

Cleaner  Central is meant to adress big volumes transcoding either a priori or on demand.

We shall see hereafter how - for the moment and due the fact that availibit� of this software is
extremely recent � �his solution can be used.

3.2.5. Cleaner costs

Features Price (in €)
Cleaner 5 (v 5.1) 750
Charger 600
SuperCharger 1 200
Cleaner Central 5115

3.3. FlipFactory by Telestream
I

3.3.1. Introduction

Flipware is Telestreams family of solutions for media distribution applications, which optimize media
delivery based on the capabilities of the network and the preferences of the users. It includes :

• ClipExpress and ClipMail Pro, which are real-time acquisition and encoding hardware
devices to encode source media in MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 files for delivery over any network,
local or global,

• FlipFactory software tool, which automatically takes source media in almost any known
digital file format, and transcodes it into multiple formats and bit rates of streaming and
broadcast formats. Then, FlipFactory delivers it to distribution servers networks which may
be media server or an FTP site even individual mailboxes. For broadcasters, we can
transcode and exchange files between the broadcast servers supported by FlipFactory.

3.3.2. Flipware technology

Flipware is based on patent pending technology from Telestream which has three main components:
• MDML : an XML-based language, which describes media, messages, network capabilities,

and events,
• MDP : a protocol which controls, negotiates and monitors media delivery, and
• Flip Engine :  the core (also called Flip Factory Core), licensable media re-formatting

software.
• 

The version that is presented here and that has been tested is Flip factory V.2..

3.3.2.1. XML architecture

The versatile XML-based Flipware architecture supporting Flip Factory facilitates modular product
configurations which can be combined in a number of ways to meet a wide range of customers’
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needs. Based on industry standards including XML and TCP/IP, Flip Factory can be controlled by an
easy-to-use Java application or may be seamlessly integrated with the customers’ own database or
asset management systems.

3.3.2.2. MDP protocol

The protocol negotiates delivery of media prior to any transmission, ensuring compatibility with
playback platforms and guaranteeing that the optimum quality reaches the destination(s) via the
most efficient path(s).

3.3.2.3. Flip Engine/Flip Server

Flip Factory products are composed of two parts :
• Flip Engine, which is like a NT service, and the user interface,
• Flip Server, which makes the encoding process.

3.3.2.3.1. Flip Engine

The media processing and format translation is performed by the Flip  Engine. It accepts media in a
wide range of formats (listed below). First, media are decoded into a common baseband format, and
then filtered and enhanced.

3.3.2.3.2. FlipServer

Flip Server makes the encoding process. Firstly, it generates a (Flip.exe) which decodes the input
media, and secondly, it generates an (Encode.exe) to encode the input media to a specific output
format. For each target, so each specific output format, the user creates what is called by
Telestream, a Factory in which the user can set up individual parameters and publishing options. So,
the user will create as many factories as wanted output formats. This concept of Factory
corresponds to the concept of collection in the Cleaner Central solution which has adopted the same
approach in terms of tasks management.

Web interface FlipFactory

(NT service)
Flip Engine

Flip ServerInput media

Flip.exe

(decoding
process)

Encode.exe

Factory 1

Factory 2

Factory n
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3.3.2.4. Database interface

In addition, Flipfactory has a number of notification plug-ins that allow automated database updates
with systems like Virage Videologger, Kasenna Mediabase and Bulldog.

Finally, it can extract teletext data from a VBI line and present this as text (with time code
information) to a database. For instance, service providers who have their own media distribution
system in place may not require the complete messaging and database transactions of Flip Engine.
They can utilize the core Flip Server to handle their transcoding needs in the context of their own
system for moving media around the nodes in a network.

3.3.3. FlipFactory architecture

FlipFactory is based on established industry standards, such as XML and TCP/IP. FlipFactory
operates on a client/server model. The FlipFactory software runs on a central server providing all
clients with a web based interface and all of the processing necessary to produce hours of
transcoding per day. According to Telestream, an unlimited number of clients may use the resources
of the FlipFactory server; a client needs only have access to a web browser to bring up the
FlipFactory console. The FlipFactory server consists of Windows NT/2000 hardware, fast media
drives, and access to a LAN and/or WAN. The FlipFactory client is web based only and does not
require any additional software.
The FlipFactory server is the workhorse of the network. It accepts jobs from an unlimited number of
clients. These jobs are prioritized on a first come, first serve basis. Multiple FlipFactory servers may
be added to a network, they can be individually configured for load balancing to optimize the
efficiency of the entire FlipFactory system.
Now, we are going to introduce the FlipFactory range of streaming media automation softwares :
FlipFactory Publish, Pro, and On Demand.

3.3.4. FlipFactory Publish – the core

FlipFactory Publish allows to automate streaming media publication. Every streaming media format
can be published to web servers automatically. FlipFactory Publish allows the users to choose
common video and audio presets for then output, or take precise control of the parameters like
networks connectivity data rates, frame rates and audio profiles.

3.3.4.1.1. Processing

Important media processing with pre-processing filters can be applied :
• to clean video signal (de-interlacing, image cropping, video frame rate conversion and

resizing with anti-alias filtering, video noise reduction, color space conversion, gamma
correction) and audio signal (audio level control)

• to enhance (contrast enhancement, hue rotation, saturation, sharpen, blur) and
• to protect (watermarking functionality, not in the sn)
• several new filters (available in version 2.0) including:

• Video fade in,
• Audio fade in,
• Audio channel assignment,
• Key frame thumbnail picture generation,
• Audio level analysis.

A preview function allows to view the effects of video processing filters when setting up encoders.
The encoder preview screen has a split-screen that displays the effect the video processing filters
will create shows a before and after These settings can be previewed prior to kicking off a
transcoding session.
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3.3.4.2. Supported formats

FlipFactory Publish accepts MPEG-1, MPEG-2, DV as input formats but to output these formats the
optional MPEG output module must be added. This also supports creation of MPEG-4 files.

Formats
supported

Read Write

Video

MPEG-1 4:2:0 System stream
MPEG-2 MP@ML 4:2:0, 4:2:2:P@ML

Transport and Program streams up to 50
Mbps

DV (native) – 525/625 (25 Mbps)
Avid OMF

Windows Media (.wmv, .wma, .asf & .avi)
QuickTime (Apple Video, Sorenson

Video, Cinepak, Animation, Component
Video, Intel Indeo Video, Intel Raw, None,

Graphics, DV (525/625), Avid JPEG
(525/625), Media 100 JPEG, MJPEG A/B

Windows Media (.wmv) ver 6.1 or higher
RealVideo (.rm) ver 6.1 or higher

QuickTime (.mov) ver 4.0 or higher

Audio
 QuickTime codecs (Raw PCM ,Qdesign

Music 2)
WAV elementary stream
MP3 elementary stream

Real Audio
Windows Media Audio

QuickTime Audio
MP3 & WAV

Still Image

Animation
and 3-D

Flash animation (.swf files)

3.3.5. FlipFactory Pro

As FlipFactory Publish, FlipFactory Pro simultaneously transcodes media, sometimes faster than
real time, into virtually any streaming format and bit rate. Besides, this FlipFactory version consists of
professional bundling which includes :

• MPEG Output Module, which allows to output  MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, DV formats and
• Broadcast Server Transcoding Module (one user specified) which allows to encode, decode

and send files from many supported video server.

With these two options, FlipFactory Pro can interface with many broadcast server and support their
respective input and output formats such as : MPEG-2, DV,…
Additional Broadcast Server Transcoding Modules can be added to support multiple broadcast
server formats.

3.3.5.1. Broadcast Server Transcoding module

With this module,  FlipFactory can directly transfer (or flip) media between proprietary video servers
and the rest of broadcast center without going back to baseband video. FlipFactory automates the
entire process of capturing, preprocessing, encoding and delivering media.
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Broascast servers supported
Trademark Model
Grass Valley Group Profile XP and PDR series servers
Leitch VR300, VR420
Sony MAV-70
Pinnacle MediaStream
Omneon Omneon content server
SeaChange Broadcast MediaCluster

Telestream is in progress of developing further broadcast format plug-ins to enable interface to the
following systems :

• EVS video servers
• Matrox Digisuite
• Omneon
• Quantel video servers
• IPV (Telemedia browse servers).

3.3.5.2. Supported formats

Compared to the supported formats from FlipFactory Publish, the MPEG Output Module allows
FlipFactory Pro to be able to write MPEG-1, MPEG-2 (up to 15 Mbits/s not 50 Mbits/s as input
format), DV (native), AVI, MPEG-4 ISO files.
Note : 50Mbits/s MPEG encoding will be supported in a future release (anticipated in Q2 2002).

Formats
supported

Read Write

Video

MPEG-1 4:2:0 System stream
MPEG-2 MP@ML 4:2:0, 4:2:2:P@ML

Transport and Program streams up to 50
Mbps

DV (native) – 525/625 (25 Mbps)
Avid OMF

Windows Media (.wmv, .wma, .asf & .avi)
QuickTime (Apple Video, Sorenson

Video, Cinepak, Animation, Component
Video, Intel Indeo Video, Intel Raw, None,

Graphics, DV (525/625), Avid JPEG
(525/625), Media 100 JPEG, MJPEG A/B

MPEG-1 4:2:0 System stream
MPEG-2 MP@ML 4:2:0, 4:2:2:P@ML

Transport and Program streams up to 15
Mbps

MPEG-4 ISO
DV (native)

AVI
Windows Media (.wmv) ver 6.1 or higher

RealVideo (.rm) ver 6.1 or higher
QuickTime (.mov) ver 4.0 or higher

Broadcast
server

supported

Broadcast server formats (Pro only)
OMF, GVG Profile (MPEG and DV25),
Sony MAV70, Pinnacle Mediastream,

Leitch VR series (MPEG & DV25),
Omneon, Seachange.

Broadcast server formats (Pro only)
OMF, GVG Profile (MPEG and DV25),
Sony MAV70, Pinnacle Mediastream,

Leitch VR series (MPEG & DV25),
Omneon, Seachange.

Audio
 QuickTime codecs (Raw PCM ,Qdesign

Music 2)
WAV elementary stream
MP3 elementary stream

Real Audio
Windows Media Audio

QuickTime Audio
MP3 & WAV

Still Image
Animation
and 3-D

Flash animation (.swf files)
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In case of primary interest is repurposing content to/from or between broadcast file servers,
Telestream offers two alternate products which do not include streaming media formatted output.

3.3.6. FlipFactory BT-1

This reference includes all the standard input format and MPEG-1, MPEG-2 outputs plus one
Broadcast Server Transcoder Module.

3.3.7. FlipFactory BT-2

This reference includes all the standard input format and MPEG-1, MPEG-2 outputs plus two
Broadcast Server Transcoder Module.

3.3.8. FlipFactory On Demand

FlipFactory On Demand allows you to produce unlimited versions of archived media, while only
storing one high-quality version of each file. Media can be flipped in low-resolution formats for
browsing and selection by the users and then, when users are ready to  purchase video for
broadcast, FlipFactory (which includes the same functionalities than FlipFactory Pro) can encode
and deliver the media in higher resolution. The supported formats are the same as FlipFactory
Publish.

3.3.9. System requirements

FlipFactory softwares run user-selectable hardware that is optimized for Intel Pentium III, III Xeon
and Pentium 4 processors. The specification of the servers will depend on the amount of media you
plan to process and the turn around you require on the processing itself. The choice of a particular
OS will depend on the amount of memory and the number of processors on the target server.
Below the recommended minimum Server configuration is summarized.

Broadcast server
(GVG, Leitch, etc…)

Broadcast server
(GVG, Leitch, etc…)

FlipFactory
Pro

Broadcast server
(GVG, Leitch, etc…)

Broadcast server
(GVG, Leitch, etc…)

FlipFactory
Pro

Broadcast server
(GVG, Leitch, etc…)

Broadcast server
(GVG, Leitch, etc…)
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FlipFactory softwares

Publish Pro On Demand

CPU
Dual Pentium III 800 MHz processors, 256 KB Level 2 cache (minimum)

or
Dual Pentium III Xeon 700 MHz processors, 2 MB Level 2 cache (recommended)

OS
Windows NT 4.0 Workstation, Server or Enterprise Server (Server Pack 5 or higher)

or
Windows 2000 Professional, Server, Advanced Server or Data Center Server

RAM 512 MB (minimum) - 2 GB (recommended)

Network Dual 100 Mbits/s Ethernet interfaces, 1 Gbits/s Ethernet or Fibre Channel interface
recommended for multiple server configurations

Note that encoding times for a cluster of 2 dual CPU servers are very similar than for 1 quad CPU
server. According to Telestream experts, it is better to make a combination of two dual-processor
stations rather than using one quad-processor station, as this allows for some system redundancy.

3.3.10. Costs

Telestream / FlipFactory products range
Feature Specification

Price
(in €)

FlipFactory Publish Conversion software for video files, from MPEG-1, MPEG-2,
DV, etc… to several files in web formats)

16 190
(per server)

FlipFactory Pro Included :
• FlipFactory Publish
• One MPEG module
• One transcoding software for video server

26 720
(per server)

FlipFactory BT-1 Included :
• FlipCore
• One MPEG module
• One transcoding software for video server

12 960
(for 1 server)

FlipFactory BT-2 Idem BT-1 but for 2 servers 18 620
MPEG output module Allows MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and DV output 7 256
Broadcast Server
Transcoding module

Allows to encode, decode and send files from any video
server as listed before.

6 450
(per server)

Here is the cost for a dual-processor configuration, optimized for FlipFactory Pro. In case of running
several applications, a cluster of this dual CPU solution could be made.

FlipFactory hardware configuration

CPU Dual Pentium III Xeon 700 MHz processors, 2 MB Level 2 cache
OS Windows 2000 Professional

SRAM 2 GB
Hard Disk 20 GB IDE for software

36 GB SCSI Ultra Wide 2 (10 000 rpm) for media
Network 10/100BT Ethernet interface

Cost 21 123 €
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3.4. Tests and integration of the transcoding solution

3.4.1. Files  input management

3.4.1.1.  Mpeg files input

Files that have been used in order to test the input Mpeg file compliance were having same
parameters as those used during the hardware encoding test.

Parameters are recalled hereafter :

Minerva Standard Mux type Video data rate Audio data rate
VNP 201 MPEG-2 Program Stream 8 Mbits/s VBR 128 kbits/s
VNP 151 MPEG-1 System Stream 1,5 Mbits/s VBR 128 kbits/s

Some tests have been conducted  with different parameters, on a spot basis, to check if   a higher
data rate  was not carrying any problem and also to be able to compare later on bench marks given
by the editor (Telestream, who used Mpeg 2 MP@Ml at 15 Mbps) with our own benchmark.

Telestream Standard Mux type Video data rate Audio data rate
ClipMail Pro MPEG-2 Program Stream 15  Mbits/s VBR 256 kbits/s

Tests have been conducted with Cleaner 5.1 and Flip Factory Pro V.2.

3.4.1.1.1. Mpeg 2 files

• Cleaner 5.1

Contrary to what is announced on the editor’s web site  Cleaner (“Cleaner now accepts files bigger
than 2 GB”), Cleaner  does not accept files larger than 2GB for Mpeg File format input.

This situation has been recognised by editor after many iterative exchanges: normally Win 2000 Pro
and NTFS formated disk accept files with no size limitation ; nevertheless,  this possibility is still not
managed by Cleaner as many trials have been done : import into Cleaner 5.1 (english version) in
different manners (“drag and drop”, “open file into a directory”) of files, generated with the same
Mpeg encoder,  led to reckon that any file under a 2,076 GB (max size tested ) is accepted by
cleaner but an Mpeg file above (i.e. 2,171 GB in our test) is not accepted (error message is “ unable
to open movie)

This means that transcoding from an Mpeg 2 reference file shows a strong limitation in duration of
the source file : from an Mpeg 2 reference file at 8 Mbps, 2 GB represents roughly 30 mn : there are
many items  of standard durations under this duration of 30 mn in current broadcast use (26 mn, 12
mn, 6 mn, 3 mn, 1 mn, 30 sec)  but many  are longer  : typically documentaries of 52 mn or feature
films of  90 mn or more.

This must be taken into consideration and then batch encoding with Cleaner must be dedicated to
Mpeg file at 8 Mbps under 30 mn (33 mn max.)

A solution that would lead to reduce Mpeg bit rate acquisition is always possible but has not been
found acceptable for archive preservation.

A solution that would conduct to cut the Mpeg original file into different files before transcoding can
not be  applied to internet format generation for, according to our knowledge if there are tools for
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Mpeg cut and merge (like Tsunami Mpeg) we have not identified tools for cut  and merge of internet
formats.

Operationaly, this means that transcoding with Cleaner must be a specialised job  for short duration
programme or segment transcoding extracted from an Mpeg 2 file,  for Cleaner manages well TC in
and Out in the Mpeg file.

Another solution is to operate transcoding from the Mpeg 1 version file that has been generated
during the acquisition process for an Mpeg 2 file at 1,5 Mbps represent only 675 MB.

Consequently a 2 hours file is still under the limitation of the 2 GB. This solution has been  tested in terms of
processing time and quality output as described hereafter.

On the data rate issue Cleaner has not shown any particular limitation and has handled the 15 Mbps files
without any acquisition problem but transcoding operations from an Mpeg 2 file @15 Mbps were significantly
slowed down (at least twice the performance – in terms of time duration – compared with an 8 Mbps source).

• Flip Factory V.2

Contrary to Cleaner 5.1 VGB, Flip Factory Pro V.2 latest release (working with Win 2000 Pro french
version and of course american and english Win 2000 Pro version) accepts Mpeg files bigger than 2
GB.

For cases of Flip factory working with other Win 2000 Pro regional version this must be checked for it
has been a hard problem all along the tests conducted with this software to have it running properly
with win 2000 Pro french version

Tests have been conducted with Mpeg files of the same origin as for Cleaner :  maximum size file
that has been tested is a 6,2 GB size film which corresponds roughly to a 90 mn duration at 8 Mbps.
Editor mentions that Flip factory accepts  an Mpeg 2 I frame file of 50 GB ( I;E. 2 hours duration at
50 Mbps) but this could not be checked.

Then,  Flip Factory can be used for transcoding the Mpeg 2 reference file in its entirety in a batch
process.

Nevertheless, for the mean time (i.e. with version available for our tests)  Flip Factory does not offer
time code management as Cleaner : it is not possible to indicate TC in and out of the segment in the
Mpeg file to be transcoded.

Consequently, until further availability of  this functionnality on which Telestream is working (release
of Flip factory V2.1 offering this feature is planned for 1st June 2002),  Flip factory is to be specialised
for entire programme transcoding.

For the moment, workingaround this limitation in order to transcode only segments from the Mpeg 2
file reference, requires to use a cut and merge tool as described above : Tsunami Mpeg.

On the data rate issue Flip factory has not shown any particular limitation and has handled the 12 and 15 Mbps
files without any problem. At such data rates there was no significant slowing down of transcoding operations.

3.4.1.1.2. Mpeg 1 files

Different batches have been conducted that leads to the same limitations as for Mpeg 2 in terms of
size in the Cleaner case but as previously said this file size limitation is not here as delicate as for
Mpeg 2 files due to the fact that at an average data rate of 1,5 Mbps, an item of 2 hours duration can
be accepted by Cleaner.
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Regarding flip factory limitation in terms of TC in and out management the same remark can be
done.

Regarding Mpeg 1 files of different origins test have not has been done with a variety of encoders as
wide as with Mpeg 2.

Mpeg 1 files tested are originated from : Minerva VNP 151, Cleaner 5 and Flip Factory . All this files
are able to be accepted  by both transcoders.

 Non Mpeg formats input

Other input formats that have been tested are mentioned here in order to give full information on file
formats acquisition regarding those 2 solutions.

3.4.1.1.3. DV capture

In Cleaner 5, DV capture is allowed via built-in MotoDV, which saves files directly into cleaner
software's batch window.

Although it has been announced that Cleaner could now support files larger than 2GB this is still not
the case for acquisition : moto DV (again in the cleaner  5.1 version) systematically stops capturing
the .avi flow from DV and around 9 mn and 30 sec. which represent in duration the size of an .avi file
at 25 Mbps (and in GB a  2 GB file).

This means that it is still not possible – with Cleaner 5 - to have a capture solution from a DV flow
(which origin could be - through a converter - a composite or a Y/C or an SDI flow) of a duration
longer than roughly 9 mn and a half.  This limitation of 2 GB file size with Win 98 and Win NT should
have disappeared  with Win 2000 (that is able to manage file without any size limitations) but… has
not disappeared when using moto DV on a Win 2000 station. This situation is shared by all Cleaner
users as the Cleaner discussion list  shows it on the Discreet Logic web site.

As recommended by the software editor, it is then necessary to use Adobe Premiere V6, to work
around this limitation by capturing MPEG-2 (*.mp2, *.m2v) within Premiere then use the Premiere
Export Module to export the timeline to cleaner or to a plug in (for instance LSX-Mpeg encoder) for
Mpeg encoding.

Moreover, and even if the 2 GB problem is solved, one must keep in mind that working with DV
source leads to a heavy process that is not very compatible with transfer of high volumes to files for
preservation due to the fact that a DV source is 25 Mbps and that generation of  the Mpeg 2
reference file from this source (once it has been captured) requires a separate Mpeg encoding
operation as said before even if it is achieved in real time (in the best case with a Targa 3000 board)
: the consequence is that in such a case a buffer storage must be installed for acquisition.

Flip factory dose not integrate a device like moto DV able to make acquisition of a DV source from a
VTR through an  IEEE 1394 link.

.

3.4.1.1.4.  Other files format input

Files that have been tested are :

avi files : funny enough those files are supported by Flip Factory but Cleaner as well (through the
Cleaner EZ module used with Adobe Premiere 6.0)   with no file limitation ;  maximum file size that
has been tested is a 19 GB representing a 1h30 mn duration at 25 Mbps
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Other files formats for input sources have not been tested.

3.4.1.2. Summary chart of input and output files between the 2 solutions

Regarding format files management in general Flip Factory V.2 is positionned as a broadcast tool
compared with Cleaner 5.1 for it intends to propose usual broadcast server formats such as :
GVG Profile (MPEG and DV25), Sony MAV70, Pinnacle Mediastream, Leitch VR series (MPEG &
DV25), Omneon, Seachange.

As input formats, such formats should be scarcely met in the case of archive preservation.

As output formats this could be more interesting due to the fact that an archive service could deliver
after the screening phase an extract with the requested format by the end user so that he can
integrate it quickly into its editing job.

This aspect was not included in the framework of this job and has not been tested but it should be a
supplementary argument in favour of Flip factory as a universal transcoding and delivering solution
for archives exploitation.
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Cleaner 5 FlipFactory Pro Cleaner 5 FlipFactory Pro
Supported

formats
Input formats Output formats

Video

ASF (Windows Only)
MPEG-1
MPEG-2

DV
QuickTime

Video for Windows (AVI)
OpenDML

MPEG-1 4:2:0 System stream
MPEG-2 MP@ML 4:2:0,

4:2:2:P@ML Transport and
Program streams to 50 Mbps

DV (native) – 525/625 (25 Mbps)

Windows Media
(.wmv, .wma, .asf & .avi)

QuickTime
 Apple Video, Sorenson Video,

Cinepak, Animation, Component
Video, Intel Indeo Video, Intel
Raw, Graphics, DV (525/625),

Avid JPEG (525/625), Media 100
JPEG, MJPEG A/B

AVI

Broadcast Server formats:
Avid OMF, GVG Profile (MPEG

and DV25), Sony MAV70,
Pinnacle Mediastream, Leitch VR
series (MPEG & DV25), Omneon,

Seachange.

MPEG-1
MPEG-2

DV
QuickTime

RealVideo 8
Video for Windows (AVI)
Windows Media (WMV)

MPEG-1 4:2:0 System stream
MPEG-2 MP@ML 4:2:0, 4:2:2:P@ML
Transport and Program streams to 50

Mbps
MPEG-4 ISO
DV (native)

AVI
Windows Media (.wmv)
version 6.1 to version 8

RealVideo (.rm)
version 6.0 to version 8

QuickTime (.mov)
version 4.0 to version 5

Microsoft MPEG 4 v3
ISO MPEG4 v1

AVI

Broadcast Server formats:
GVG Profile (MPEG and DV25), Sony

MAV70, Pinnacle Mediastream, Leitch VR
series (MPEG & DV25), Omneon,

Seachange.
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Cleaner 5 FlipFactory Pro Cleaner 5 FlipFactory Pro
Supported

formats
Input formats Output formats

Audio

AIFF/AIFC
AU

Audio-CD (Mac OS only)
DV

MP3
QuickTime

Sound Designer II
WAV

MPEG Layer I audio
MPEG Layer II audio

QuickTime Audio (Raw PCM
Qdesign Music 2)

WAV elementary stream
MP3 elementary stream

MPEG layer2 audio

AIFF/AIFC
DV

MP3
QuickTime

RealAudio 8
System 7 Sound

WAV
Windows Media (WMA)

MPEG Layer I audio
MPEG Layer II audio

Real Audio
Windows Media Audio

QuickTime
MP3 & WAV
Sony Atrac3

MPEG layer2 audio

Still
Image

BMP
GIF

JPEG/JFIF
MacPaint

Photoshop
PICT
PNG

QuickDraw GX Picture
QuickTime Image File

(QTIF)
Silicon Graphics Image

File
Targe Image File (TGA)

TIFF

BMP
JPEG/JFIF

PICT
PNG

QuickTime Image File
(QTIF)

Animation
and 3-D

Animated GIF
Macromedia Flash

FLC/FLI
PICS

Series of stills

Flash animation
(.swf files)

FLC
Image sequence
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3.4.2. Transcoding tests

Transcoding tests for a thorough evaluation of a non real time  multilevel transcoder have been
conducted only with Flip Factory.

2 main reasons led to this decision  :

- the fact that Cleaner 5.1 is not able to manage transcoding of Mpeg sources bigger than 2 GB
appeared to be unadequate for archive management

- the fact that Cleaner 5. 1 is comparatively much slower than Flip factory on the pre tests led for
qualifying both solutions before entering into detailed tests : Cleaner 5.1 on equivalent conditions to
Flip Factory (hardware, source file, nbre of operations) has always showed to be from  3 to 10 times
slower than Flip factory, the latest being reached with Mpeg files at 15 Mbps.

According to the  editor (Discreet Logic) Cleaner 5 is under redevelopment : for the moment the
evolution brought by Cleaner Central targets the  batch processing on a networked platform.
Evolution regarding the core of the transcoding process with Cleaner 5.1 has not yet been taken into
consideration. Discreet Logic announces that a new Cleaner X version should available by end of
the year 2002.

3.4.2.1. Transcoding tests from Mpeg source files  to internet formats

3.4.2.1.1.  Test platform

Hardware platform that has been used corresponds to the entry level platform indicated by the
software editor (Telestream) :

- Biprocessor CPU : twice P III at 1,1 Ghz each
- Cache L2 : 256 KB
- Ram : 1,250 GB

Another platform giving comparative result has been used which was : monoprocessor Athlon (AMD)
at 1,7 GHz. CPU performance ; this type of CPU can be compared to a Bi pro pentium 3 according
to specialists.

The versions that have been tested are :

- Flip factory Pro V.1 up to the mid of january 2002

- Flip factory Pro V.2 after this date :  6 different releases of this version have been installed and
tested on the 2 platforms leading to many uninstallation and reinstallation of Win 2000 Pro (French
version) and FF V.2 ; most of encoders settings were leading to tests in which either the input file
was rejected or the transcoding operation aborted ; latest version available at the beginning of April
2000 shows important improvements with - only – erratic results with
Quick Time format (at 250 Kbps and more often 700 Kbps) but the improvement brought recently by
editor leads us to think that these bugs shall be solved.

Due to this important loss of time,  tests were not conducted with all the necessary time on different
points :

- appraisal of very large volumes of operations with all encoders in working order (Quick Time and
Mpeg 4 ISO which used to be avalaible in V.1 but not yet reavailable in V.2)

- appraisal  with a wider range of platforms mainly to evaluate the impact of an important cache
memory as advised by the editor
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- ntegration with the information system, video browser and storage platform for further transcoding
needs

3.4.2.1.2.  Processing tests

The MPEG-2 source file used by Telestream in its bench mark was an MP@ML file at 15 Mbits/s in
VBR mode with different data rates compared with those we planned to tests  initially (50 Kbps, 250
Kbps, 700 Kbps) . Moreover settings of encoders were different..

Then we had to build the following factory, with the  following generic parameters   for the 3 formats
(unfortunately as already mentioned Mpeg 4  ISO encoder - that we wished to include in the tests -
was not available on Flip factory V.2).

Target Type of connection Data rate
(kbits/s)

fps Image
size

Audio settings

50K Single Stream 56 K Modem 34 12 176x14
4

8,5 kbps

128 K Single stream Dual ISDN high 100 15 320x24
0

24 Kbps

250K Single Stream DSL 1 low 250 25 320x24
0

48 kbps

384  K Single stream DSL high 350 25 320x24
0

48 kbps

700K Single Stream  DSL  Pro 700 25 352x28
8

64 kbits

No advanced parameters (2 passes, noise reduction etc. ) were applied in order to avoid
perturbations in the appraisal of the results.

Encoders that have been used are :

- Windows Media 8 for video and audio
- Real Video 8 for audio and video
- Sorenson video 3 and Q Design Music 2 for Quick Time

For the comparative test with Telestream benchmark :

- 700 K has not been used
- dual ISDN has been set at  80 Kbps for Real Video and 88 Kbps for Quick time instead of 128 Kbps
- DSL high has been set at 350 Kbps for Real Video and 300 Kbps for Quick Time instead of 384
Kbps

250 Kbps have been applied to all encoders which does not correspond exactly with Telestream
settings (225 for Real and 208 for Quick Time) but this difference is not significant.

Results are summarized in two arrays (one for MPEG-2 file and one for MPEG-1 file) which
represent a logical progression of streaming formats, combining Windows Media and Real
technologies at first and then incorporating QuickTime format.
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Result are not very different between Telestream benchmark and our test :

- in the Mpeg 2 case at 15 Mbps :

- 1,75 time real time per file against 1,33 time real time for 2 flips
- performance tends to get closer with bigger volumes of files (12 flips) and with higher data rates
output and to get stablilised on 24 flips which allows us to think that the batch process is efficient
for big volumes

- in the case of Mpeg 1 file input for which we could not get the precise characteristics of The File
used originally by Teletstream the difference is close on 2 streams and is comparable on 12 streams
with a stabilization on 24 flips which confirms the previous remark : the batch process is efficient for
big volumes.

Therefore, we can conclude that for a batch process results (with a maximum a twice real time per
flip with a 15 Mbps source) are correct and correspond roughly to what Telestream announces. The
difference may come from different Platform  used by Telestream and ourselves.

On this matter it is interesting to note that with other hardware configurations, Telestream gives
benchmarks that of course shows important improvement with more CPU and more Level 2 cache
memory

FLIP

56 128 256 384 56 80 225 350 56 88 208 300 all per flip
Telestream tests

2 * * 2,66 1,33
6 * * * * * * 9,16 1,53

12 * * * * * * * * * * * * 21,43 1,79

e-vod test 
2 * * 3,50 1,75
6 * * * * * * 11,10 1,85

12 * * * * * * * * * * * * 23,00 1,92
24 * * * * * * * * * * * * 50,00 2,08

FLIP

56 128 256 384 56 80 225 350 56 88 208 300 all per flip
Telestream tests

2 * * 1,08 0,54
6 * * * * * * 4,33 0,72

12 * * * * * * * * * * * * 12,08 1,01

e-vod test 
2 * * 1,50 0,75
6 * * * * * * 8,50 1,42

12 * * * * * * * * * * * * 13,00 1,08
24 * * * * * * * * * * * * 26,00 1,08

data rate (Kbps)

From Mpeg 2 MP@ML at 15 Mbps VBR

streaming formats results

Windows Media V8 Real System V8 Quick Time V4 time ratio 

data rate (Kbps)

(x times original time)

time ratio 
(x times original time)

streaming formats results

Windows Media V8 Real System V8 Quick Time V4

From Mpeg 1 system  at 1,5 Mbps
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These configurations have not been tested by e-vod due to their non availability. It is interesting to
notice that the bigger the volume is,  the best the performance per flip is with high end configuration.

The ultimate test was to see how far  a platform can support a simultaneous number of flips.

At  3 times with the platforms used during the tests we have tried to launch as many flips as possible
and met a limitation after a 100 flips to be launched in a same batch.

Conditions used were the following :
- 3 formats,
-  5 data rates
- 10 sources files that were those generated the Minerva encoders during the hardware phase tests
and which are recalled hereafter (5 Mpeg 2 and 5 Mpeg 1)   : the maximum that we reached was 138
flips to launch simultaneously ; after it was not possible to launch a new factory and the CPU was
fully occupied during all transcoding.

The result in terms of average flips dropped to an average of  2,32 times when it should have been
around 1,5 times according to previous results.

At this stage, we cannot make a definitive conclusion for this limitation may come from the platform
that we have used.

Nevertheless, this limitation is not an unacceptable barrier for the moment : launching on a single
platform 138 factories for programmes which average duration is 10 mn leads to a full occupation of
the platform during roughly 48 hours. This is acceptable in terms of  process load.

3.4.2.1.3. mage quality tests

We recall here the sequences that have been used and how they have been generated

Program Title Critical features Name Duration

flip

all per flip all per flip all per flip
2 2,3 1,2 1,7 0,8 1,3 0,7
6 8,0 1,3 4,7 0,8 3,7 0,6
12 16,0 1,3 7,7 0,6 5,7 0,5

Server configurations with Mpeg 2 at 15 Mbps source file

Dual 700 Mhz Quad 700 Mhz 8-way 700 Mhz
Xeon 2MB L2 Xeon 2MB L2 Xeon 2MB L2

time ratio 
(x times original time)

time ratio time ratio 
(x times original time) (x times original time)
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Black & White sequence  on wall painting with some
noisy pictures

N&B1 1 min 37 s
PSYCHOPATHIA
SEXUALIS Black & White seq.

Close-up violent contrast, and unstable image N&B2 1 min 48 s
Colour seq.
Live shooting in New York street

street 1 min 54 sIMAGES DU
TEMPS D’AVANT

Stock shots ″Man on The Moon″
Noise with low brightness

noise 1 min 09 s

Panoramic view from a train with sometimes insert of
freeze frame with a signpost

pano 1 min
PERSONNE

Loop sequence with
Close Up on water with forward and backward zoom water 49 s

The test sequences have been  encoded simultaneously with two Minerva VNP encoders, available
in the real time multilevel encoding system, respectively in :

• MPEG-2 PS (8 Mbits/s) on Minerva VNP 201, and
• MPEG-1 (1,5 Mbits/s) on Minerva VNP 151.

Minerva Standard Mux type Video data rate Audio data rate
VNP 201 MPEG-2 Program Stream 8 Mbits/s 128 kbits/s
VNP 151 MPEG-1 System Stream 1,5 Mbits/s 128 kbits/s

Then internet quality sequences have been generated from the Mpeg 2 and The Mpeg 1 files with
Flip factory V.1 and V.2  in order to produce  files at 3 formats (WM, RV, QT) AT ) and 3 data rates
(700 Kbps, 250 Kbps, 50 Kbps) for image quality testing.

The objective of image evaluation was to appraise if :

- encoding from an Mpeg 2 file to internet formats does or does not bring unacceptable image
degradation comparing with internet encoding directly done from an SDI source

- encoding from an Mpeg 1 file to internet formats does or does not bring unacceptable image
degradation comparing with internet encoding done from an Mpeg 2 file or an SDI source

Image Quality have been  appraised with three levels of subjective qualification  which are relevant
for screening :

- good means that the result  is comparable to encoding from an SDI source and that it meets the
requirement for screening service with a quality good enough - although artifacts are not the same -
to  replace VHS delivery or local MPEG 1 screening  through LAN ; at this data rate  full screen
display is acceptable for practically any type of sequence ; good is  named 1 in our test

- acceptable means that the result is comparable to encoding from an SDI source  and that if full
screen display is not advised, a quarter screen quality typical of a “rich media environment”  is
possible and allows most screening requirements ; acceptable is named 2 in our  test

- unacceptable means that audio and video artifacts are so important that risks of confusion on the
content meaning itself  are high and that quarter screen is not acceptable ; comparison with
encoding from an SDI source is not relevant ; unacceptable is named 3 in our test

Detailed  qualification  of artifacts has not been conducted for it extremely time consuming and not
obvious to thoroughly compare files at such data rates.

Subjective results are presented hereafter.
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No distinction  could be clearly established in terms of subjective quality between the 3 encoders and
then data rates  (rather than encoders) have been appraised.   It would even be ill advised to
compare internet coders on  the single criteria of image subjective quality, for other elements (market
share, other features like Digital Rights Management or file format acceptance) are extremely
important.

As no key difference was established  -  on the image subjective quality basis - no thorough
comparative qualification has been  established.

Results are then the following.

As these results are purely subjective, appraisal is always arguable.

Neverthless,  we can state that  :

- there is no significant degradation of the image quality when encoding from an Mpeg 2 source
instead of an SDI source and at any data rates

- degradation of image quality  is acceptable when encoding from an Mpeg 1 source comparing with
encoding from an Mpeg 2 (or SDI source) : artifacts are not always the same but are not more
troublesome for a screening usage : for instance, noise and aliasing that can occur from an Mpeg 2
or SDI source are somehow blurred with an Mpeg 1 source but this last one generally shows less
detail ; then, the difference between an Mpeg 2 and an  Mpeg 1 source is generally not obvious  for
screening usage  : it has only be judged significant at the highest data rates (700 K) although the
result obtain form the Mpeg 1 source is very acceptable

- unacceptable screening quality is due to a key factor which is the original choice of the data rate
whatever the encoding method is :   for a 50 K bit rate there is no good of bad encoding method to
reach an acceptable screening quality ; the only way to proceed is to work with 250 Kbps as a
minimum data rate and to avoid lower data rates for screening service.

sequences Flip F from Mpeg 2 Flip F from Mpeg 1

N&B 1 700 K 1 2
N&B 2 700 K 1 2
Noise 700 K 1 2
Street 700 K 1 2
Water 700 K 1 2

N&B 1 250 K 2 2
N&B 2 250 K 2 2
Noise 250 K 2 2
Street 250 K 2 2
Water 250 K 2 2

N&B 1 50 K 3 3
N&B 2 50 K 3 3
Noise 50 K 3 3
Street 50 K 3 3
Water 50 K 3 3

1 = good 
2 = acceptable 
3 = unacceptable
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3.4.2.1.4. TC synchro

Comparatively with hardware encoders there is no issue with TC in and TC out synchro :  the
internet files are obtained from the original Mpeg 2 or 1 file through transcoding.

As for hardware encoding, TC synchro must also be appraised in  the framework of the relationship
between the identification of an extract through an internet browser and its correspondence in the
Mpeg reference file (see TC management of extracts).

3.4.2.2. Transcoding tests from Mpeg source files  to  Mpeg formats

Although this aspect was not formally included into the initial plan dedicated to transcoding for
internet formats,  complementary transcoding tests have been conducted in order to appraise
delivery of  an Mpeg 2 file (full programme or extract) from the Mpeg 2 reference file but with
different parameters .

In Flip Factory V.2,  available parameters for an Mpeg 2 output file  are the following :

- PS or  TS
- VBR or CBR
- Video rate
- Audio rate and sampling parameters
- GOP structure

Test ware conducted on the data rate reduction and conversion from PS to TS. No test on the GOP
structure was conducted.

Test conditions (hardware platform, source files) were the same as above.

Data rate reduction : transcoding Mpeg 2 PS at 8 Mbps to  Mpeg 2 PS at 6 Mbps or 4 Mbps has
been conducted : process time ranged from 2,85 times  (4 Mbps PS output) to 3  times (6 Mbps
Mpeg output) real time on a unitary transcoding operation  (1 file at a time) ; consequently, data rate
reduction is an operational feature .

Mpeg format transformation : transcoding Mpeg 2 PS at 8 Mbps to Mpeg 2 TS at 8 Mbps TS (without
data rate reduction) has been conducted  : process was renewed 3 times and appeared to be very
consuming in terms of CPU (CPU was fully used for such an operation  and transcoding operation
extremely slow) ; as the operation showed very important duration (unlimited?)to be completed it
was finally stopped. At this stage, we must conclude that PS to TS conversion is not an operational
feature and this was confirmed  to us by Telestream who is aware of this limitation and who should
propose efficient PD/TS transcoding in a future release

3.4.3. Implementation of the transcoding solution into an operational
process

Three key points have been worked out in order to identify operational solutions for archive
exploitation :

- integration of the Flip Factory V.2 with an information system meant to manage all operations form
tapes input up to all subsequent production of files from the stored reference files (Mpeg 2 and 1
files) : we have worked on interfacing with e-vod information system

- identification of external  storage solutions offered by data centres that could avoid important
storage investment (at least in a starting phase and/or for small archive that could be interested by
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outsourcing services) and would allow for further transcoding and delivery on a remote management
basis

- identification of solutions for operational screening for delivery of an extract of an archived
programme : this issue refers to the TC in and out correspondence of an extract of a programme
between the file used during the screening phase and the file in the reference format used for
delivery to final end user

3.4.3.1. Interface with the information system

The FlipFactory SDK provides tools to integrate the capabilities of FlipFactory into a digital media
application or workflow.

We introduce how the SDK and the API structure provided by Telestream can be used for integration
into an Information System (here e-vod IS).

We show, through examples, how to use the API to implement first level of functions.

3.4.3.1.1. Recall of Flip Factory architecture

.

Fundamentally, the FlipEngine accepts processes and delivers messages. A references media
content in the form of a media file. The media content is processed based on the instructions
contained in a factory.

Messages are submitted to the flip engine through monitor plug-ins. Messages can be submitted as
standard email, from a media appliance such as Telestream’s ClipMail™ products, through a
database or directly via a COM interface.

FlipFactory has four main stages to process a video content  :
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Localization
This process copy the video content to the FlipEngine server. This may involve “detaching” the
content from the message, retrieving the content from an FTP server, or waiting for the content to
arrive as a stream or via an FTP connection. (Class and objets available in  the transport plug-in
API).

Translation
The files content that has been localized, are translated into one or more duplicate versions. The
way this versions versions should be processed are describe into a factory. A product in the factory
determines the format of each duplicate version.
During translation, metadata can be produced and added to the message in the form of label and
track elements.

Delivery
The factory also specifies how and where the translated content is to be delivered. It may be
“attached” to the message, left at the FlipEngine server for subsequent retrieval or pushed to a
separate web, ftp or streaming server. (Class and objets available in  the transport plug-in API).

Notification
After the media content files have been delivered to the appropriate destinations, the message is
passed to a notify plug in. This type of plug-in is responsible for notifying the user or some remote
system that content has been produced and delivered. This may involve sending email to the user or
loading the content into an asset management system.

3.4.3.1.2. Integration Package and Software Developers Program

Telestream provides two integration alternatives to embed the transcoding and distributions process
of FlipFactory into media management applications : the basic Integration Package or the more
comprehensive Software Developers Program.

FlipFactory Integration Package

The Integration Package  allows  to customize the way to transport media to/from FlipFactory, to
develop notification plug-ins for third party products, or to implement a flipping session from your
existing application. This  Integration package offers the Flip Factory SDK which provides language,
detailed documentation and sample code plus extra phone support.

FlipFactory Software Developers Program

FlipFactory Software Developers Program allows an existing  application to communicate directly
with FlipFactory’s core transcoding engine,. Purchasing a membership in FlipFactory Software
Developers Program, provides a full-featured developer’s license both the top level FlipFactory SDK
and the core transcoding engine Flip Server SDK.
In addition to providing access to directly control the transcoding engine, the Flip Server SDK
enables to extend the capabilities of the Flip Server by developing personalized
compatible encoder, decoder, analysis and processing components.

FlipFactory SDK, provides the language, detailed documentation, and sample code for  a top level
integration. In addition to providing access to directly control the transcoding engine, the Flip Server
SDK enables to extend the capabilities of the Flip Server by developing customized encoder,
decoder, analysis and processing components.

Software Developers Kit (SDK)

FlipFactory is a Windows NT/2000 application that provides scalable, automated digital media format
transcoding and delivery. The FlipFactory SDK is intended for software developers, systems
integrators and content owners who want to incorporate the capabilities of FlipFactory within their
applications or content management systems.
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This SDK is a key part of the FlipFactory Integration Package and provides documents and sample
code for accomplishing the following tasks:
- submit messages to FlipFactory
- transport media to and from FlipFactory
- notify third party applications such as content management systems that flipped content is available

MDML

FlipFactory plug-ins and APIs are based entirely on MDML (Media Distribution Markup Language),
an open syntax developed by Telestream and derived from the Extensible Markup Language (XML)
standard.
The FlipFactory SDK includes the complete specification for MDML as well as a Java class package
that makes it easy to create or modify the MDML documents used by the various plug-in APIs.

Submit API

Fundamentally, FlipFactory accepts, processes and delivers MDML messages. Messages can be
submitted to FlipFactory through several methods:
- By placing the message in the “submit” database table, which is regularly polled by FlipFactory.
- Directly through the ISubmit COM interface.
- As a standard (RFC822) email that FlipFactory converts to the native MDML format
- Through Media Distribution Protocol (MDP) used by Telestream ClipMail appliances.

3.4.3.1.3. API Structure

FlipEngine provides four separate plug-in interfaces. FlipEngine plug-ins are generally written in
Java although notify plug-ins may also be created as COM objects using C++ or Visual Basic.
Monitor àSubmits new messages to the FlipEngine
Transport àTransports files to or from the FlipEngine
Notify àForwards a message to a remote user or system
Servlet àExtends the internal web (HTTP) server

Each API consists of two Java interface definitions: the first must be implemented by the plug-in and
defines a set of methods the FlipEngine will use to communicate with the plug-in. The second
interface is implemented by the FlipEngine and provides a context that the plug-in uses to
communicate with the FlipEngine. This interface is passed to the plug-in during initialization.
Additionally, each API defines a specific exception class that the plug-in should throw when it has a
problem.

In order to illustrate the capabilities provided by the FlipFactory SDK and the Flip server SDK, some
features’APIs are described bellow.
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Monitor Plug-ins

The FlipEngine accepts messages from monitor plug-ins. A monitor plug-in is a Java class that
implements the net.telestream.flip.engine.monitor.Monitor interface. As monitor plug-ins are loaded
the FlipEngine invokes the getMonitor() method to retrieve the plug-in description and setup
parameters. This information allows a user to select and configure the plug-in.

There are two general types of monitor plug-ins:

1. Plug-ins that listen for connections from a remote system. For example, SMTP monitor plug-in that
accepts connections from remote email clients. Each received email is converted to an MDML
message and submitted to the FlipEngine for processing.
2. Plug-ins that periodically scan or connect to a remote system. For example, folder monitor plug-in
that periodically scans the contents of a Windows folder. When new media files are detected, a
message is created referencing the content and submitted to the FlipEngine for processing.

SDK Contents

The FlipFactory SDK includes several samples that demonstrate how to create a monitor plug-in and
how to submit messages to the FlipEngine through the Telestream supplied monitor plug-ins.

MDML ‘monitor’ element

monitor6BB0B000-83E4-11D3-BC17-00104BF160DB= uuidCopyright (c)
2001 Telestream Inc.= copyrightFolder Monitor= nameMonitors an
Windows folder for new content=
descriptionsetup?parameter*protocol?manual?label*status?type

The monitor element is used to describe a monitor plug-in and is returned by the plug-in’s
getMonitor() method.
The setup element contains a list of parameters that are required to configure or initialize the plug-in
whenever it is invoked.
The protocol element describes the location and method used to connect to a remote device or file
system being monitored.
The monitor element may also contain one or more label elements that define metadata schema the
plug-in will populate and attach to any new content it detects.

attributes Description
uuid A globally unique identifier associated

with monitor component
name A brief descriptive name for this

monitoring method.
type Identifies the type of monitor component

from a set of enumerations:
system
account

description The verbose description of the
component, it’s applications, etc.

copyright The name of the copyright holder.

Example ‘monitor’ element
<monitor uuid="{6028F7BC-2983-4a35-8ED2-8D7CFF3DA56A}"
name="Network Folder" type="account" description="Monitors a NT/2000
network folder">
<setup>
<recurse type="boolean" name="Look in subfolders">true</recurse>
</setup>
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<protocol type="smb" role="destination" name="Common Internet File
System" seperator="/">
<connection type="pull" name="Monitor a network folder">
<workgroup type="domain" name="Workgroup Name"/>
<username type="username" name="Login"/>
<password type="password" name="Password"/>
<path type="file" name="Default Folder" file-select="path"/>
</connection>
</protocol>
</monitor>

“Monitor” API Overview

This section provides a brief overview of the methods a monitor plug-in is required to implement.
Consult the appropriate Javadocs for a complete description of the monitor API interfaces and
classes.
àpublicnet.telestream.mdml.MonitorgetMonitor()
This method is called by the FlipEngine during the enumeration and loading process to get a
description of the monitor plug-in. The plug-in returns an MDML monitor object as described in
section 2.2.
àpublicvoidinit(MonitorContextcontext)throwsMonitorException
During enumeration the FlipEngine executes this method to initialize the plug-in. The MonitorContext
object allows the plug-in to communicate with the FlipEngine, for example, to submit a message or
write to the engine log. If this method completes successfully the plug-in may begin submitting
messages.
àpublicnet.telestream.mdml.MonitorgetMonitor(Accountaccount)throwsMonitorException
Returns the current monitor configuration for the specified account.
àpublicvoiddestroy()
Removes the monitor from service after all threads within it have exited or a timeout period has
passed. After the FlipEngine calls this method the plug-in should not submit any messages. This
method gives the plug-in an opportunity to clean up any resources that are being held (for example,
memory, file handles, threads).

Notify Plug-ins

The FlipEngine forwards messages through notify plug-ins. A notify plug-in is a Java class that
implements the net.telestream.flip.engine.notify.Notify interface.
To maintain compatibility with FlipFactory™ V1 and to provide additional language support, notify
plug-ins can also be created as COM compliant objects that supports the INotify interface. When the
FlipEngine service is started it will search for notify plug-ins in the folder specified by the following
settings property:
path.plugins =C:\Program Files\Telestream\FlipFactory\Plugins
As notify plug-ins are located they are loaded and the FlipEngine invokes the getNotifys() method to
retrieve the plug-in description and setup parameters. This information allows a user to select and
configure the plug-in. The FlipEngine then invokes the init() method at which point the plug-in should
accept messages for notification.
Telestream includes several notify plug-ins in FlipFactory distributions to generate email notifications
and to interface with asset managements systems.

SDK Contents

The FlipFactory SDK includes several samples that demonstrate how to create notify plug-ins. This
section provides a brief description of each sample and other components and documentation
related to the notify API.
Lib\MDML.jar 
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A fully portable Java implementation of MDML that allows to create and manipulate MDML
documents.
Lib\FlipEngine.jar
A Java archive that contains the plug-in API classes.
Doc\JavaDocs\FlipEngine
Javadoc pages for each plug-in API and other FlipEngine services that are a accessible by plug-ins.
Samples\Notify\NotifyTest
This is a simple notify plug-in that writes the MDML message to a file at a specific location. This
sample is a useful debugging tool when writing monitor plug-ins.
Samples\Notify\Redirector
This notify plug-in creates metafile or link files (ASX, RAM, SMIL, etc.) for the common Internet
streaming formats

MDML ‘notify’ element

notify6BB0B000-83E4-11D3-BC17-00104BF160DB= uuidCopyright (c)
2000 Telestream Inc.= copyrightVirage VideoLogger= nameIndexes
content using a Virage VideoLogger=
descriptionsetup?parameter*label*manual?

The notify element is used to describe the capability and configuration of a notify plug-in.
If the notify plug-in requires configuration parameters the corresponding notify element should
include a child setup element. This contains a list of parameter elements that describe each of the
configuration settings (e.g. IP addresses, file names, etc.).
A notify element may also contain one or more child label elements. Labels allow a plug-in to define
a set of additional metadata that is useful to the plug-in.

notify
attributes

Description

uuid A globally unique identifier associated with
notify component. If this element
describes a COM notify plug-in, the uuid
must be the class identifier of a COM
object implementing the INotify interface.

name A brief descriptive name for this
notification method.

description The verbose description of the container,
it’s applications, etc.

copyright The name of the copyright holder.

Example ‘notify’ element

The MDML notify element show below describes the Telestream “Redirector” notification plug-in.
This plug-in creates link or redirector files for the major streaming media formats: Quicktime,
Windows Media and RealMedia.
This element illustrates multiple selection setup parameters and also a metadata label that captures
information commonly used in streaming media formats (author, title, copyright, etc.).

<notify uuid="{b475abfc-c268-4cff-bce4-590ac19bebf6}"
name="Redirector" description="Creates redirector files (RAM, SMIL,
ASX, etc.) for Real, Windows and Quicktime streaming media."
copyright="Copyright (c) 2001, Telestream Inc.">
<manual content-type="text/html">&lt;html&gt;
&lt;head&gt;
&lt;/head&gt;
&lt;body&gt;
&lt;h1&gt;Redirector&lt;/h1&gt;
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&lt;hr&gt;
This plugin creates &lt;i&gt;redirector&lt;/i&gt; files (also known as
&lt;i&gt;meta&lt;/i&gt; or &lt;i&gt;link&lt;/i&gt; files) for the major streaming
media formats: Real Media, Windows Media, Quicktime, etc. This type of
file is typically used in a web page to
"redirect" the web browser to a streaming server containing the media
and possibly control or augment the media playback.&lt;br&gt;
&lt;/body&gt;
FlipFactory™ SDK Reference, Page 19 of 29 1/6/2002 2.0
&lt;/html&gt;</manual>
<label uuid="{b475abfc-c268-4cff-bce4-590ac19bebf6}"
name="Redirector" description="Captures metadata information
commonly used in redirector files (RAM, SMIL, ASX, etc.)."
copyright="Copyright (c) 2001, Telestream Inc.">
<author type="text" name="Author"/>
<title type="text" name="Title"/>
<abstract type="text" name="Abstract"/>
<copyright type="text" name="Copyright"/>
<rating type="text" name="Rating"/>
<moreinfo type="text" name="More Info URL"/>
</label>
<setup>
<path type="file" name="Redirector Path" file-select="path"/>
</setup>
</notify>

“Notify” API Overview

This section provides a brief overview of the methods a notify plug-in is required to implement.
publicnet.telestream.mdml.Notify[]getNotifys()
This method is called by the FlipEngine during the enumeration and loading process to get a
description of the notify plug-in. The plug-in returns an array of MDML notify objects. As this method
implies, it is possible for a single notify plug-in to provide multiple notification methods.
publicvoidinit(NotifyContextcontext)throwsNotifyException
During enumeration the FlipEngine executes this method to initialize the plug-in. The NotifyContext
object allows the plug-in to communicate with the FlipEngine, for example, to write to the engine log.
If this method completes successfully the plug-in will accept messages from the FlipEngine.
publicvoidnotifyMessage(Messagemessage,Notifynotify)throwsNotifyException
The FlipEngine executes this method for each message that requires notification. The plug-in
receives the message object to be notified and a notify object containing the plug-in configuration
requested by the user.
publicvoiddestroy()
Removes the monitor from service after all threads within it have exited or a timeout period has
passed. After the FlipEngine calls this method the plug-in should not accept any messages. This
method gives the plug-in an opportunity to clean up any resources that are being held (for example,
memory, file handles, threads).
External storage solution and further transcoding and delivery operations

General integration describes here briefly the identified solutions for storage and further transcoding
needs.

After generating a range of file associated to the programme (Mpeg 2, Mpeg 1  and internet formats)
and implementation of quality control procedure (see report on quality control) our goal was to
identify a storage and a distribution solution with limited entry cost and upgrading capacities (in
terms of volume) in order to offer a solution for :

on line screening through the internet formats and their associated browsers
long term storage for Mpeg files preservation and subsequent  transcoding  operations for screening
or for delivery (of the entire programme or of an extract of the programme)
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Regarding  hosting and access for internet  screenings we have integrated the Akamai  services :

hosting plus streaming / downloading of internet files
logs  reporting

3.4.3.1.4. Hosting for screening files

Loading files to the Akamaï servers requests to generate an address called an ARL to place the files
with a tool using pearl script called Akamaizer.

Typical ARL shows the following data agregation :
rtsp://a1224.v62283.c6228.g.vr.akamaistream.net/ondemand/7/1224/6228/3c7cf6e1/companyname.
download.akamai.com/6228/directory/filename.rm (or .wmv or .mov)

We have faced no main problem for placing files with the Akamai’s procedure through standard
network up link  (ADSl, cable) : in most cases as many files as  necessary can be placed without
service interruption. The only  improvement to be brought should be the display of an error message
if the address once generated does not correspond to the requested syntax

As this is not the case and in order to avoid this type of problem, systematic checking of the
availability of the files links  should be done after programmes have been placed.

Logs data are imported into  the e-vod  information system in order to provide full reporting  by :

- end user (with precise identification  if a procedure of screening rights has been implemented)
- programmes
- period of time
 - hits etc.
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Typical monitoring interface (here end user consumptions) provided by the e-vod’s Information
Systems and using logs reports is shown hereafter :

3.4.3.1.5. Long term storage for Mpeg files preservation and transcoding

The goal has been to identify data centres who could offer a range of relevant outsourcing services
for storage  and remote management of the files generated after the encoding process.

Data centres offer :

- near on line storage on DLT, SDLT, LTO  or other tape based storage robotics device for long term
archive that do not need instant access (instant access requested for screening here is managed
through Akamaï)

- emote access through an html interface allowing placing files, archive requests including requests
to obtain information on the archived objects or on the volumes, file transfer to any url .

The advantage of such a solution, especially for relatively small volumes of archives or for archive
institutions is  to avoid :

- cash expenses required by initial investment in terms of equipment, manpower and surrounding
infrastructure and services (cabling, power, air conditioning, security procedures  etc.) ;
implementation troubles and unpredictable delays of this type of solution if it were to be done
internally : the archive buys a service which is supposed to be operational ;
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- installation of specialised high data rates links for high volumes and/or urgent transfers :  those
data centres which are connected to main world networks are as well able to propose networks
facilities on various commercial basis (either permanent link or volume consumption billing)

Moreover, this type of solution can be matched with a solution such as Flip Factory which can be
accessed from any location for any transcoding operation which delivery can be “to any location”

We have experienced in a small scale, the remote management of transcoding operations with a Flip
Factory server based in the US : taking hand on the remote Flip Factory server worked in all cases ;
moreover, one must notice that with this type of solution (remote Flip factory server for transcoding
operations) could  be as well shared by multiple archive institutions and avoids burden with
installation and maintenance of  a flip factory version  located “in house”.

Regarding data centres services different solutions have been identified and can be implemented if
Archive institutions would wish to explore this possibility.

3.4.3.2.  TC management of extracts for internet formats browsers

The goal here is not the correspondence of TC in and TC out between the screening file  and the
master file for  the entire programme but the capacity  to identify TC’s defining a segment of the
entire programme during a screening phase and then to be able to extract the same segment (with
same TC’s) from the master file.

As we have seen it previously, the first step is to use screening formats with a frame rate using full
frame rate (25fps in Pal or 30 fps in NTSC) : this leads to recommend a data rate for the screening
file which is not under 250 Kbps.

The second step is to pay attention to key frame spacing  used for the screening file and the
reference file.

The Mpeg 2 reference file shows generally a  key frame interval of 15 frames.

The Mpeg 1 reference file shows generally a key frame interval between 12 to 15 frames.

For internet formats key frame spacing recommended and proposed by default by the editors are :

- Windows media V7, Microsoft Mpeg 4 V3 and ISO Mpeg 4 V1 : 120 frames
- Sorenson Video 3 (used for Quick Time) : 150 frames
- Real Video G2,  Real Video 8 : we have not found any document proposing a recommendation and
have followed the Telestream by default configuration for this encoder : 150 frames

Of course these figures are relatively high but one must not ignore that reducing key frame spacing
would lead to increase data rate or lower image quality.

We have conducted tests on one sequence test in order to appraise the consequences of different
key frame spacing settings  with the same bit rate limitation : a sequence encoded at 750 Kbps with
Win Media encoder V.7. was chosen in order to be able to appraise quality default with a full screen
display and on the type of file for which the screening quality is the most demanding. Three settings
of  key frames spacing  15 frames, 60 frames and 120 frames) were chosen.

It appears that between  15 frames and 120 frames setting, there is a significant degradation of
quality with the introduction of higher noise on already noised zones (typically : subtitles and
background with details).

With a key frame spacing of 60 frames we approached an acceptable quality compared with the 15
frames key space setting.
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In order to identify TC in and out of  a segment to be extracted from the reference after the screening
phase,  2 methods are then possible :

to develop an internet  browser that  would be able to display by calculation from the TC in and the
TC out of the entire programme the accurate TC when stopping somewhere in the programme : this
requires that parameters (i.e. key frame spacing)  are always the same or are known during
screening operations by the browser ; this requires as well, on a commercial point of view that such
a browser which is to be developed is used by archives end users in order to pay back for cost of
development and maintenance : this solution has not been developed for the moment but could be
implemented if archive require such a tool

to adopt a procedure in which the TC error due to key frame spacing leads to indicate that the
segment to be extracted from the Mpeg reference file is : the Time duration (hh:mm:ss) displayed by
the browser plus 6 seconds at the beginning and the end of the extract  (in case of 150 key frame
spacing settings) ; this method might not be in line with the “frame accuracy requests in the world of
broadcast” but if frame accuracy is vital for editing it is not as vital for browsing and delivery of an
extract that can affoard by precaution a few more seconds duration ; if this is not acceptable by the
Archive then other key frame spacing parameters have to be taken : for instance a 75 or 60 key
frame spacing that can guarantee limited artifacts with an error of 3 seconds at the beginning and at
the end of the extract.

3.5. Cost of the non real time multilevel encoding solution

3.5.1. Investment for operations with automation

Investment budget designed for a generic non real time multilevel encoding solution is presented
hereafter.

Devices to improve and monitor input signal quality  are not integrated at this stage but should not
bring a significant higher increase of budget.

It is designed for preservation of Umatic and Beta SP formats. Due to the possibility of using robotics
to handle Beta SP it integrates the same automation as for the real time encoding  solution. Real
time encoders with their video pumps previously driven by the automation have been replaced by the
software transcoding solution. This solution will as well allow further transcoding operations :
generation of new files for internet screenings due to the evolution of encoders and evolution of
bandwith costs taht can allow different quality screening choices and/or generation of further
broadcast quality  files with formats and settings different from the reference file.

It is scalable : more VTR and Mpeg encoders can be added without significant modification of the
infrastructure as the a-cube automation system allows for more driving of peripherals the only thing
to check being the extension of the MEC (see real time encoding schematics).
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Unit. Price Q Total

signal input 
robotics (for Beta SP) 40 1 40
VTR (Beta SP ) 12 1 12
VTR (3/4 inch) (1) 2 2 4
converters & switcher 12 1 12

encoders
Mpeg 2 15 2 30
Mpeg 1 7 2 14
video pump station 3 4 12
software transcoder (2) 12 2 24
transcoder station (3) 10 2 20

automation 
software 80 1 80
equipment controler 8 1 8
station 10 1 10

local storage, QC and transfer
san 15 1 15
quality control station 4 1 4
Mpeg analyser 30 1 30
transfer station to storage destinations 4 1 4

LAN's
10/100 BT network and switch 2 1 2
fiber channel hub 10 1 10

programme data base
application software internal 0
station 4 1 4

total equipment 335

installation and integration (15% of the total) 50

total with installation and equipment 385

(1)  1 back up VTR 
(2) Flip factory Publish internet formats only and without SDK
(3) station : P IV 2,2 GHz, 512 MB L2 cache, 2 GB Ram, ultra 160 SCSI, 

Non Real time multilevel encoding process

Basic Unit Investment costs (in K euros)

with automation
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3.5.2. Cost per encoded hour with automation

This cost is calculated on the basis of  yearly cost divided by planned hours of programmes to be
processed. Output hours per year have not been changed compared with Real Time solutions in
ordre to establish comparable terms. In any case it should not be higher : batch procceses as we
have seen are now available and can guarantee that internet files generation will be achieved with a
productivity that should at least be equivalent to Real tTme encoding solutions.

As previously, number of days per year are effective working days and output per day takes into
account the fact that quality problems, effective availability of tapes etc could slow down the
performance.

This cost of 97 euros per hour  should be improved with experience as for the Real Time solution
and it is comparable to Real Time solution.

The same remark as for Real Time multilevel encoding in terms of cost and price can be applied :
compared with current Market prices for encoding (although they are usually related to relatively
small volumes) this cost is already very competitive ;  here we also have Mpeg 2, Mpeg 1 and at
least 3 data rates for one internet format or more (at 50, 250 700 Kbps) when market (in terms of
price, which is usually twice the direct cost) offers only one format at one data rate for 200 euros per
encoded hour.

Due to the fact that in this solution we also include a further batch transcoding facility our opinion is
that this solution is intrinsically more competitive than the real time encoding solution.

3.5.3. Investment and cost per hour without automation

unit q price

Operationnal costs on a yearly basis (in K euros)
depreciation of equipment (3 years) 128 1 128
maintenance and upgrading of equipement (10% of investment) 39 1 39
manpower (1) 48 2 96
other direct costs (15% of previous) 1 0
total 263

Encoding capacity 
days per year 220
hours / day / VTR and associated encoders 6
hours per year 2640

Cost per multilevel encoded hour in euros 100

(1) 1 for input and encoding + 1 for quality control and transfer 

Real time multilevel encoding process

Cost per hour encoded
with automation
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In this solution we have tried to appraise what would be the configuration for a low cost preservation
process that would not be using robotics and automation (in terms of general automated encoding
process). This solution particularly targets preservation of Umatic for which reliable robotics is not
available. Moreover, we have pushed the transcoding of files up to the generation of the Mpeg 1 file
from the Mpeg 2 reference file.

In this case investment cost is significantly lower : about 200 K euros instead of nearly 400 K euros
in previous solutions.

Mpeg 2 encoding is done manually but we have decided  to keep 2 operators only   : a third operator
should not be necessary due the fact that an operator could be able to launch and monitor 2 inputs
at a time ; the Mpeg file checking with the quality control station should in any case guarantee the
Mpeg file conformance.

Unit. Price Q Total

signal input 
robotics (for Beta SP) 40 0 0
VTR (Beta SP ) 12 0 0
VTR (3/4 inch) (1) 2 4 8
converters & switcher 12 1 12

encoders
Mpeg 2 15 2 30
Mpeg 1 7 0 0
software transcoder (2) 12 2 24
software transcoder (3) 6 1 6
transcoder station (4) 10 3 30

local storage, QC and transfer
san 15 1 15
quality control station 4 1 4
Mpeg analyser 30 1 30
transfer station to storage destinations 4 1 4

LAN's
10/100 BT network and switch 2 1 2
fiber channel hub 10 1 10

programme data base
application software internal 0
station 4 1 4

total equipment 179

installation and integration (15% of the total) 27

total with installation and equipment 206

(1) 2 back up VTR 
(2) Flip factory Publish internet formats only and without SDK
(3) Flip factory Mpeg module
(3) station : P IV 2,2 GHz, 512 MB L2 cache, 2 GB Ram, ultra 160 SCSI, 

Non Real time multilevel encoding process

Basic Unit Investment costs (in K euros)

without automation 
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With same volumes to be treated in  year operational cost goes down by 33 % compared with
automated solution either for real time or non real time encoding solutions.

If 3 persons are required cost per multilevel encoded hour reaches 84 euros per hour which is still
significantly  lower.

unit q price

Operationnal costs on a yearly basis (in K euros)
depreciation of equipment  (3 years) 69 1 69
maintenance and upgrading of equipement (5% of investment) 10 1 10
manpower (1) 48 2 96
other direct costs (15% of previous) 1 0
total 175

Encoding capacity 
days per year 220
hours / day / VTR and associated encoders 6
hours per year 2640

Cost per multilevel encoded hour in euros 66

(1) 2 for input and encoding + 1 for quality control and transfer 

Real time multilevel encoding process

Cost per hour encoded

without automation
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4. Appendix  : Hardware encoders survey

Summary : The following study introduces the different hardware encoders available to
produce web formats.

The hardware encoding solutions convert audio and video sources into formats dedicated for the
web (such as RealVideo, WindowsMedia and sometimes QuickTime) in real time.

Two kind of hardware encoding solutions are available :
first, the hardware codecs with proprietary audio and video hardware such as :

• StreamFactory from Pinnacle Systems, and
• Aqua encoder from Grass Valley Group,

second, the hardware solutions which combine a real time capture card and software encoding
(RealProducer and/or WindowsMedia encoder) such as :

• DpsNetStreamer (from Leitch) with dps capture card.
• StreamEngine and XstreamMulticaster (from Winnov/Empreinte) with Winnov capture card,
• MV401 (from Darim) with Darim capture card,
• Niagara (from Viewcast) and ENT or PROF racks (from Ecrin) with Osprey capture card,

4.1. StreamFactory products – Pinnacle Systems

4.1.1. Introduction

StreamFactory, from Pinnacle Systems, is a custom configured Windows operating system based
computer with proprietary audio and video hardware. As such, StreamFactory can run any software
package designed to operate on a Windows operating system based computer; however, installing
and using additional software is not recommended because software additions can often create an
additional load on StreamFactory’s CPU.

They are two types of StreamFactory units currently available : the standard StreamFactory unit
(mono-processor) and the StreamFactoryX2 unit (dual-processor).
In December 2000, Pinnacle introduced the first model, based on a single CPU.
In June 2001, Pinnacle added a second model : StreamFactoryX2 which is based on dual CPU.
StreamFactoryX2 was introduced to provide up to four web outputs in higher bit rates (such as four
DSL data rates).

4.1.2. StreamFactory architecture

Any StreamFactory model can convert one audio/video input up to four audio/video digital versions
in multiples bit rates with hardware-based circuitry. These bit streams can be in Real and
WindowsMedia formats; QuickTime is not yet supported. On both models, the internal streaming
cards and the audio/video I/O are the same. The only difference is based on the kind of
motherboards supported by the models. Two plug-in cards DV and HiQ preprocessing are available
in option.

4.1.2.1. MultiStream Technology

With MultiStream you can create multiple independent unique Internet video streams from a single
input source. So, using MultiStream technology, StreamFactory can take a single source and
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digitally duplicate it into four copies, and then efficiently manage and create an independent video bit
stream from each copy of the video signal.
StreamFactory does not scale the video at the time of the input. Each copy of the video signal is
independently scaled for frame size (resized) and frame rate (re-sampled), allowing fully
customizable stream formats on each channel.

Streams can be configured using the Pinnacle HTML user interface or the direct RealProducer and
Windows Media encoding packages.

4.1.2.2. HiQ preprocessor

The HiQ plug-in card is a professional grade audio and video preprocessing unit that installs into any
StreamFactory unit as a an optional accessory. This HiQ option improves overall quality of service
(QoS) of the stream at the source, prior to encoding.

4.1.2.3. Video characteristics

Video standards are :
• composite, Y/C, YUV (for analog sources) inputs and
• SDI input (for digital sources) with SDI out.

The SDI loop-through output with embedded audio allows multiple StreamFactory systems to
operate in parallel to provide simultaneous streams and formats at various bit rates.

4.1.2.3.1. DV Input Card

All StreamFactory units come with a built-in DV input connector that is dormant.  To activate this
input the optional DV card needs to be installed inside of StreamFactory. With this card, DV sources
can be connected to StreamFactory via standard IEEE-1394 or Firewire link.
If DV is selected as the input, audio embedded in DV can be used.

Note : The DV card does not provide any device control and is only an input device.

4.1.2.3.2. Preprocessing : HiQ plug-in card

To encode high motion and high detail video, the HiQ preprocessing plug-in card, available in option
provides :

• video de-interlacing and
• noise filtering.

A median noise filter can reduce compression artefacts due to noisy video. It is quite useful in case
of low bit-rate, where very noisy video can completely break low bit rate encoders.
In case of high motion, a traditional de-interlacing process is not enough efficient. But with the HiQ
de-interlacing function, sophisticated algorithms remove any errors prior to encoding.
For content produced on 35 mm film at 24 fps, a telecine process is used to go to TV format rates
(25 fps for PAL and 30 fps for NTSC). The  HiQ analyzes each frame in hardware, identifying
duplicate frames, generated by the telecine process (pulldown for NTSC), and reduces by this way
the CPU load to maintain a real time encoding of content originally produced on film at 24 fps.

4.1.2.3.3. Watermarking

Both StreamFactory models (mono and dual processor) include a hardware-based logo inserted
providing a called “watermarking “ function.

4.1.2.4. Audio characteristics
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Audio standards are :
• unbalanced (stereo, jack plug), balanced XLR (for analog sources) and
• AES/EBU and embedded audio (for digital sources).

4.1.2.4.1. Preprocessing : HiQ plug-in card

About the audio, the HiQ includes Pinnacle Systems’ proprietary QuadBand architecture. The HiQ
Audio Master user application allows to control dynamic QuadBand filtering and monitoring, and
gives precision control over all audio dynamics across the audible spectrum, including noise gating,
compressing and limiting.

4.1.2.5. A/V inputs/outputs

On both StreamFactory audio/video inputs/outputs are the same.

StreamFactory
Video Audio

SDI YUV PAL Y/C DV Embedded S/P-DIF AES/EBU Balanced Unbalanced
In/Out
BNC

In
BNC

In
BNC

In
(1)

In
(IEEE1394)

In/Out
with SDI (2)

- In
XLR

In Right & Left
XLR

mini-stereo
jack

(1) : Y/C sources require a dual BNC to S-Video adaptor not included with StreamFactory.
(2) : audio embedded in DV can be used.

4.1.2.6. Access and control choices

StreamFactory is designed to be accessed and controlled (remotely or locally) in the following ways :
• Direct Local Access
• Direct Remote Access
• Remote Access

4.1.2.6.1. Direct Local Access : On Board

StreamFactory can be accessed and controlled locally as a windows operating system computer.
This method of control can access every software installed on board such as : the Pinnacle HTML
interface, RealProducer Plus and Windows Media Encoder software. The On-Board control does
carry the disadvantage of exhibiting an increased load on the StreamFactory CPU, which can reduce
the available power for creating multiple streams. Using RealProducer and/or WindowsMedia
encoder, each stream requires an instance of one of the encoding software applications running
independently. In the HTML interface, you can directly control four independent streams with the
GroupStart and GroupStop commands.

4.1.2.6.2. Direct Remote Access : Windows NetMeeting

StreamFactory can use Windows NetMeeting, which is supplied within the Windows operating
system, for remote access. Any Windows computer with appropriate networks access and the
Windows NetMeeting program, can directly access and control StreamFactory remotely. The
StreamFactory computer is displayed on the remote computer’s monitor which becomes a mirror of
the StreamFactory. The display of the StreamFactory on the remote computer’s monitor means that
the signal is being routed through an open channel on the network. This has the potential of causing
network congestion problems which may interfere with the ability to stream video from
StreamFactory. Althrough the control is complete, it is limited to the speed and responsiveness
allowed by the network connection. This is excellent way to perform diagnostics and maintenance.

4.1.2.6.3. Remote Access : HTML interface
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Networks must be established either on an Intranet or the Internet for remove systems to be able to
access StreamFactory. The use of the HTML interface requires that no software other than the
standard Windows Internet Explorer (v 5.0) be installed on the remote computer. The HTML
Interface accesses the network only once every five seconds for status checks unless the user
applies entered settings or values. Using this single HTML interface, it is possible to configure up to
four streams of webcasting video in the Real Networks and Windows Media formats simultaneously.
The HTML Interface is the recommended method of accessing and controlling StreamFactory due to
its low CPU load and its easy-to-use interface.

4.1.2.7. Automation

StreamFactory can be used with many of the broadcast automation control systems.
Via the HTML interface, the Automation Control page allows to set up the protocol communication
with external devices. All StreamFactory units are equipped for device control via a serial RS-422
port, a GPI port and a LAN. Within a StreamFactory, the following device control protocols are
available :

• BVW-75 (Betacam Protocol),
• Louth Serial,
• Odetics Serial, for serial RS-422 port and

Only one serial protocol can be used for only one stream at a time.
• StreamFactory LAN

With StreamFactory LAN, you can simultaneously stream up to four streams.

GPI automation within a StreamFactory is also available. It includes four software-configurable GPI
inputs : one for each stream. The GPI inputs can be used to trigger operations on an individual
stream, or on all four streams at the same time.

Note : The use of HiQ card may alter the video delay through StreamFactory which can affect the
timing of some automation control systems. An offset timing recalibration of these systems is
required to compensate this delay.

4.1.3. StreamFactory – single CPU version

Introduced in December 2000, the StreamFactory single CPU version is for entry-level applications
where one broadband stream and a few narrow band streams are required. This first model from
Pinnacle is a single 933 MHz Pentium III CPU.

4.1.3.1. Performances

The following arrays summarize the performances managed by a mono-processor StreamFactory in
Real and WindowsMedia architectures.

Real codec

Video Audio

Target rate size fps Rate type sample rate

Total Data
rate

Modem 56k 160×120 15 27,5k Mono 4 kHz 6,5k 34 kbits/s

Dual ISDN 128k 320×240 15 64k Mono 8 kHz 16k 80 kbits/s

DSL/ModemCable 256k 320×240 30 181k Stereo 16 kHz 44k 225 kbits/s

WindowsMedia codec

Video Audio

Target rate size fps Rate type sample rate

Total Data
rate
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Modem 56k 176×144 15 16k Mono 11 kHz 10,2k 26 kbits/s

Dual ISDN 128k 320×240 15 80k Mono 16 kHz 16k 96 kbits/s

DSL/ModemCable 256k 320×240 30 189k Stereo 32 kHz 32k 221 kbits/s

4.1.4. StreamFactory x2 – dual CPU version

Last June 2001, Pinnacle Systems introduced a new version, called StreamFactoryX2. This new
device has dual 1 GHz Pentium III CPU, which provides (according to Pinnacle Systems)
approximately 2.1 times the raw encoding horsepower depending on stream parameters selected.

For this new model, Pinnacle managed to keep the 1-RU (1,75” high) form factor in less than a 24”
depth.

4.1.4.1. Performances

According to Pinnacle specifications, StreamFactoryX2 can stream two broadband streams in Real
and Windows formats at :

• two broadband streams at 220 kbits/s, and

• two ISDN streams at 80 – 100 kbits/s with 63% average CPU load, for example.

Besides, the StreamFactoryX2 is capable of streaming full motion video (640×480) at up to 30 fps
and 2 Mbits/s data rates (performances established for NTSC source).

4.1.5. Comparison

4.1.5.1. Characteristics

Feature StreamFactory X2 StreamFactory

Date of Production June 2001 December 2000

CPU Dual 1 GHz Pentium III 933 MHz - Pentium III

Motherboard High-performance DUAL CPU
server motherboard

Standard motherboard

RAM 512 MB 256 MB

OS Windows 2000 Professional

Network Interface 1 + (1 in future option)
Ethernet 10/100 MHz

Only one
Ethernet 10/100 MHz

Hard Disk (EIDE, 7200 RPM) Internal 20 GB IDE HDD
+ one removable carrier to add

additional storage

Removable 20 GB IDE HDD

Softwares (included) Real Producer Plus 8,  Windows Media Encoder 7

4.1.5.2. Costs
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Device Cost (in €)

StreamFactory (mono-processor) 12 995
StreamFactoryX2 (Dual-processor) 17 995
Option HiQ 3 395
Option DV 1 795

4.1.5.3. Performances

The following tests were provided by Pinnacle Systems. The StreamFactoryX2 tested here was a
prototype with Dual 933 MHz Pentium III CPU. The actual  model has Dual 1 GHz Pentium III CPU.
A range of RealNetworks and Microsoft WindowsMedia settings were used with emphasis on the
typical rates found up to 320×240 (CIF format for NTSC source).

Streams are incrementally turned on up to a maximum of four simultaneous streams. Both the
average and peak CPU utilization are noted.

StreamFactory StreamFactoryX2

RealG2, WMT7 Real8, WMT7 Real8, WMT7Test Stream type Data
rate

(kits/s)
CPU

Average
%

CPU
Max.

%

CPU
Average

%

CPU
Max.

%

CPU
Average

%

CPU
Max.

%

1 RealVideo Low 34 9,2 15 9,2 16 4,7 9,4
2 RealVideo Medium 80 24,1 30 27,8 37 12,5 21,1
3 RealVideo Medium 80 34,5 49,5 46,1 58 22,5 30,5

1

4 RealVideo High 225 76,6 85,9 90,3 100 46,5 63,3

1 WindowsMedia Low 26 7,8 13,1 4,2 10,9
2 WindowsMedia Medium 96 26,3 40 14,6 21,1
3 WindowsMedia Medium 96 44,7 74 27,7 43

2

4 WindowsMedia High 221 85 100 48,6 73,4

1 RealVideo Low 34 9,0 13 9,3 15 5,0 7,8
2 RealVideo Medium 80 24,5 33 27,2 36 13,3 18,8
3 WindowsMedia Medium 96 45,3 53 51,4 100 25,0 57,8

3

4 WindowsMedia High 221 83,7 98 86,1 99 46,0 60,9

1 WindowsMedia Low 26 8,5 18 7,3 13 4,7 14,8
2 WindowsMedia Medium 96 29,6 52,5 28,2 61 15,1 25,8
3 RealVideo Medium 80 43,3 53 45,4  59 24,1 39,1

4

4 RealVideo High 225 79,7 94 92 100 45,5 57,8

1 RealVideo Low 34 8,2 15 9,4 14 4,8 10,2
2 RealVideo High 225 42,3 48,5 57 70 24,4 31,3
3 WindowsMedia Low 26 52,3  60 75,3 87 29,6 39,8

5

4 WindowsMedia High 221 94 100 100 100 50,6 60,2

1 RealVideo Medium 80 13,8 19,2 18,2 27 7,7 13,3
2 RealVideo High 225 47,5 54,6 60,8 72 28,2 43
3 WindowsMedia Medium 80 52,3 79 73,3 93 42,8 57

6

4 WindowsMedia High 221 100 100 100 100 63,4 75,8
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The percentage of the CPU, taken up by the conversion into streaming format, depends on a
combination of selected bit rate, frame size, frame rate and overall quality setting of the stream.
Once the CPU has reached 80% to 85 %, it is beginning to reach a limit as to how well it can
maintain the streams.

Note : When CPU reaches 100% the system may continue to operate with reduced performance.
Prolonged operation at 100% CPU will cause sluggish interactivity and can cause the system to
become unstable. Sustained operation below 85-90% CPU is recommended. Therefore, peaks
above this can be tolerated. This advisory is based on empirical testing. Your results may vary
depending on operating condition and parameters selected.

According to the StreamFactory specifications, if you configure StreamFactory to deliver a Real and
a WindowsMedia format stream both running at 300 kbits/s, 30 fps at 320×240, so much CPU power
is used that it prevents even one stream at 28,8 kbits/s to be activated.

The best is to find a compromise to stream two RealNetworks and two WindowsMedia streams with
reasonable limits on frame size and frame rate.
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4.2. Aqua – Grass Valley Group

4.2.1. Introduction

Far more than just a simple encoder, the Aqua encoder was built to meet the special requirements of
the Broadcasters to provide the best quality for Internet Broadcasting.
The aim for Grass Valley was to find a solution to have the maximum CPU power to manage to
provide a real time encoder that could deliver the best quality for the different streaming architectures
available on the web : RealVideo, WindowsMedia and QuickTime (the Sorenson codec dedicated to
QuickTime is a great CPU consuming). The system had to be optimized for real time (or faster than
real time) encoding. Consequently, a new hardware architecture was designed.
Based on this experience in pre-processing for broadcast activities, Grass Valley decided to
integrate inside the Aqua encoder all preprocessing needed to improve the quality of the generated
streaming signal.
Consequently, the Aqua encoder seems to be the only professional-grade platform which can output
in the three architectures (Microsoft WindowsMedia, RealVideo, and QuickTime) at multiple bit-rates
simultaneously.

4.2.2. Aqua architecture

As an all-inclusive system, the Aqua Internet encoder takes what used to be separate, time-
consuming, unique process steps and melds them into one workflow under a single user interface.
Internally, the Aqua encoder integrates multiple single board computers into one system. One of the
advantages of a product such as the Aqua is that it can be configured to product the number of
outputs needed without having to utilize and manage multiple systems.

4.2.2.1. Aqua rack unit

The demanding real-time application of the Aqua encoder itself requires multiple, high-density
processing units working in parallel to capture and simultaneously encode many high-quality video
and audio streams. Consequently, Grass Valley designed a rack with new boards inside for pre,
post-processing and the capture. No standard Grass Valley boards are used.
To meet these requirements, the Aqua platform is based on a four rack unit CompactPCI PICMG
2.1- compliant chassis. This chassis integrates the proven reliability, robustness, and hot-swap
capability of the CompactPCI architecture with the high-performance and extensibility of Ethernet
networking via an integrated, packet-switched CompactPCI backplane.

4.2.2.1.1. Industry-standard CompactPCI PICMG 2.16

In October 22th 2001, Intel Corporation announced its first products in a new line of high-availability
communications hardware building blocks built upon an updated CompactPCI specification. The
products are based upon an industry specification known as the known as PCI Industrial Computer
Manufacturers Group (PICMG)-2.16 Packet Switching Backplane. It defines how Internet Protocol
(IP) packets are passed across a backplane that connects multiple switching devices in a network
equipment rack.
The products, known as the Intel NetStructure ZT 5504 System Master Processor Board with an
Intel Pentium III processor and the Intel NetStructure ZT 5090 4U General Purpose Packet Switched
Platform, include chassis, backplanes, hot-swap power supplies and fail-over capabilities.

• The ZT5504 is the System Master processing engine for the CompactPCI bus segments.
• The ZT5090 is a basic platform building block designed to support PICMG 2.16-compliant

Single Board Computers, switches, and peripherals.
With these products, customers can mix and match switches, single board master computers and
chassis to suit their features requirements.
The Aqua encoder uses this industry-standard CompactPCI PICMG 2.16 platform that incorporates
a redundant switched Ethernet backplane.
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The combination of the Intel Netstructure ZT 5090 platform with the One Pass Encoding technology
allows the Aqua Internet encoder to create simultaneously multi-format, multi-rate, broadcast quality
Internet media streams.

4.2.2.2. One Pass Encoding technology

One Pass Encoding technology enables simultaneous, real-time encoding of multi-format, multi-rate
streams. This technology supports the entire streaming media creation process, from signal pre-
processing and capture to post-processing, encoding, and distribution : all in one iteration.

The One Pass Encoding technology refers to pre-digitization, digitization and post-digitization tasks.
In this technology, different steps are applied before and after the signal capture and digitization.

• The first one (before digitization) is a pre-capture signal processing including : noise
reduction, artefacts erasing, de-interlacing, and color correction.

• The second one (after digitization) is a cleaning process just before the multi-standard and
multi-rate encoding step.

In spite of a customizable user interface, and a robust, highly available hardware platform, the One
Pass Encoding technology offers three distinct operational modes,

4.2.2.2.1. Operational mode

The Aqua encoder’s user interface is designed for varying levels of experience and can be
customized. The interface Configuration for preset configurations is possible, yet keep all essential
encoding commands available for easy access.

The Aqua encoder can operate in three distinct modes.
1. user driven when a user is sitting at an interface, working the controls,
2. batch driven when the encoder is operating on its own, executing jobs from a batch list
3. watch dog when it’s looking for material to appear and then automatically encoding it.

Watch dog operational mode is more dedicated for applications such as high-priority jobs that
require the temporary suspension of normal operations.

4.2.2.3. The Aqua chassis

The Aqua chassis features two key subsystems :
• the Aqua Signal Capture and Processing System,
• the Aqua Encoder Single Board Computers (SBCs).

The Aqua Signal Capture and Processing System is comprised of a signal-capture and pre-signal
conditioning card and an SBC that manages the signal-capture and pre-processing processes,
distributes the processed signals to the Aqua Encoder SBCs, and runs the supervisory software for
the entire Aqua system.  The SBCs take the output of the Aqua Signal Capture & Processing System
and convert it to Windows Media, RealMedia, and/or QuickTime formats.
To further increase workflow efficiency, it is possible to download video/audio processing and codec
upgrades from the Internet.

4.2.2.4. Aqua Signal Capture and processing cards : Video caracteristics

The Aqua encoder accepts up to four signal capture/processing boards : so up to four simultaneous
inputs. The built-in signal-capture system accepts multiple professional video inputs (standard PAL
and NTSC, composite, Y/C and SDI inputs) as well as streams conformed to the SMPTE 360M
standard for accessing MPEG -2 materials from the Grass Valley Group’s Profile XP Media Platform.
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4.2.2.4.1. Processing

For video, the Aqua encoder features gamma correction and standard proc-amp controls for
brightness, contrast, saturation, and hue to ensure its output can be properly represented on a
particular media player or device.

4.2.2.4.2. Filters

The Aqua encoder also features a variety of video filters, including median noise filtering, inverse
telecine (inverse pulldown), de-interlacing, temporal rate reduction, cropping, blur, noise reduction,
and sharpen modules. It also offers sample lattice conversion that provides for aspect ration
conversion, resolution scaling, standards conversion, and square/rectangular pixel correction.

4.2.2.4.3. Watermarking

A watermarking functionality is available. Any picture (in bitmap format) can be burned into a video
stream with varying degrees of transparency for logo identification and branding.

4.2.2.5. Aqua Signal Capture and processing cards : Audio caracteristics

The Aqua encoder accepts up to four signal capture/processing boards : so up to four simultaneous
inputs. For audio, it accepts two-channel analog and AES/EBU digital materials as well as SDI-
embedded audio input.

4.2.2.5.1. Processing

For audio processing, the Aqua encoder offers 16-bit over-sampling, digitally controlled gain and
audio limiting, peak detection, and noise gating. It also provides low-pass, high-notch, low-notch and
high-pass filtering and audio compression/expansion, parametric equalization and dynamic noise
reduction.

4.2.2.6. Aqua Signal Capture and processing cards : A/V inputs/outputs

Aqua Signal Capture/Processing board
Video Audio

SDI YUV PAL Y/C DV Embedded S/P-DIF AES/EBU Balanced Unbalanced
In

BNC
- In

BNC
In

MiniDIN
- In

BNC
- In

XLR
In Right & Left

XLR
mini-stereo

jack

Note : An LTC Timecode input is available via a XLR connector.

4.2.2.7. Aqua configurations

The basic Aqua encoder system comes configured with :
• three redundant power supplies, which are hot swappable and are arranged in a N+1

configuration so that if one fails the remaining two are sufficient to continue system
operations,

• three Aqua Encoder SBCs which can be upgraded with two more Encoder SBCs for
additional processing capabilities.

• Up to four signal capture/processing board,
• a backplane switch, which is a high-performance Managed Layer 3 Ethernet switch that

provides intra-chassis Ethernet communication and connectivity to user networks.
• a user-configurable chassis management module, which monitors voltages, fans,

temperature, and other system-status signals.
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For even more demanding applications, two Aqua chassis can be combined via Gigabit Ethernet
uplinks on the internal Ethernet switches. The second chassis has seven available slots. It is
possible to add seven SBCs or two Signal Capture/Processing boards and three SBCs or any
combination in between.  With this flexibility, it is possible to create a system capable of supporting
up to twelve Aqua Encoder SBCs (five in the first chassis and seven in the second chassis).

4.2.2.8. SBC board characteristics

SBC : encoder Single Board Computer (up to 12 per system)
Signal Capture / Processing board up to four per system.

Feature SBC board

CPU 850 MHz - Pentium III

Motherboard 100 MHz processor side bus

RAM 512 MB ECC SDRAM

OS* Windows 2000 Server

Network Interface On board Fast Ethernet

Hard Disk 10 GB SCSI

(*) : An upgrade to Windows XP will be available during next year 2002.

4.2.2.9. Costs

Configuration Cost
(US $)

Cost
(€)

Base system 35 000 3888
Fully configured system coding

(with 4 signal capture/processing boards)
100 000 111 111

4.2.2.10. Performances

According to the data sheet, the Aqua encoder addresses stream bandwidths ranging from 28,8
kbits/s (standard audio) to greater than 2 Mbits/s. In fact, each SBC (1 GHz Pentium III CPU) can
produce up to more than 700 kbits/s bit rate.

As in other encoding solutions, the number of streams, that the Aqua can support, depends on the
Aqua configuration and the following parameters :

• the input frame rate and resolution,
• the output bit rate, resolution, and format.

Today a fully configured Aqua can have twelve 1GHz Pentium III SBCs that are devoted to
encoding. This configuration could product twelve real time high (> 700Kbits/s) bit rate outputs or
many more than twelve lower bit rate outputs.
Mid next year the SBC will be available in a dual processor configuration. These will be able to
product even more outputs and at extremely high bit (> 2Mbits/s) rates in real time. If you relax the
real time features then even more outputs are possible today and tomorrow.
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4.3. dpsNetStreamer - Leitch

4.3.1. Introduction

DPS, a division of Leitch Technology Corporation, introduced the dpsNetStreamer, a rack-mount,
stand-alone designed to encode any audio and video sources into Real and WindowsMedia format
in real time.

4.3.2. DspNetStreamer architecture

The dpsNetStreamer is a rack-mount, stand alone system based on dual CPUs. It It includes a high
video capture/scaling card with a software platform that can simultaneously encode multiple streams
in RealVideo and WindowsMedia.

4.3.2.1. dpsVelocity

The dpsNetStreamer incorporates dpsVelocity software which is a real-time non-linear editing
system for content creation professionals. As other NLE (Non Linear Editing) softwares, dpsVelocity
allows to create streaming formats (RealVideo and WindowsMedia) directly from the timeline. Live
streaming is also available, providing the possibility to combine live and pre-recorded audio/video
with effects and titles. At the heart of every dpsVelocity editing system is the dpsReality studio digital
disk recorder card.

4.3.2.2. dpsReality

The dpsNetStreamer is built around dpsReality which is an advanced hardware combining the
functions of a dual stream DDR (digital disk recorder), video mixer/keyer, real time 3D effects
processor, multi-channel audio mixer, SCSI controller (which maximizes data rate to dedicated video
drives) and two graphics frame stores. The dpsReality dual stream video disk recorder card fits in a
single PCI slot. The dpsReality card and optional DPS digital I/O cards (such as DVI, SDI or SDV)
are linked by a Movie-2 bus, which allows to optimize the transfer between the different boards.

4.3.2.3. Digital Plug-in cards

A variety of digital audio/video I/O cards make it easy to add SDI, DV or SDI/DV capabilities  to the
dpsReality/dpsVelocity system. For each card, a digital audio breakout cable is available.

4.3.2.3.1. DVI-5020

The DVI-5020 adds IEEE1394 (DV) digital video Input/Output to dpsReality/dpsVelocity systems.

4.3.2.3.2. SDI-5020

The SDI-5020 adds dual SDI (program and preview) serial digital Input/Output to
dpsReality/dpsVelocity systems. This cable provides AES/EBU, S/PDIF and embedded SDI digital
audio Input/Output.

4.3.2.3.3. SDV-5020

The SDV-5020 adds dual SDI (program and preview) and IEEE1394 (DV) digital video Input/Output
to dpsReality/dpsVelocity systems.

4.3.2.3.4. Breakout cable and box

Every dpsReality card is sold with an analog audio/video breakout cable which includes all the
connectivity needed. Also a dedicated breakout cable is provided with any plug-in cards such as
DVI, SDI and SDV. But a rackmountable Audio/Video breakout box is available in option. It allows to
consolidate all analog and digital audio/video connections for a truly professional installation.
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4.3.2.4.  Video characteristics

Composite, Y/C and component video I/O and analog (balanced and unbalanced) audio I/O are
standard on every dpsNetStreamer units.
In option, input/output in SDI and DV standard are available with plug-in cards. The options, you plan
to use, have a direct consequence on the height of the model you must buy : 1 R-U for analog I/O
and 2 R-U for digital I/O. With these video and audio I/O, it is possible to chain multiple
dpsNetStreamer units together.

4.3.2.4.1. Processing

Adjustments are possible in real-time, even prior to streaming, via real-time input video proc amplifier
and gamma corrector. Besides, it is possible to use many sophisticated dpsVelocity diagnostics tools
from DPS Quality Control Center, like an integrated waveform and vectorscope display.

4.3.2.4.2. Watermarking

The dpsVelocity software allows to add during webcasting process, titles and transitions as any EDL
softwares. So, the watermarking functionality is also available.

4.3.2.5. Audio characteristics

Analog audio I/O (balanced and unbalanced) are standard on dpsNetStreamer (1 R-U or 2 R-U)
models, and digital audio I/O (AES/EBU, S/PDIF, Embedded SDI) are available as options only on 2
R-U models.

4.3.2.5.1. Processing

Input audio controls with VU meters are offered via the IHM.

4.3.2.6. A/V inputs/outputs

dpsNetStreamer : DN2-5000 with SDV-5010 option (SDI and DV I/O)
Video Audio

SDI YUV PAL Y/C DV Embedded S/P-DIF AES/EBU Balanced Unbalanced
In/Out
BNC

In/Out
BNC

In/Out
BNC

In/Out
MiniDIN

In/Out In/Out
BNC

In/Out
RCA

In/Out
XLR

In/Out
XLR

In/Out Line
RCA

Note : An composite with VITC output is available via a BNC connector.

4.3.2.7. Automation

The digitizing process can be made via a RS-422 integrated batch capture, with LTC/VITC time
code. Working on-line or off-line, fully-functionality EDL import and export can be utilized using
multiple industry formats. Besides, a remote control is possible through LAN, WAN or VNP, and in
any situation where only networked access is available. All features (such as audio/video pre-
processing, encoding configuration, start and stop all or individual streams) of dpsNetStreamer can
be accessed and configured remotely across a network.

4.3.2.8. DpsNetStreamer configurations

Two families of dpsNetStreamer are produced by Leitch :
• DNx-4000, more dedicated to the NTSC countries, and
• DNx-5000, the only versions available in Europe, which accept PAL and NTSC standards.
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The dpsNetStreamer units are referred as :
• DN1 for 1 R-U models which accept only analog I/O, and
• DN2 for 2 R-U models which accept optional DPS digital Input/Output cards such as DVI

(IEEE 1394), SDI and SDV (SDI + IEEE 1394), for digital I/O.

Video input
Rack height Analog input Digital input DV InputDpsNetStreamer

models 1U 2U NTSC PAL SDI IEEE 1394
DN1-4000 • •
DN2-4000 • •
DVI-4010 •
SDI-4010 •
SDV-4010 • •
DN1-5000 • • •
DN2-5000 • • •
DVI-5010 •
SDI-5010 •
SDV-5010 • •

In Europe, DN1 and DN2-5000, are the only available versions.

4.3.2.9. Characteristics

Feature dpsNetStreamer

CPU Dual 866 MHz Pentium III

Motherboard High-performance DUAL CPU server
motherboard

RAM 512 MB

OS Windows 2000 Professional

Network Interface Ethernet 10/100 MHz

Hard Disk (EIDE, 7200 RPM) Internal SCSI 9 GB

Interface 68 min Ultra Wide SCSI-2

Softwares (included) Real Producer Plus 8,

Windows Media Encoder 7.1/8.0

4.3.2.10. Costs

For Europe, the only two versions, referred as DN1 (one rack unit for analog I/O) and DN2-5000 (two
rack unit, which can accept digital plug-in cards) are available : their respective costs including cost
of digital plug-in cards are described below.

Models Cost (in €)
DN1-5000 11 775
DN2-5000 14 000
DVI-5010 1 600
SDI-5010 2 850
SDV-5010 3100
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More precisely, in our study we only consider the DN2-5000 (2R-U) model which can have digital
audio and video Input/Output. So, this is the cost of a DN2-5000 rack unit with SDV-5010 option
providing full digital Input/Output connections : SDI (for video) and AES/EBU (for audio).

Features Cost (in €)
DN2-5000 14 000
SDV-5010 3 100

Total 17 100

4.3.2.11. Performances

In fact, it is very difficult to give precise performances for dpsNetStreamer as DPS does not publish
benchmarks. As any encoding solutions, the number of simultaneous streams you can encode,
depends on the encoding parameters of each of the streams. According to the DPS white paper, the
dpsNetStreamer can provide up to ten low data rate streams, In a normal use, a mix of low and high
data rate streams is also possible but six streams seem to be a more likely limit.
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4.4.  Winnov video capture cards

4.4.1. Introduction

From its founding in 1992 through 1995, Winnov focused on developing its video and audio
processing ASIC, Windows video and audio software drivers. Then, Winnov incorporated them onto
its first generation of video and audio low-cost capture boards with  the Videum AV audio/video
capture board.
In December 1999, Winnov integrates some of these capture boards to create this first Internet
broadcast studio with the Videum StreamEngine. Since Winnov has continued to develop new
solutions for streaming Audio and Video over IP networks.
At first, we are going to introduce the different Winnov capture cards.

4.4.2. Winnov capture card

4.4.2.1. Basic Videum capture cards

Videum VO and Videum AV are the basic video capture cards. These low cost capture cards are
dedicated to videoconferencing with their easy-to-use interface. A remote control application allows
any viewers to control what they see.

4.4.2.1.1. Videum VO

The Videum VO does not have any audio input/output : only composite Video (RCA plug) and S-
Video (mini DIN) input. According to the data sheet, it is possible to  capture video up to 640x480, 30
fps capture with its on-board hardware compression.

4.4.2.1.2. Videum AV

Compared to the Videum VO, the Videum Audio and Video (AV) capture card presents the interest
to have analog audio Input/Output. Unbalanced stereo auxiliary and line/microphone input and a
stereo line output for monitoring are available. The sampling rates cover multimedia (from 11 to 44
kHz) and internet telephony communications (from 8 to 48 kHz).

4.4.2.2. Advanced Videum capture cards

The Videum capture cards, referred as 1000, 1100 and II Broadcaster are based on Winnov’s
proprietary ASIC technology with a high performance frame buffer architecture. Of course, according
to Winnov data sheet, their own technology explains why these cards could encode audio and video
with great quality.

4.4.2.2.1. Videum 1000

The Videum 1000 is Winnov’s second generation of the Videum AV PCI card. The Videum 1000
family is more designed to address the demands of the corporate video communication and
collaboration, video streaming and video surveillance markets. One video composite input (RCA)
and S-Video are directly available on the board.

4.4.2.2.2. Videum 1010

This is a compact, short PCI card for desktop PCs or low profile PCI card for new flat panel based
and slim line all-in-one computers. For the Videum 1010, the only video inputs are available via MXC
video input for Winnov camera. With adapter cable, composite and S-Video can be accessed.
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4.4.2.2.3. Videum II Broadcaster

The Videum II Broadcaster is the first product of Winnov’s second generation Videum II family of
solution. This new generation is more dedicated to streaming media encoding.
This most sophisticated card allows full resolution and uncompressed NTSC and PAL video directly
to disk or memory. Wide screen formats 640 by 360 (16/9) and 640 by 272 (2,35/1) are supported.
This card digitizes and encodes streaming media at various sizes in WindowsMedia and RealVideo
formats. For the inputs/outputs of this card, a breakout box is available in option.

4.4.2.2.4. Breakout box

Rack mountable Videum II breakout box may be installed at the rear or the front of any cabinet.
All the connectivity is present on this breakout box :

• DVI connector for audio, video and control,
• four BNC video inputs : 2 in the front and 2 in the back of the box (composite or S-video),
• two balanced audio inputs : two duplex XLR jacks and two ¼ inches connectors,
• one balanced audio outputs : two ¼ inches connectors.

Four breakout boxes can be mounted on one 19” mounting bracket (1 Rack Unit high).

4.4.2.3. System requirements

System requirements
OS CPU RAM

(MB)
Software

Videum VO
Videum AV

Win 98, 95
Win Millenium

Pentium 90 MHz 32

Videum 1000
Videum 1010

Pentium 200 MHz 64

VideumII Broadcaster*

Win N.T 4.0
Win 2000

Pentium III 500 MHz 64

Videum software
Microsoft NetMeeting

Windows Media Encoder
RealNetworks Publisher

(*) : RealNetworks publisherPlus is required for installation of multiple cards.

4.4.2.4. Video characteristics

For any Videum VO, AV, 1000 and 1010 capture cards, a flexible input source selection MXC (a
proprietary Winnov color camera single connector) is available. Besides, these boards accept both
NTSC and PAL video formats.

4.4.2.5. Audio characteristics

The sampling rates cover multimedia with three levels (11, 22 and 44 kHz) and internet telephony
communications with four levels (8, 16, 32 and 48 kHz). The sampling rates can be over 8 or 16 bits
in mono or stereo.
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4.4.2.6. A/V inputs/outputs

Video Audio
Input Output Input Output

Videum VO
Videum AV

Stereo Line/Mic (mini Jack)
Stereo Aux (mini Jack)

Videum 1000

1 composite (RCA)
1 Y/C (miniDIN), plus
MXC video input

Videum 1010 Only MXC video input
Composite and S-
Video input with
adapter cable

Same as Videum VO/AV
and

Mono microphone IN on
MCX connector

Stereo out
1/8"

(mini Jack)

Videum II Broadcaster
(via the Breakout box)

Up to  4
(composite BNC or
S-video miniDIN)

4. 2 in the front
5. 2 in the back of

the box

-

2 Balanced stereo (XLR)
2 Balanced stereo (1/4”

Jack)

2 Balanced
stereo

(1/4” Jack)

MXC video input for Winnov Camera. Composite and S-Video input with adapter cable.

4.4.2.7.  Costs

Winnov capture card Price (in €)
Videum VO 190
Videum AV 270
Videum 1000 330
Videum 1010 330
Videum II Broadcaster 900
Videum II Broadcaster lite 600

The Videum II Broadcaster Lite version does not include a breakout-box. It only includes a splitted
cable where you can plug in two XLR for audio and two BNC for video. Of course, this version is
much cheaper than the normal version with the breakout box.
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4.5. Winnov encoding solutions

4.5.1. Introduction

Winnov produces encoding solutions, designed to meet the needs of both the corporate market and
the professional webcaster, including Videum capture cards.
Two ranges of product  are available with Winnov Videum capture cards :

• StreamEngine models, which provides single stream out from one input, and
• XstreamMulticaster products, which allows multiples streamed outputs from a single input.

4.5.2. Videum StreamEngine range - 1RU models

Two models of StreamEngine XS are available in rack mount 1RU 19” version : XS100 and XS200.
The difference between XS100 and XS200 model depends on CPU used : respectively mono and
dual processor, which has a direct impact on the streaming performances available.

4.5.2.1. StreamEngine XS100

The StreamEngine XS100 is a mono 933 MHz Pentium III. The use of only one processor allows to
stream any analog source up to 300 kbits/s in CIF format (352×288) at 25 fps for PAL standard.

4.5.2.2. StreamEngine XS200

The StreamEngine XS200 is the dual 933 MHz Pentium III version. It allows to stream any analog
video source up to 750 kbits/s in CIF format (352×288) at 25 fps for PAL standard.

4.5.2.3. Video characteristics

The video connectivity depends on the Videum boards used.  The StreamEngine XS100 and XS200
use Winnov capture card Videum 1000. One composite (RCA) and one Y/C (miniDIN) plus MXC
video input are available; no video output is present.

4.5.2.3.1. Processing

It is possible to adjust image characteristics such as brightness, contrast, hue and saturation while
broadcasting.

4.5.2.4. Audio characteristics

As for the video, the audio connectivity depends on the Videum boards used. The StreamEngine
XS100 and XS200 use Winnov capture card Videum 1000. Stereo Line/Mic (mini Jack) and one
stereo Aux (mini Jack) audio inputs are available. Besides, one headphone Stereo 1/8" (mini Jack)
output allows to monitor and adjust audio gain while broadcasting.

4.5.2.5. A/V Inputs/outputs

Video Audio
Input Output Input Output

StreamEngine XS100
StreamEngine XS200

1 composite (RCA)
1 S-Video (MiniDIN)

- Stereo Line/Mic IN (Jack)
Stereo Aux IN (Jack 3,5 mm)

Stereo Out
(Jack 3,5 mm)
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4.5.2.6. StreamEngine characteristics

StreamEngine models XS 100 XS 200

First model Last model

CPU Celeron processor 933 MHz Pentium III Dual 933 MHz
Pentium III

RAM 128 (mini)

OS Linux Windows 2000 Pro

Network Interface Ethernet 10/100 BT Dual Ethernet

Videum cards Videum AV Videum 1000

Softwares (included) Videum software
Microsoft NetMeeting

Windows Media Encoder
RealNetworks Publisher

4.5.2.7. StreamEngine costs

StreamEngine models CPU OS Videum card Price
(in €)

Celeron processor Linux Videum AV 2 000StreamEngine XS 100
Pentium III 2 800

StreamEngine XS 200 Dual Pentium III
Windows 2000

Videum 1000
4 000

4.5.2.8. StreamEngine performances

According to their respective data sheet, we summarize the performances (up to 300 kbits/s) of
StreamEngine XS 100 and XS 200 in term of :
• image size and frame rate,

NTSC PALRate
(kbits/s) Image size Fps Image size Fps

28,8 160×120 15 160×120 15
50 176×144 15 176×144 25
100 240×180 15 240×180 25
300 320×240 15 352×288 25

• data rate sustained by the StreamEngine model to deliver CIF (352×288) resolution at 25 fps.

Encoding station Data rate
(kbits/s)

Resolution fps

StreamEngine XS 100 300
StreamEngine XS 200 750

CIF 25

4.5.3. Videum StreamEngine range - 4RU models

Other Videum StreamEngines are available in rack mount 4 R-U 19” or portable version. They are
based on dual Pentium III processors and can integrate up to four Winnov Videum boards for
Audio/Video capture. Multiple video inputs allow to stream multiple channels in parallel or,
alternatively, a single channel at multiple bit rates.
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Portable or lunch-box versions, which can include 4 Videum 1000 cards, are more dedicated to live
webcasting. These versions, same as StreamGenie from Pinnacle, are not more detailed in this
study. Here, we are only introducing  the StreamEngine 4RU 19” rack versions.

4.5.3.1. A/V inputs/outputs

In Europe, Winnov sells two ranges of StreamEngine 4RU 19” rack : one standard (StreamEngine)
and one dedicated to broadcast field (StreamEngineXLR). Each range is available in two versions :
• Dual (with 2 Videum 1000)  and Quad (with 4 Videum 1000) for standard StreamEngine,
• Dual (with 2 Videum II Broadcaster)  and Quad (with 4 Videum II Broadcaster) for

StreamEngineXLR.

4 RU Rack-mount models Winnov Videum capture cards Input

video audio
Dual  2 Videum 1000 2 VMDP*Videum StreamEngine
Quad 4 Videum 1000 4 VMDP*
Dual 2 Videum II Broadcaster 2 BNC 2 XLRVideum StreamEngineXLR
Quad 4 Videum II Broadcaster 4 BNC 4 XLR

(*) : VMDP : Videum Media Digitizing Ports

4.5.3.2. Videum StreamEngine 4RU - characteristics

Videum StreamEngine  Videum StreamEngine XLR

Feature Dual Quad Dual Quad

CPU Minimum Dual Pentium III 600 MHz

RAM 128 SDRAM (mini) expandable to 1024 MB

OS Windows NT 4.0 workstation, upgraded to Service Pack 5

Network interface 10/100 BASE-T  Ethernet

Hard Disk 10 GB MB ULTRA DMA 66 (expandable by 2 more hard disk drives)

Softwares (included) Windows Media Encoder
Windows Media Services
Windows Media Player

Winnov Videum software version 2.9
Winnov Remote Control Interface for Windows Media (ASP page)

RealProducer Plus

4.5.3.3. Videum StreamEngine 4RU - costs

To stay in the broadcast field, the only Winnov capture card available is the Videum II Broadcaster.
So, we consider a StreamEngine 4 RU version with four Videum II Broadcaster. In this case, the
CPU must be a dual 933 MHz Pentium.

Videum cards included Price (in €)
Videum StreamEngine 4 Videum 1000 7 000
Videum StreamEngine 4 Videum II Broadcaster 10 000
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4.5.4. Xstream Multicaster – 1RU models

4.5.4.1. Xstream Multicaster architecture

The XstreamMulticaster is a four stream software encoder in one 1 unit rack mountable chassis
specifically designed for broadcast video streaming applications such as WindowsMedia encoder
and RealProducer. This is a more elaborated product including a true video calibration with the
integrated digital vectorscope. To stay in the broadcast field, the only available Winnov capture card
is the Videum II Broadcaster. This card has high capture performance, with a full resolution and
uncompressed PAL video directly to a very high performance disk subsystem. The image size can
be in 16/9 widescreen format (640×360) even in 2,35/1 widescreen format (640×272) and up to
704×576 in 4:3 PAL format as usual.
Besides, the XstreamMulticaster can be upgraded with plug-in Winnov’s XStream MultiCaster SDI,
which provides digital inputs standard, SMPTE 259-M compliant.

4.5.4.2. Parallelcaster technology

As Multistream, from Pinnacle Systems, and Simulstream, from Viewcast, Winnov developed its own
technology : Parallelcaster. Combined with Parallelcaster, the XStreamMulticaster, with dual
Pentium processor, can produce up to four independent media streams in Real Networks and
Microsoft Windows Media technology from a single video and audio source simultaneously. Besides,
Winnov’s Balanced Media Streaming (BMS) technology is implemented on XstreamMulticaster.

4.5.4.3. Balanced Media Streaming architecture

Unlike fixed bandwidth RF broadcasting, streaming content must be provided at multiple data rates
to optimize the viewing experience for users with vastly different Internet connections: from 28.8 and
56k modems to ISDN, cable, DSL, T1, T3, and LAN. Both Microsoft (Multiple Bit Rate) and
RealNetworks (SureStream) support the creation of multiple data rates with just one encoding task.
This way does not provide the highest quality experience for all viewers.
Multiple Bit Rate and SureStream both utilize a single video image size and audio codec for all data
rates. To optimize the distribution to the individual user, individual encoding tasks are required for
each data rate.

Winnov has developed the Balanced Media Streaming (BMS) technology, as implemented on the
XStreamMultiCaster, which provides the optimal parameters for each data rate within a single
encoding system. The viewer with a low speed connection receives a small video window and
modest audio quality, whereas the viewer with a high speed connection can enjoy both a large video
window and best stereo audio quality.

4.5.4.4. XStreamMultiCaster with SDI

Designed exclusively for the digital video professionals, the XStreamMultiCaster with SDI takes
advantage of the Winnov’s Parallelcaster Technology. It can produce up to four independent media
streams from a single video and audio input . It allows professional broadcasters to encode, at
various sample rates and image sizes, a SMPTE 259-M compatible SDI digital video signal and XLR
balanced audio directly into Microsoft Windows Media and RealNetworks technologies.

4.5.4.5. Video characteristics

Composite and Y/C inputs are the only video input available on the basic XstreamMulticaster
version. Only XstreamMulticaster with SDI offers broadcast and digital inputs such as SDI and DV.
The XstreamMultiCaster with SDI scales and color converts while performing a filter which ensures
you the highest video quality.  A SDI loop through is available for multi-unit scalability.
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4.5.4.6. Audio characteristics

Analog balanced stereo I/O (jack plugs) and balanced stereo XLR inputs are provided on the basic
XstreamMulticaster version. Only the XstreamMultiCaster with SDI provides digital audio input such
as : AES/EBU, S/PDIF, Embedded SDI.

4.5.4.7. A/V inputs/outputs

All audio/video inputs and outputs are available on breakout box.

Video Audio
Input Output Input Output

XstreamMulticaster 2 BNC* in the front
2 BNC* in the back

-

XstreamMulticaster SDI 1 BNC SDI
(SMPTE 259M)

1 BNC
SDI

2 XLR (balanced stereo)

2 ¼ inches (balanced
stereo)

2 ¼ inches
(balanced

stereo)

(*) : 2 composite or 1 S-Video

4.5.4.7.1. Breakout Box

Based on Videum II Broadcasters cards, the XStreamMulticaster models use a breakout box. As
explained during the introduction to the Winnov capture cards, the rack mountable Videum II
breakout box may be installed at the rear or the front of any cabinet. The breakout box can house up
to :

• four BNC Videos,
• two XLR & two TRS audio inputs. There is also 2 TRS out put to monitor audio.

Four breakout box units can be fit on single 19” mounting bracket (1U rack unit, enabling audio and
video connectivity for up to four Xstream Multicasters. The 4 video sources and two audio inputs are
switchable on the fly through software.

4.5.4.8. XstreamMulticaster characteristics

Feature XstreamMulticaster

CPU Dual 1 GHz Pentium III

RAM 256 SDRAM (mini)

OS Windows 2000 Professional

Network interface Dual 10/100 BASE-T  Ethernet

Hard Disk Dual 30 GB (IBM Deskstar)

Softwares (included) Winnov Videum Software
Windows Media Encoder 7

RealProducer 8.5

4.5.4.9. XstreamMulticaster cost

Price (in €)
XstreamMulticaster 10 000
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4.5.4.10. XstreamMulticaster performances

As explained by its name, XstreamMulticaster can deliver up to four streams with typical settings.
The following array gives you an idea of the image size and the rate frame (fps) that you can
produce, up to 300 kbits/s, with the software encoder XstreamMulticaster.

NTSC PALRate
(kbits/s) Image size Fps Image size Fps

28,8 160×120 15 160×120 15
50 176×144 15 176×144 25
100 240×180 15 240×180 25
300 320×240 15 352×288 25

For a NTSC video signal at 30 fps.

The following array summarizes the difference in term of performance between a standard
XstreamMulticaster and a model with SDI option.

XstreamMulticaster (standard) XstreamMulticaster with SDI option
From a NTSC video source From a NTSC video sourceRate

(kbits/s) Image size Fps Image size Fps
28,8 160×120 15 160×120 15
50 176×144 15 176×144 15
100 240×180 15 240×180 30
300 320×240 15 320×240 30

The next array summarizes a typical configuration, combining four streams (two in RealVideo and
two in WindowsMedia), that can deliver the XstreamMulticaster.

Architecture Rate (kbits/s) Image size fps
Windows Media 50 176×144 15
Windows Media 250 320×240 30
RealVideo 50 176×144 15
RealVideo 250 320×240 30

For a NTSC video signal at 30 fps

Besides, the XstreamMulticaster can run one single stream at 1 Mbits/s at 640×480 with 30 fps (from
a NTSC video source).

4.5.5. Remote

As the StreamFactory products from Pinnacle Systems, the remote, that allows to configure and
control the streams from anywhere, is possible from a web-browsing interface or by Windows
Netmeeting. Windows NetMeeting is supplied within the windows operating system, for remote
access. Any windows computer with appropriate networks access and the Windows NetMeeting
program, can directly access and control StreamEngine or XstreamMulticaster remotely. The
StreamEngine or XstreamMulticaster computer is displayed on the remote computer’s monitor which
becomes a mirror of the StreamEngine or XstreamMulticaster. On both, you can adjust your
streamed media characteristics such as :

• image characteristics (Brightness, Contrast, Hue, Saturation),
• audio gain.
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4.5.6. Comparison

4.5.6.1. Performances

According to their respective data sheet, we compare the performances of StreamEngine XS models
and XstreamMulticaster models in term of :

• image size and frame rate for NTSC standard (because no benchmarks for both StreamEngine
and XstreamMulticaster are available in PAL standard to allow a comparison)

StreamEngine
XS 100 and XS 200

XstreamMulticaster
(standard version)

XstreamMulticaster
(with SDI option)

NTSC NTSC NTSCRate
(kbits/s) Image

size
Fps Image

size
Fps Image

size
Fps

28,8 160×120 15 160×120 15 160×120 15
50 176×144 15 176×144 15 176×144 15

100 240×180 15 240×180 15 240×180 30
300 320×240 15 352×288 15 352×288 30

• maximum data rate sustained by the StreamEngine and XstreamMulticaster models.

Encoding station Maximum data rate (kbits/s) Resolution fps

StreamEngine XS 100 300 (typical)
250 (practical test)

StreamEngine XS 200 750 (typical)
700 (practical test)

CIF
(352×288)

25

XstreamMulticaster
one single stream at 1 Mbits/s at with 30 fps

or
two streams at 250 and 300 kbits/s

 and two streams at 32 kbits/s

640×480

CIF
QCIF

30

4.5.6.2. Costs

Winnov encoding solutions Prix (in €)
StreamEngine XS 100 2 800
StreamEngine XS 200 4 000

XstreamMulticaster 10 000

According to the Winnov’s dealer in Europe, the XstreamMulticaster SDI is not available at the
moment.
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4.6. Darim video capture cards

4.6.1. Introduction

Established in 1994, Darim Vision Corp. is a developer and manufacturer of the MPEG encoding
hardware and software products with headquarters based in South Korea with an US branch office in
Pleasanton, CA. Darim produces four different capture cards which support both NTSC or PAL video
standards. Some of these cards have audio inputs/outputs.
Telegency and Forward 100 boards are not sold on separately but are integrated into Darim
systems.

4.6.2. Entry level cards

4.6.2.1. Telegency

Telegency is an entry-level video capture card which does not have any audio inputs/outputs.
According to the data sheet, the compressed data rate can be up to 1000 kbits/s and the frame size
can be up to 240×180 in PAL and NTSC.

4.6.2.2. MG 100

MG 100 is an audio/video MPEG-1 capture card. So, video capture formats and audio recording
formats can be in MPEG-1. According to the data sheet, the compressed data rate can be up to
1500 kbits/s and the frame size can be up to CIF formats 352×288 in PAL and 352×240 in NTSC.

4.6.3. High performance level cards

Forward cards offer more powerful performances. According to their respective data sheet, the
compressed data rate can be up to 2000 kbits/s as for Forward 100 and the frame size can be up to
720×576 in PAL and 720×480 in NTSC. The video inputs have built-in Time Base Corrector (TBC),
optional pre-filtering and may be switched dynamically without interruption of the encoding process.

4.6.3.1. Forward 100

Forward 100 is the video/audio capture playback card with up to two YUV inputs. Only Line (stereo)
input/output are available, no XLR plugs. According to the data sheet, the compressed data rate can
be up to 2000 kbits/s and the audio recording format is 16 bits PCM (with sampling rate 32 - 44,1
and 48 kHz).

4.6.3.2. Forward 200

Forward 200 allows real time switching between any of 2 inputs. More dedicated to Special Effects
for webcasting activities, a dual Channel TBC is available on the board and Alpha Channel which
allows real time 8 bits Alpha mixing of live video with computer graphics images.

4.6.3.3. A/V inputs/outputs

Video Audio
Input Output Input Output

Telegency 1 composite (RCA)
1 S-Video (mini-Din) in option

- -

MG 100 1 composite (RCA)
1 S-Video (mini-Din)

-
Line, Mic -
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Forward 100 Up to 2 YUV component (BNC)
Up to 4 composites (RCA)
Up to 2 S-Video (mini-DIN)

- Line (stereo) Line (stereo)

Forward 200 Up to 6 composites (RCA)
Up to 3 S-Video (mini-DIN)

- - -

4.7.  Darim encoding solutions

4.7.1. Introduction

Darim includes four different capture cards in its streaming solutions called MV 401 systems. The
MV401 series is a family slim 19 inch rack mount (2U) PCs, combination of Darim video capturing
hardware (same caracteristics as the Darim capture card : Telegency, MG100, Forward 100 & 200)
and streaming software encoder such as : WindowsMedia Encoder and RealProducer.

4.7.2. MV401 architecture

At first, the MV401 series is dedicated to encode audio/video source in Windows Media format. In
option, many MV401 models can encoder in RealAudio and RealVideo with RealProducer.
The MV401 systems digitize video sources and generate (.avi) file, which is converting into the
Windows Media format.

4.7.3. MV401 Series

The following array below summarizes the specifications of the different models MV401 series.

4.7.3.1. Entry and medium level

The following two rack unit, MV 401-5 and MV401-10 do not have YUV input but only composite
(RCA plug). Consequently, they can not be taken into consideration for broadcast activities.
• MV401-5 is an entry level encoding solution for low speed (and so low resolution)
• MV401-10 is an intermediate encoding solution for medium quality.

4.7.3.1.1. System specifications

Model CPU OS RAM Hard Disk Others
MV401-5
MV401-10

Pentium III
866 MHz

Windows 2000
Professional

256 MB 20 GB
IDE/UltraATA 66

• Ethernet 10/100 BT
• Sound Blaster 128 PCI

4.7.3.1.2. Video capture card specifications

Model Darim video
capture card

Video inputs Resolution PAL Compressed
data rates PAL

Frame
rate

MV401-5* Telegency Composite (RCA) Up to 240×180 30 - 1000 kbits/s 6 - 25
MV401-10 MG100 Composite (RCA), Y/C Up to 352×288 30 - 1500 kbits/s 8 - 25

(*) : Y/C input available in option.
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4.7.3.2. High performance

The following two rack unit, MV 401-11 and MV401-20 are more dedicated to higher performance.
Furthermore, only MV401-11 has YUV component input (BNC plug) and can be considered as
dedicated to broadcast activities. Both of them have composite input but with RCA plug, not BNC.
• MV401-11 is a Windows Media encoding solution for broadcast with YUV component
• MV401-20 is a Windows Media encoding solution with real time video input switching and

special effects.

4.7.3.2.1. MV 401-11

The MV 401-11, based on a dual Pentium III 933 MHz system, uses the Forward 100 audio/video
capture/playback card. The MV 401-11 is more dedicated to broadcast with YUV component input.
But no analog balanced XLR inputs/outputs are provided. Only line (stereo ) inputs/outputs are
available.

4.7.3.2.2. MV 401-20

The MV 401-20, based on a dual Pentium III 933 MHz system, uses the Forward 200 Video capture
/FX card. This card does not have any sound inputs or outputs. A sound Blaster Live PCI sound card
is present in the rack to provide audio inputs/outputs.

4.7.3.2.3. System specifications

Model CPUs OS RAM Hard Disk Other
MV401-11 -
MV401-20

Dual Pentium III
933 MHz

Windows 2000
Professional

512 MB 30 GB
IDE/UltraATA 66 Sound Blaster card

4.7.3.2.4. Video capture specifications

Model Darim capture card Compressed
data rates

Frame rate
fps

Other

MV401-11 Forward 100 A/V Single channel TBC
MV401-20 Forward 200V/FX

80 - 2000 kbits/s 6 - 25
Dual channel TBC

4.7.3.2.5. MV415

The only broadcast model seems to be the MV415 with a standard YUV input : a SDI input is
available in option. Precisions are not yet available from Darim Inc. and according to their European
dealer, no system with SDI and AES/EBU inputs is still available.

4.7.3.3. Characteristics

MV401 series

Feature MV401-5 MV401-10 MV401-11 MV401-20

CPU 866 MHz Pentium III Dual 933 MHz Pentium III

Intel 810 AGP display with 4 MB RAM AGP display adapter with 16 MB RAMOn Board

Sound Blaster 128 PCI sound module - sound Blaster Live

RAM 128 MB 256 MB

OS Windows 2000 Professional

Network Interface Ethernet 10/100 BT

Hard Disk 20 GB - IDE/Ultra ATA 66 30 GB - IDE/Ultra ATA 100
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4.7.3.4. Remote control

Every model has onboard Intel 10/100 BT Ethernet network interface. All MV401 machines can be
controlled remotely over LAN or Internet

4.7.3.5. Costs

In Europe, MV401 and MV401e are the only available at the moment. The current situation regarding
the MV410 and MV415 is slightly unclear but according to Darim European dealer, these two
systems will probably be available within the next few months.

Models Product Price (in €)
MV401 Streaming encoder 5 200
MV-YUV YUV input option for MV401 2 200
MV-Dual Dual Processor option – Upgrade to dual processor and 512 MB RAM 1 200
MV-QT QuickTime Option 1 550
MV401e Embedded live streaming encoder for Windows Media only.

Remote control and administration software included
4 990

MV401ff Full PAL D1 Live streaming encoder for WindowsMedia and Real 10 900

MV401 is the basic streaming encoder in which many options can be added. We can make a
comparison between the systems references such as : MV401-5 and MV401-10, found in Darim web
site, and the combination of MV401 with many options.

Reference Darim
Inc.

CPU Equivalence Darim
Europe

Possible options

MV401-5
MV401-10

Pentium III 866 MHz MV401

MV401-11
MV401-20

Dual  Pentium III 933 MHz MV401ff + MV-Dual
MV-YUV

4.7.3.6. Performances

Models Resolution PAL Compressed data rates PAL Frame rate
MV401 Up to CIF format (352×288) up to 768 kbits/s unknown
MV401e From 176×144 up to 352×288 30 - 1500 kbits/s 8 - 25
MV401ff Up to 720×576 Up to 2 Mbits/s 25
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4.8. Viewcast / Osprey Video capture card

4.8.1. Introduction

Osprey Video is a division of ViewCast Corporation. At first, we are introducing, the different Osprey
capture cards. The Osprey cards are Single-Board Audio/Video Codec for PCI Bus Computers.
Every Osprey card can capture both NTSC and PAL video analog sources and deliver
uncompressed  digital or analog video and audio to streaming media applications. Some Osprey
models, referred as Osprey xxxxDV, have IEEE 1394 capture capabilities whereas Osprey xxxxPRO
have SDI (for video) and AES/EBU (for audio) input.

4.8.2. Osprey capture card

4.8.2.1. Osprey 1000x cards

4.8.2.1.1. Osprey –1000

The Osprey-1000 supports industry-standard compression formats and a range of computer
operating systems. It includes digital video pre-processing in hardware  that can significantly improve
video quality for streaming applications. The Osprey-1000 is a half-slot PCI card for coding/decoding
(codec) audio and video signals using standards-based algorithms. It is capable of supporting
H.320/H.261, H.324/H.263, packetized H.261, CellB, H.323, JPEG encode. Audio standards include
G.711, G.722, G.728, and G.723 with Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC). Included is the Osprey
Win1000 Software Pack containing drivers and basic application software for Windows 95/98 and
Windows NT. The Osprey-1000 includes 2 Mbytes of DRAM.
One RCA composite, one S-video input, and one analog video output are provided, as well as Mic,
Line and Headphone audio connections.

4.8.2.1.2. Osprey-1000/G2

Same as the Osprey-1000, the Osprey-1000G2  includes RealNetworks RealProducer Plus software
with the Osprey G2 Hardware. Osprey-1000G2 is a  video capture/compression card with Osprey G2
Hardware Encoder which can encode multiple RealNetworks G2 video streams simultaneously on a
single-CPU computer. Drivers are available for Windows NT.

4.8.2.2. Osprey-2x0 cards

Osprey 2x0 cards are the basic audio/video capture card including RealProducer and
WindowsMedia encoder.
The Osprey-2x0 is a 1/2 slot PCI bus card for capturing full-motion (30 fps) video, and audio, from a
standard NTSC or PAL analog video source with Logo/Bitmap overlay/blend capability.
Installation CD includes the award winning Fluition, SMIL authoring software, by Confluent
Technologies.

4.8.2.2.1. Osprey 200

Driver software supports Windows 95/98/Me and Windows NT/2000. Captured video and audio may
be saved (uncompressed) to disk or displayed/played on the system monitor and speakers. Two
video inputs are provided, one for Composite Video and one for S-video; software controls which
single input is active at any one time. Left and right RCA audio connectors are provided. Multiple
cards may be used in a single system chassis (NT only). Colour formats that are supported include
grayscale, 8-bit colour and RGB colour.
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The Osprey 210 and 220 provide audio gain control, 32, 44, 48 KHz audio sampling rates. Multiple
cards may be used in a single system chassis (NT and 2000 only). Driver software supports
Windows 95/98/ME (only one board per system) and Windows NT/2000 (up to six boards per
system). Audio loopback/monitoring capabilities are provided via 3.5mm audio output on both
Osprey 210 and 220.

4.8.2.2.2. Osprey-210

Captured video and audio may be saved (uncompressed) to disk or displayed/played on the system
monitor and speakers. Two video inputs are provided, one for Composite Video (BNC connector)
and one for S-video. Besides, one 3.5mm audio connector is provided for Unbalanced Stereo Audio
Capture.

4.8.2.2.3. Osprey-220

Similar to the Osprey-210 in features, the Osprey-220 card adds the ability to capture balanced
audio through XLR connectors and breakout cable for the full array of analog inputs. The breakout
cable includes : composite Video (BNC connector), S-video, Unbalanced Stereo Audio (RCA
connectors), Balanced Stereo Audio (XLR connectors).

4.8.2.2.4. Osprey-220 Rack Panel Bundle

The Osprey-220 Rack Panel Bundle is a bundled solution ideal for rack mount environments. It
includes 2 Osprey-220 cards, software CD and the Osprey Rack Mount Breakout Panel. This bundle
does not include the Osprey breakout cable shipped standard with the Osprey-220.

4.8.2.3. Osprey-500x cards

The Osprey-500x are video/audio capture cards designed for steaming media applications like
Microsoft's Windows Media Encoder and RealNetworks' RealSystem Producer from analog or digital
sources. The Osprey-500x cards may also be used with other popular media applications like
Sorenson's Broadcaster, Cleaner 5 and Non Linear Editing softwares. Both Osprey-500x models
include an input filter to de-interlace video from any of the video sources while capturing in real time.
This improves the quality of every video stream, especially for video containing a lot of motion at any
bit rate.
The Osprey 500x cards offer professional audio and video input types with option for specific use as
Osprey-500DV, which enables streaming from a DV source and Osprey-500DV PRO which adds a
SDI and AES/EBU inputs. Drivers are available on Win2000/NT.

4.8.2.3.1. Osprey 500 DV

The Osprey-500 DV decodes DV video on the card, then provides digital video for processing to
streaming video. This version provides :

• composite video (BNC), S-Video, DV (via IEEE 1394), and
• unbalanced stereo audio, and balanced stereo audio (XLR).

4.8.2.3.2. Osprey-500 DV Pro

The Osprey-500 DV Pro includes all the features of the Osprey-500 DV and adds all professional
connectivity to digital sources. So, this version provides :

• composite video (BNC), S-Video, DV (via IEEE 1394), SDI (SMTPE-259M), and
• unbalanced stereo audio, balanced stereo audio (XLR), professional digital audio

(AES/EBU), and consumer digital audio (S/P-DIF).
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4.8.2.3.3. Osprey-500 DV Pro Rack Panel Bundle

The Osprey-500 DV Pro Rack Panel Bundle is a bundled solution ideal for rack mount environments.
It includes 2 Osprey-500 DV Pro cards, software CD and the Osprey Rack Mount Breakout Panel.
This bundle does not include the Osprey breakout cable shipped standard with the Osprey-500 DV
Pro.

4.8.2.4. Osprey Breakout Cable

The Osprey Breakout Cable provides an optional breakout component for the Osprey-220, Osprey-
500 and Osprey-2000 models. Balanced audio via XLR connectors, Left/Right unbalanced audio via
RCA connectors, composite input (BNC), and S-Video (mini-DIN) are all provided and connect to the
DB15 connector on the faceplate in place of the standard Osprey breakout cable or the Osprey Rack
Mount Breakout Panel.

4.8.2.5. Osprey-220, 500, 2000 Breakout Box

The Osprey breakout cable is a standalone unit that provides analog input support for the Osprey-
220, Osprey-500 and Osprey-2000 product families. For the applicable Osprey-500 and Osprey-
2000 models AES/EBU audio inputs are also enabled. The breakout cable provides a full array of
analog inputs including : composite video (BNC), S-Video (mini-DIN), unbalanced stereo Audio
(Left/Right RCA), balanced stereo audio (XLR) and AES/EBU digital audio.
Each breakout cable comes complete with connector cable to connect to the back of your Osprey
card via DB15 connector. BNC to RCA connector converted is also included for Composite input.

4.8.2.6. Osprey Rack Mount Breakout Panel

The Osprey Rack Mount Breakout Panel is a 1U rack mountable version of two standard Osprey
breakout cables that can be used with the Osprey-500 family and the Osprey-220 cards. The
Breakout Panel includes two of each of the following inputs : composite video (BNC), S-Video,
Unbalanced Stereo Audio, Balanced Stereo Audio with XLR connectors, and AES/EBU digital audio
with XLR connector.

4.8.2.7. Osprey-2000x cards

Osprey-2000x cards are single board MPEG codec. The Osprey 2000 cards are divided into two
product groups : codec and decode (referred as 2000 D) modes.

• three full codec modes, which support the four distinct modes of operation :
• MPEG encoding,
• MPEG decoding,
• capture/preview (which saves data to disk in AVI format, and further process the data, i.e

encode into the Real or Windows Media format),
• transcoding modes which converts MPEG-1 or MPEG-2 files into either RealVideo 8.5 or

WindowsMedia 7 formats
• three decode models, referred as Osprey 2000 Dxx, which support the same four modes of

operation except MPEG encoding.

For example, the Osprey-2000D cards manage to decompress in real time a MPEG-1 stream (up to
1,5 Mbits/s) and MPEG-2 stream (up to 8 Mbits/s) and allow the transcoding process in RealVideo
8.5 and WindowsMedia 7 formats.

Note : According  to the Osprey-2000D data sheet, the MPEG-2 format supported by the Osprey
card 2000D (with MPEG-2 decoding function) seems to be only MPEG-2 PS (Program Stream) and
not Transport Stream. If you plan to use MPEG-2 TS files, a test would be necessary.
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Each Osprey 2000x card contains Osprey driver CD, product documentation, Osprey Programming
Interface runtime applications and SDK, DirectShow runtime applications and SDK, Video for
Windows SDK.
A Osprey breakout cable is provided for all analog inputs and digital AES/EBU professional audio
inputs on Pro and DV Pro models. Multiple cards may be used in a single system chassis (NT and
2000 only).

4.8.2.7.1. Osprey-2000

The Osprey-2000 is a Single-Board MPEG codec with analog inputs and outputs. The Osprey-2000
is a tri-mode device for MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 encoding and decoding in addition to advanced
video/audio capture card capabilities. It encodes from analog video sources. The Osprey-2000
provides the following video and audio inputs : composite video (BNC), S-Video, unbalanced stereo
audio, balanced stereo audio (XLR).
Analog composite and S-Video video plus unbalanced stereo audio are available for outputs when
used for MPEG decoding. Audio loopback/monitoring capabilities are provided via unbalanced RCA
audio output.

4.8.2.7.2. Osprey-2000 DV Pro

Same as the Osprey-2000, the Osprey-2000 DV Pro is a Single-Board MPEG codec with Analog,
DV, Pro Digital Video/Audio Capture. It encodes from analog, DV and professional digital sources,
for both NTSC and PAL video sources. It provides the following video and audio inputs : composite
video (BNC), S-Video, DV (via IEEE 1394), SDI (SMTPE-259M) video with embedded SDI audio,
unbalanced stereo audio, balanced stereo audio (XLR), professional digital audio (AES/EBU).

4.8.2.7.3. Osprey-2000 D DV

The Osprey-2000 D DV is a single board MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 decoder combined with advanced
video/audio capture card capabilities. It encodes in streaming formats from analog, DV and
professional digital sources, for both NTSC and PAL video sources. It provides the following audio
and video inputs : composite video (BNC), S-Video, unbalanced stereo audio, balanced stereo audio
(XLR).

4.8.2.7.4. Osprey-2000 D DV Pro

The Osprey-2000 D DV Pro is a single board MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 decoder combined with
advanced video/audio capture card capabilities. It encodes in streaming formats from analog, DV
and professional digital sources, or both NTSC and PAL video sources. It provides the following
audio and video inputs: composite video (BNC), S-Video, DV (via IEEE 1394), SDI (SMTPE-259M)
video with embedded SDI audio, unbalanced stereo audio, balanced stereo audio (XLR),
professional digital audio (AES/EBU).

4.8.2.7.5. Osprey 2000x - Breakout Box

The breakout box for the Osprey 2000 has inputs for composite video (BNC plug), S-Video,
balanced and unbalanced audio and professional digital audio. The breakout box has a set (L/R) of
unbalanced RCA style audio connectors and a set (L/R) of balanced (XLR) audio connectors.

4.8.2.7.6. Osprey 2000x - Rack Mount Breakout Unit

A rack mount version of the breakout box is also available. The 1 RU mount input box has the same
inputs as the breakout box but includes two sets of inputs and is typically used when two Osprey
2000 boards are used in a single PC.
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4.8.2.7.7. Osprey-2000x-  Rack Panel Bundle

For each Osprey-2000 cards (Osprey-2000, DV Pro, D DV and D DV Pro), a rack panel bundle is
available. This Osprey-2000x Rack Panel Bundle is a bundled solution ideal for rack mount
environments. It includes 2 Osprey-2000x cards, software CD and the Osprey Rack Mount Breakout
Panel. This bundle does not include the Osprey breakout cable shipped standard with the Osprey-
2000x card.

4.8.2.8. SimulStream Technology

The basic streaming is to address multiple audiences by providing various bit rates. Most card-based
configured systems use multiple input cards to mirror a single process to create the different
streams.
Althrough the Windows Media and RealProducer encoders internally support multiple streams with
different encoding rates (the concept of multiple bit rate encoding such as SureStream for
RealNetworks), at present they do not support different input sizes for each stream.
For example, two copies of the Windows Media Encoder and two copies of Real Producer, each
streaming the exact same content at different sizes and rates can be run : so, four different encode
sessions are running. The result of this is four completely independent streams that can be
completely optimized for their individual target profiles.
With SimulStream, to capture four streams, you need to run four applications, or four copies of the
same application. But SimulStream provides a single A/V input source to multiple rich media
applications, like RealSystem Producer and Windows Media Encoder, in real time for independent
software operations. The only exception is that you should be able to run one capture stream, one
preview stream, and one overlay stream from a single process at the same time.
So, SimulStream allows to target audiences at various bit rates by providing optimized audio/video
streams for a diverse internet audience in real time : so, a maximum streaming media workflow
efficiency is raised.
This SimulStream technology is similar to the MultiStream technology developed by Pinnacle
systems for the StreamFactory. As MultiStream, SimulStream allows any Osprey capture cards to
create multiple independent unique Internet video streams from a single input source.
Consequently, any Osprey card with SimulStream software can duplicate a single source into
several copies and create an independent video bit stream from each copy of the video signal. The
number of streams depends on the CPU performance. As for the dpsNetstreamer, six or even more
streams (in case of a mix of low and high data rate streams) are possible, but four streams seem to
be a more likely limit.

4.8.2.8.1. Osprey SimulStream Single Software License

Osprey SimulStream is a software upgrade extending the capabilities of any Osprey Video capture
cards. SimulStream enables a single Osprey Video card to output multiple instances of audio and
video data from a single input source to multiple audiences by providing various bitrates.
SimulStream requires Windows NT, 2000, or XP along with Osprey drivers version 2.0 or later. The
installation CD includes SMIL authoring software.
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4.8.2.9. System requirements

Osprey capture card Streaming format OS

OSP-1000 Realvideo
H263

Win95/98
WinNT

OSP-1000G2 Real G2
(not surestream available)

WinNT

OSP-200
OSP-210
OSP-220

Real Video
WindowsMedia

Win95/98
WinNT

Win 2000
OSP-500WM/DV
OSP-500WM/DV/PRO
OSP-2000
OSP-2000/DV/PRO
OSP-2000/D/DV
OSP-2000/D/DV/PRO

Real Video 8.5
WindowsMedia 7

WinNT
Win2000

4.8.2.10. A/V inputs/outputs

4.8.2.10.1. Video inputs/outputs

Video
SDI YUV PAL Y/C DV

OSP-1000
OSP-1000G2

In/Out
RCA

OSP-200 (Breakout box) In
RCA

OSP-210
OSP-220 (Breakout box)

-

OSP-500WM/DV

-

OSP-500WM/DV/PRO In
BNC

In
BNC

In
MiniDIN

In
IEEE 1394

OSP-2000 (Breakout cable) - -
OSP-2000/DV/PRO In

BNC
OSP-2000/D/DV -
OSP-2000/D/DV/PRO In

BNC

-

In/out
BNC

In/out
MiniDIN

In
IEEE 1394
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4.8.2.10.2. Audio inputs/outputs

Audio
Embedded S/P-DIF AES/EBU Balanced Unbalanced

OSP-1000
OSP-1000G2

In Line or Mic
Out Line

Out Headphone
OSP-200 (Breakout box) In stereo

RCA
OSP-210

-

In/out stereo
jack 3,5 mm

OSP-220 (Breakout cable) In (cable)
RCA

Out (on board)
jack 3,5 mm

OSP-500WM/DV

- - -

OSP-500WM/DV/PRO In
BNC

In
RCA

In
BNC

In
Stereo RCA

OSP-2000 (Breakout cable) - - -
OSP-2000/DV/PRO In

BNC
- In

BNC
OSP-2000/D/DV - - -
OSP-2000/D/DV/PRO In

BNC
- In

BNC

In
XLR

In/Out
Stereo RCA

4.8.2.11. Costs

Osprey capture card Price (in €)
OSP-1000 1 128
OSP-1000G2 1 250
OSP-200 228
OSP-210 244
OSP-220 381
OSP-500WM/DV 1 128
OSP-500WM/DV/PRO 2 515
OSP-2000 1 875
OSP-2000/DV/PRO 5 655
OSP-2000/D/DV 1 875
OSP-2000/D/DV/PRO 3 140
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4.9. Viewcast encoding stations

4.9.1. Introduction

ViewCast integrates the Osprey analog and digital capture boards and codecs into the streaming
media encoders, called Niagara. Besides, Viewcast proposes Niagara Streaming Server dedicated
to RealNetworks or WindowsMedia.

4.9.2. Niagara architecture

The ViewCast Niagara  are 19″ rackable streaming encoding stations, in which different Osprey
capture cards can be inserted in PCI slots. Some of Osprey capture cards are dedicated to one
specific streaming format such as RealVideo or WindowsMedia. The Niagara Streaming System is
fully integrated in 1U, 2U, 4U configurations. These streaming media encoders are pre-configured,
plug-and-play solutions. In option, a variety of hardware (Videonics MXProDV Digital Video Mixer for
Live) and software solutions are available.

4.9.2.1. Niagara SCX :Stream Control eXtension

SCX (Stream Control eXtension) is the Viewcast StreamControl software. Niagara SCX allows any
Niagara streaming video encoder to be remotely monitored and controlled across any network. Full
access is provided to view and set encoding parameters start and stop the encoding process, and
receive notification of identified error conditions.
Remote access through SCX StreamControl is offered through a remote Windows software
application, via SNMP or XML. Niagara SCX is bundled as an application with all Niagara Streaming
Systems. The SCX Stream Control extension SNMP and XML API’s are offered as a software
option. Besides, a Niagara SCX SDK is available.

4.9.2.2. Niagara range

As explained before, in the present, we are focusing only on Niagara encoding rack mount models,
which could be integrated into a broadcast architecture. Portable configurations are not described.

Rack Mount Models 2112RW 3112RW 3222RW 3225RW 3115W 3118W
1 Rack Unit 2 Rack Unit 1 Rack Unit

Processor Pentium III Dual Pentium III
Osprey 220 1 1 2
Osprey 500 DV Pro 2 1
Osprey 2000 DV Pro 1
RealProducer Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes
WindowsMedia encoder Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
SimulStream Yes Yes Yes
SCX StreamControl Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note : Dual Channel 19” rack mount I/O breakout panel can be used in case of rack mount models which have
two Osprey  cards.

4.9.2.3. Characteristics

Feature 3118W
CPU Dual 1 GHz Pentium III
RAM 512 MB
OS Windows 2000 Professional

Hard Disk 36 GB (10 000 rpm) SCSI
Included softwares RealVideo 8.5

WindowsMedia 7
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4.9.2.4. Costs

Rack Mount Models 2112RW 3112RW 3222RW 3225RW 3115W 3118W
Price (US $) 4 000 7 500 8 000 11 000 9 000 11 000
Price (€) 1€ =0,9$ 4 444 8 333 8 888 12 222 10 000 12 222

4.9.2.5. Performances

In term of comparison with other encoding solutions, we only consider Niagara encoding stations,
including Osprey 500 DV/Pro capture cards, which offer professional connections with SDI (for
video) and AES/EBU (for audio). According to Viewcast, it is possible to produce stream at up to 1
Mbits/s (with a resolution 640×480) at a sustained rate of 30 fps, running Windows 2000.
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4.10. Ecrin encoding stations

4.10.1. Introduction

ECRIN, the French dealer of Viewcast products, decided to produce its own range of encoding
station, based on Osprey cards, less expensive than the Niagara stations. Three different levels of
encoding station are available : Entry, Power and Professional. All of them run on Windows 2000.

4.10.2. Entry encoding station

This 19” rack (height : 2 U) is based on mono or bi-processor Intel ATX motherboard. Three PCI
slots are available. Two kind of hard drives are available : EIDE or SCSI (one PCI is used for SCSI
connection). ENT2 is an intermediate version between ENT1 (mono CPU) and Professional
encoding station (4 mono or dual processor).

4.10.2.1. Characteristics

Feature ENT1 ENT1 (option SCSI) ENT2
Height 1 U 2 U 4 U

Mono-processor Dual-processorCPU
1 GHz Pentium III Dual 1 GHz Pentium III

DRAM 256 MB
OS Windows 2000
Hard Disk IDE 30 GB SCSI 18 GB removable
PCI slot 3 2 3

4.10.3. Professional encoding Station

The professional stations 19” rack (height : 5 U) support up to 4 bi-processors PICMG Intel boards
and up to 8 encoding channels. Each professional model has a redundant power supply and the
hard disks used are hot-swap/board. To summarize, the PROF 1 and PROF 2 version are
respectively equivalent to four ENT1 stations and four ENT2 stations.

4.10.3.1. Characteristics

Feature PROF1 PROF2
Height 5 U

4 mono-processor 4 bi-processorsCPU
800 GHz Pentium III

DRAM 256 MB
OS Windows 2000
Hard Disk Up to 4 SCSI 9 GB removable
PCI slot 2 per board

4.10.3.1.1. RKM panel : Rack Mount Breakout Unit

RKM (19″ - 1U) panel is a connection kit that concentrates all the connectivity for a maximum of two
boards from Osprey-500, 220 and 2000 family.
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4.10.3.2. Costs

Ref. Price (€)

ENT1 1 640

ENT2 2 000

PROF 1 9 997

PROF 2 12 908

As for Niagara Encoding station, we consider that the Osprey 500 DV/Pro capture cards are inserted
in Ecrin racks. These capture cards can produce RealVideo or WindowsMedia streams and offers
professional connectivity with SDI (for video) and AES/EBU (for audio). To make a right comparison,
we take into consideration the models PROF 1 and PROF 2.

PROF 1 PROF 2
9 997 12 908

Number Costs (€)
4 2 515 10 060Osprey 500 DV/PRO
8 2 515 20 120

Total (€) 20 057 33 028

4.10.3.3. Performances

Ecrin managed to produce a stream up to 1,5 Mbits/s , with an image in CIF resolution (352×288) at
25 fps without exceeding 70% of the CPU charge. Other this limit, the encoding performances failed.
The next versions of Ecrin, which will include a Pentium IV at 1,5 GHz, will allow to deliver stream up
to 2 Mbits/s.

4.11. Summary

The two following arrays summarize respectively :
• the audio/video inputs and outputs characteristics,
• the performances, and system requirements,

for each hardware encoding stations, detailed in this study.
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device Input Output
Video Audio Video Audio

Trademark Product
Price

(in €)
SDI YUV Pal Y/C DV Embed. AES

EBU
Bal.

S/P-
DIF

Unbal
.

SDI YUV Pal Y/C DV Embed. AES
EBU

Bal
S/P-
DIF

Unbal

StreamFactory 12 995
Pinnacle StreamFactory×2 17 995

1
BNC

(3)
BNC

1
BNC

(1) 1
IEEE

1
BNC

1
XLR

(2)
XLR -

1
jack

1
BNC - - - -

1
BNC - - - -

Aqua (basic ver.) 3 888 1
BNC -

1
BNC

1
miniDIN -

1
BNC

1
BNC

1
XLR - - - - - - - - - - - -GVG

Aqua (full ver.) with 4
capture/processing boards

111111 (4)
BNC -

(4)
BNC

(4)
miniDIN

- (4)
BNC

(4)
BNC

(8)
XLR -

1
jack - - - - - - - - - -

Leitch
DN2-5000

+ option SDV-5010
17 100 1

BNC
(3)

BNC
1

BNC
1

miniDIN
1

IEEE
1

BNC
1

XLR
1

XLR
1

RCA
1 line
RCA

1
BNC

(3)
BNC

1
BNC

1
miniDIN

1
IEEE

1
BNC

1
XLR

1
XLR

1
RCA

1 line
RCA

MV401 5 200 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

MV401e 4 990 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Darim
MV401ff + MV Dual 10 900 - o

1
RCA

1
miniDIN - - - - -

1 line
stereo - - - - - - - - -

1 line
stereo

2112 RW  + 1 Osprey 220 4 444 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3112RW + 1 Osprey 220 8 333 - -

1
BNC

1
miniDIN - - - - -

1 line
RCA - - - - - - - - -

3222RW + 2 Osprey 220 8 888
- -

2
BNC

2
miniDIN - - - - -

1 line
RCA - - - - - - - - -

Mini
Jack
(3,5
mm)

3225RW + 2 Osprey
500DVPRO

12 222 2
BNC -

2
BNC

2
miniDIN

2
IEEE

- 2
BNC

(4)
XLR -

1 line
RCA - - - - - - - - - -

3115RW + 1 Osprey
500DVPRO

10 000 1
BNC -

1
BNC

1
miniDIN

1
IEEE

- 1
BNC

(2)
XLR -

1 line
RCA - - - - - - - - - -

Viewcast

(Niagara
racks
with

Osprey
cards) 3118RW + 1 Osprey

2000DVPRO
12 222 1

BNC -
1

BNC
1

miniDIN
1

IEEE
1

BNC
1

BNC
(2)
XLR -

1 line
RCA - -

1
BNC - - - - - -

1 line
RCA

Entry encoding ENT1
 + 3 Osprey 500DV/PRO

1640 3
BNC -

3
BNC

3
miniDIN

3
IEEE -

3
BNC

(6)
XLR -

1 line
RCA - - - - - - - - - -

Entry encoding ENT2
+ 3 Osprey 500DV/PRO

2 000 3
BNC -

3
BNC

3
miniDIN

3
IEEE -

3
BNC

(6)
XLR -

1 line
RCA - - - - - - - - - -

Power encoding PROF1
+  4 Osprey 500DV/PRO

9 997 4
BNC -

4
BNC

4
miniDIN

4
IEEE -

4
BNC

(8)
XLR -

1 line
RCA - - - - - - - - - -

Ecrin racks

(with
 Osprey
cards)

Power encoding PROF2
+ 8 Osprey 500DV/PRO

12 908 8
BNC -

8
BNC

8
miniDIN

8
IEEE -

8
BNC

(16)
XLR -

1 line
RCA - - - - - - - - - -

StreamEngine XS 100
+ 1 Videum 1000

2800
- -

StreamEngine XS 200
+ 1 Videum 1000

4000
- -

1
BNC
adaptor

1
miniDIN

- - - - -
Mini
Jack
(3,5
mm)

- - - - - - - - -
Mini
Jack
(3,5
mm)

Winnov

XstreamMulticaster
+ 1 Videum II Broadcaster 10 000 - -

1
BNC - - - -

(2)
XLR
RCA

- Line
Mic
Aux

- - - - - - -
(2)

RCA - -

(1) : Y/C sources require a dual BNC to S-Video two types of digital audio exist : BNC plug (SMPTE-267M) for embedded audio : XLR plug (EIAJ CP-340) for AES/EBU
(2) : means 2 plugs (BNC, RCA or XLR)  : one for each channel Right and Left.

(3) :means 3 BNC (one for each component YUV) (4) : means 4 BNC or XLR because 2 Osprey cards are included
o : option (6) : means 6 BNC or XLR because 3 Osprey cards are included
Y/C : mini-DIN 4 pins (8) : means 8 BNC or XLR because  4 Osprey card are included

(16) : means 16 BNC or XLR because  8 Osprey card are included
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Device Streaming
formats

Control Storage Processor

Trademark Product

flows
Max
data
rate

(kbps)
WM Real QT RS

232
RS
422

Ether. Automation RU CD-R Hard Disk CPU RAM
(MB)

OS
and

Included software

StreamFactory Up to
4

1 Mb/s • • - - • 1 • Removable
20 GB IDE

935 MHz
Pentium III

256
Pinnacle

StreamFactory×2 Up to
4

2 Mb/s • • - - • (1+1)

 By GPI
Or by LAN
via Win.

Netmeeting

1
• Internal 20 GB IDE

+ carrier for another
Dual

Pentium III
512

Windows 2000 Professional

RealProducer Plus 8
WindowsMedia Encoder 7

Aqua : SBC board - 700 • • • • • • - 512
GVG Aqua (full ver.) with 4

capture/processing boards
Up to

4
700
each

• • • • • • Remotely
by LAN

5 - 10 GB SCSI per
SBC board

850 MHz
Pentium III

on each board
Windows 2000 Server

Leitch DN2-5000
+ option SDV-5010

Up to
6

Total
<1Mb/s

• • - • • • Remotely
by LAN

2 - 9 GB SCSI Dual 866 MHz
Pentium III

512
Windows 2000 professinal

RealProducer Plus 8
WindowsMedia Encoder 7

MV401 1 768 • • - - - • 2 -
MV401e 1 1,5

Mb/s
• • - - - • 2 - 20 GB

IDE/Ultra ATA 66
866 MHz

Pentium III
128

Darim
MV401ff + MV Dual 1 Up to 2

Mb/s
• • - - - •

Remotely
by LAN

2 - 30 GB
IDE/Ultra ATA 100

Dual 966 MHz
Pentium III

512

Windows 2000 Professional
RealProducer 8

WindowsMedia Encoder 7

2112 RW
+ 1 Osprey 220

Up to
4

Up to
1Mb/s

• • - - - • •
Pentium III 256

3112RW
 + 1 Osprey 220

Up to
4

• • - • - •

1

•

3222RW
 + 2 Osprey 220

Up to
8

• • - • - • •

3225RW
+ 2 Osprey 500DVPRO

Up to
8

• • - • - •

2

•

3115RW
 + 1 Osprey 500DVPRO

Up to
4

• • - • - • •

Viewcast

(Niagara
racks

with

Osprey
cards)

3118RW
+ 1 Osprey 2000DVPRO

Up to
4

Up to
1,5

Mb/s

• • - • - •

Remote
access

through

SCX
streamcontrol

software
1

•

36 GB IDE

+ 3 × 36 GB SCSI
removable

Dual 1GHz
PentiumIII

512

Windows 2000 Professional

RealProducer 8

WindowsMedia Encoder 7

Entry encoding ENT1
 + 3 Osprey 500DV/PRO

Up to
12

1
Mb/s

• • - • o • 1 o
30 GB IDE

1 GHz
Pentium III

Entry encoding ENT2
+ 3 Osprey 500DV/PRO

Up to
12

1,5
Mb/s

• • - • o • 4 o
18 GB SCSI

Dual Pentium
1 GHz

Power encoding PROF1
+  4 Osprey 500DV/PRO

Up to
16

4 ×
1 Mb/s

• • - • o • 5 o 4 × 800 MHz
Pentium III

Ecrin racks

(with

 Osprey
cards)

Power encoding PROF2
+ 8 Osprey 500DV/PRO

Up to
32

4 ×
1,5

Mb/s

• • - • o •

Remotely
controlled
by LAN

(in option)
SCX

streamcontrol
software

5 o
Up to

4 × 9 GB SCSI
removable

Up to 4 bi-
800 MHz

Pentium III

256
Windows 2000 Professional

RealProducer 8

WindowsMedia Encoder 7

StreamEngine XS 100
+ 1 Videum 1000

1 250
300

• • - • - 1 1 - 933 MHz
Pentium III

StreamEngine XS 200
+ 1 Videum 1000

1 700
350

• • - • - (1+1) 1 -
10 GB IDE

2 × 933 MHz
Pentium III

128

(mini)

Windows 2000 Professional
Videum software

Windows Media Encoder 7,
RealNetworks Producer 8.5

Winnov

XstreamMulticaster
+ 1 Videum II Broadcaster

4 1 Mb/s • • - • - (1+1)

Remotely
By LAN
via win.

Netmeeting 1 - 2 × 30 GB
(IBM Deskstar)

2 × 1 GHz
Pentium III

256 Windows 2000 Professional


